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EVIDENCE
'AVAILABLE;

Since my graduation (M.B.) in the .year 1864, ipy chief

experience as a physician has been among. African natives .

During the four years 1896 to 1900,1 was Medical Officer

to the Blantyre Mission in the Shirs 'Highlands,•Central

Africa, and from 1902 till the present year 1907 , I have

occupied, a similar position i the ye'dale Mission, situat¬

ed in that part of- Gape Colony formerly known as Eaffraria.

While at Blantyre I was much struck "by the infrequency,

and as regards the hill population, the entire absence of

Tuberculosis among the Natives,. In Kaffraria on the

other hand, I found this to be by far the most common

disease that affected the adult Native population.

The subject of Tuberculosis among the South African

Natives is eh the present time attracting much attention.

Neither the originnor the present distribution of the disea

-se are however, at all well known. In a few years time,

on account of improved registration and' notification ,

it is 0 he expected that a clearer view will be obtained of
the ravages which Tuberculosis is committing among the

Native and Coloured peoples of the Sub- Continent. Meanwhil

a review of the present situation and the history of the

disease in South Africa,so far as the facts are obtainable,

may serve a useful purpose.

The chief sources of information at present available

are-, l. Official Records, especially the Annual Reports

of the Mediacal Officers of Health of the various Colonies,

The Returns of the Registrar General of the Cape Colony

and the Annual Reports of the Native Affairs Department.
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SECTION
1.

Distribution
of

TUBERCULOSIS

PCAPE COLONY".

Also the evidence submitted to various Commissions on

subjects connected with the Natives.

2. The Reports of the various South African Hospitals.

3. South African Medical Journals, past and present.

The present Journals are two, " The South African Medical

Record" published at Cape Town, and the "Transvaal Medical

Journal" published at Johannesburg.

4. Boohs dealing with South Africa.

5. Doctors and others of experience in the Country.

I have availed myself freely of these sources of

information, and I am much indebted to the courtesy of

the Medical Officers of Health of the various Colonies and

to many Doctors and others for their kind attention to my

letters of enquiry.

Lastly, I have my own experience at the Victoria

Hospital, Love dale.

The first point that it seems important to get some

idea of is the.present distribution of Tuberculosis

among the different races' in South Africa.

The Colony of the Cape of Good Hope had, at the

the different Census of 1904, a total population of 2,409,804 persons.
Races.

Of these, 579,741 were of European de'cent 1,424,787

were pure Bantu(Kaffirs, Dingoes, etc), and 395,369

were of mixed race, coloured or "Cape Boys" . Part of

the Bantu known as the Bechuan#a live in the notMi of

Cape Colony in the District round Mafeking and Kuruinan.

It will be convenient to discuds them when dealing with

the BechuanjAaland Protectorate. Leaving them out of

account for the present, one may say that the Eastern

portion of the Colony from Port Elizabeth along the sea¬

board as far as Natal, contains the great mass of the

Bantu population (see map A.) In the centre and

r*
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West of the Colony, 011 the other hand, the Bantu are

hardly met with except in labour centres such as

^ Cape Town and Kimberley where they go for short periods

to seek work. The Coloured people are chiefly

Hottentot in origifln and have been in close contact

with the European settlers for more than 200 years.

They form the Earm Labourer and Servant Class, in

the centre and West of the Colony. These people have

no : only adopted European clothing and habits of life,
but also a European language, Dutch. They are thus

widely different from the -gantu people in the East of
the Colony, who have only come into close contact with

Europeans during the past Century, many of them indeed

only during the latter half of the Century. The Bantu

retained their language, and to a considerable extent

also their old tribal traditions and mode of life .

Their huts also are larger and stronger than the wretched

hovels in which many of the coloured people live. The

European population is distributed throughout the whole

Colony, being, however, relatively more numerous in the
centre and West than in the East,where much of the land
is owned by the Dingoes and other Bantu tribes.

Bexective Although the registration of deaths is now compulsory

Registration throughout Cape Colony ,"the provisions of the Act have
(&.)

been carried out very mildly", and in large, areas of the

Eastern Bantu part of the Colony only a fraction of the

deaths are registered . (In East Griqualand and Tembuland

(O

about one half, in the Transkei, about two thirds, and
. ca.)

in Pondoland not more than about one fifth) In addition

to this, a certain proportion of the deaths are registered
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without the cause of death having been certified by a

qualified Doctor. This occurs even in the older Western

towns among the poor coloured people, and in the Eastern,
ps,
I*. Bantu, districts it is so common that the returns from

these districts are of very little value.

In the Registrar-General's Reports the chief towns are

dealt with in a group by themselves and the deaths occur-

ing i them are classified according to age, sex,race, and

cause of death, the certified cases being distinguished

from the uncertified. The smaller towns and villages

are dealt with in a separate group.and similar particulars

O are given, except that the deaths are not classified accord-

ing to age. Under race,however the re turns,both as regards
the chief towns and the villages,only distinguish European
from non-European, and if one wishes to separate the Bantu

from the coloured deaths , one can only do so approximately

by a reference to separate returns in which the races

are given in some detail but not the cause of death.

The Registrar-General's Reports contain no returns

^ which show the cause of death among the rural population
of the Colony, the reason for this omission no doubt being

that, owing to the deficiencies in registration^ above allu¬

ded tOjsuch a re urn would have little or no value.

Erorn the returns above mentioned of the chief towns and

villages it is possible, however, to get a very fair idea

of the prevAlftnce of Tuberculosis at the present time in

Cape Colony.

TUBERCULOSIS The European death rate from phthisis and other forms

^jaOUG EUROPEAITSof Tubercular disease in the 35r cities and chief towns

of the Colony for the last three years for which statistics

are available is shewn in the following table.
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T A B L E

P«s

TOY®

ESTIMATED EUROP-
EAN POPULATION
MIDDLE OP 1904
(Census April

EUROPEAI DEATH RATE PROM
PER 1,000 OP POPULATION

, (a) Ta] ""(a) TbJ
1904)1903. 1904. 1905.

AVERAGE OE THE
THREE TEARS

Cape Town. 44 677 1 56 1 81 1 32 1 56
Six Suburban

i Municipalities .53 602 1 80 1 47 1 14 1 47
Green Point &
Sea Point. 7 654 57 91 77 75
Simons Town etc ,7 076 1 06 1 70 85 1 20

; Kimberley. 13 574 2 30 2 50 1 81 2 20
Beaconsfield. 2 770 70 1 44 34 82
Port Elizabeth. 22 201 1 55 1 17 1 02 1 24
East London. 14 995 87 80 1 14 93

fSrahamstown. 7 336 1 26 1 23 94 1 14
"uftenhage 6 777 47 1 48 1 32 1 09
Paarl. 5 090 82 59 58 66
Graaff Reinet. 4 083 76 1 22 2 17 1 38
King William's
Town. 5 919 1 89 1 13 83 1 30
Queenstown. 4 209 3 75 3 09 2 59 3 14
Oudtshoorn. 4 19 6 3 50 2 14 1 41 2 35
Worcester. 3 626 86 1 10 1 09 1 01
Cradoclc. 3 087 3 38 3 24 2 58 3 06
Beaufort West. 2 231 8 88 6 28 3 96 6 37
Aliv/al North. 1 779 2 95 2 25 2 23 2 47
Somberset East. 1 866 1 12 1 07 1 05 1 08
Stellenbosch. 2 530 00 39 1 19 52
Wellington. 2 437 43 1 64 82 9 6

jMossel Bay. 1 676 3 13 60 2 36 2 03
Malme sbury. 1 988 1 58 1 01 2 49 1 69

^ eorge. 1 840 1 67 1 65 1 61 1 64-
Robertson 2 054 2 01 97 1 92 1 63
Burghersdorp. 1 295 80 3 09 00 1 29
Swellendam. 1. 148 00 00 85 28
Prince Albert. 1, 037 1 99 00 96 98

Ave rages 1 64 1' 55 1» 27 1' 48

r>
b

The average of the three years for the whole of the

chief towns is thus 1'48. This does not seem a high

figure. The Medical Officer ..of Health for the Colony

points out in his Report (a) that the Colonial figures

cannot he corrected for age to correspond with the English
f

C

figures because the age groups under which the populations

of the Colonial towns were tabulated at the last Census

(ELJ rf hn.Q . H <*{ jfcr/ t ^ 0 f ^ 0 q) .

£
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ennumeration do not accord either with the age groups sw*d &£

which the deaths a,re recorded in the Colony nor with the age

groups adopted "by the Registrar-General in England and

Wales". But the death rate for England and Wales from

Tuberculosis in 1902, was 1'62, per 1,000.

The Colonial towns differ markedly from one another,

some having a, much higher rate than others, and the explanat¬

ion of this difference is to "be found very largely iia the

fact that each year a number of invalids come out from

Britain only to die in this Country. The towns which

show the highest European death-rate from Tuberculosis

are those small up-country towns which are well known as

health resorts for phth^pal patients from Britain, namely

Beaufort West, 6'37, Cradock, 3'06, Queenstown, 2'98,

Aliwal north, 2*47, (a) and following them comes

Kimberley 2'27, (b) to which many consumptives from

Europe drift. Even in Cape Town a proportion of the

phthisical deaths is probably always among imported cases.

( ap yjtc- IVI. 0. H, O-j %e~)

&) cf ^ /i4a^£/ <hL/*Yi-
A; r^/' _■ ^V ''t', , . /"f* P / < { /C-' r .J /*>'!■ /• -o-yx
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TUBERCULOSIS
AMONG THE COLOURED
A'TD BANTU REOP-
m

In the case of the coloured and Bantu sections

of the population of the thirty-five cities and

chief towns of Cape Colony the figured are much

more serious, as the following table will show.

T A B L E 11.

TOOT.

ESTIMATED COLOURED
& BANTU POPULATION
MIDDLE OE 1904

(a)
(Census Apri11904)

COLOURED AND BANTU DEA ,pT-
TUBERCULOSIS

PROM
PER 1,000 OP POPULATION

(a)
1903.

(a)
1904.

Cb)
1905.

AVERAGE OP
THE THREE
YEARS.

Cape Town. 33 631 81 52 6 33 6 73 7 19
Six Suburban
Municipalitie s. 31 523 8'91 5 90 5 46 6 75
Green Point and
Sea Point. 1 380 3'03 4 35 2 17 3 18
Simons Town Etc ,3 318 5 ' 63 4 82 5 97 5 47

Kimberley. 20 878 7 ' 52 6 85 8 03 7 46
Beaconsfield. 6 594 8'70 9 71(c) 9 84 9 41
Port Elizabeth. 10 990 15 '14 5 19" 6 82 9 05
East London. 10 872 3'42 4 05 3 69 3 72

Grahamstown, 6 662 8'39 7 •51 7 88 7 92

Urtenhage. 5 612 12' 63 9 09 9 93 10 55
Paarl. 6 289 5' 86 6 84 4 25 5 65
Graaff Reinet. 6 105 6' 55 7 86 6 99 7 13

King Willaim's
Town. 3 639 2'56 5 77 6 47 4 93

^Queens town. 5 570 3'31 3 41 4 26 3 66
Oudtshoorn. 4 773 9 ' 55 10 47 8 85 9 62
Worcester. 4 318 9'21 8 80 7 18 8 39
Cradock. 4 760 5'27 6 93 6 71 6 30
Beaufort West. 3 319 18' 55 14 16 10 25 14 32
Aliwal North. 3 900 3'10 2 05 4 22 3 12

Siaim/Lerset East. 3 410 4' 92 ■ 8 80 12 22 8 64

Stellenbosch. 2 478 4' 98 10 09 8 40 7 ,79
Wellington. 2 499 7 '09 3 60 4 76 5 15
Mossel Bay. 2 580 6' 98 9 27 7 29 7 84

Malmesbury. 1 856 7.17 11 31 9 43 9 30

George. 1 692 12' 85 10 64 12 51 12 00

Robertson. 1 216 8'51 10 69 6 63 8 61

Burghersdorp. 1 627 9'58 10 45 7 59 9 20

Swellendam. 1 273 2' 40 3 93 4 72 . 3 68
Prince Albert.
>

749 9 '35 6 68 6 67 7 56

Averages CO o 6 73 6 78 7 20

f /f 0£4_i (<7<>A,( EL ) ^J

/j /E * ,- t x-- / CE-
A-O

~ f <f O£ ff
~

rvt.
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The above figureg are conclusive proof that in the

towns and cities of Cape Colony^ Tuberculosis is working
fearful havoc among the Coloured and Bantu inhabitants.

The average of the three years is 7'20,. deaths per 1,000,

of the Coloured and Bantu population, a figure four times

as geeat as the death-rate from the same causes in England

and Wales,and more than four times the death-rate from

Tuberculosis among the White inhabitants of the same

towns. And, of course, none of the Coloured or Bantu

cases come from beyond the sea,.

Moreover this high do ath rate of mortality is not

limited to the large towns . In 52^ of the smaller towns

and villages of the Colony , containing among them at the

Census 60,231 Coloured and Bantu inhabitants, there

were registered among these inhabitants in 2 years and 9 months

( 1st October 1902 to 31st December 1905, omitting the

latter half of 1904), 966 deaths caused by Tuberculosis .

This gives an annual average of 357 deaths, and an average

annual death-rate from Tuberculosis per 1,000 living of

5'83, The death-rates of the 52 small towns and villages

are detailed in the table contained in appendix (l).

The figures the&egiven are probably not^accurate, but they
are sufficient to establish the broad fact that the Col¬

oured and Bantu people living in the villages of Cape

Colony suffer very severely from Tuberculosis,although

perhaps not quite so much as those living in the Cities

and large towns.
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In Map(B) the distribution of Tuberculosis among the

Coloured and Bantu populations of the various towns and vilf-

ages oi the Colony, is indicated by 3?©4 dots. One dot

stands for an Annual death-rate of under 2 per 1,000 living

two dots for more than 2^. and less than 4, three dots

for 4« to 6, per 1,000, and so on. The significance

of these dots is realized if it is kept in mind that

each dot is roughly equivalent to the average death-rate

of England and Wales fWPwTutfberculosiSjwhich for some

years has been under 2 per 1,000, living. Thus four

dots indicate a death-rate four times the average English

death-rate from the same causes. A glance at this Map is

sufficient to show how serious is the problem of Turberculo-

sis in Cape Colony.

The disease, however, is not quite evenly distributed

throughout the Colony. If a vertical line be drawn through

the Map immediately to the East of Cradock, the towns

and villages in the East of the Colony are cut off from

those in the Centre and West, and it is found that the

Coloured and Bantu death-rate from Tuberculosis is not

so high in the East as in the Centre and West. The

following Table makes this clear as regards the towns.
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T ABLE 111.

Thirty-five chief towns, in two groups. (A) those East

of a. vertical line drawn immediately to the East of

Cradock, and (B) those West of that line.

1904 1905

A. Towns East of Cradock Eat; & Col: Pop;; Deaths; Eat: &Col: Pop:Death

East London 10,872 44 10,567 39
King William's Town. 3,639 21 3,551 23
Grahams t own. 6,662 50 6,592 52
Queenstown. 5,570 19 5,393 23
Burghersdorp. 1.627 17 1,581 12
Aliwal Eorth. 3,900 8 3,788 16

32,270 159 31, 472 165

Death-Late 4 '92 Death Late 5' 21

Cradock and all towns

West of Cradock 161 ,251 1145 160, 922 1140

Death Rate 7 oT1 Death Late 7' 08

TOTAL 193, 521, 1304 . 192, 394. 1305.

r
V

4
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Those towns East of the supposed line have an average

Coloured and Native Tubercular death rate of just over 5, per

1,000, whereas those West of the line have an average

of just over 7, per 1,000. The villages show the contrast

in a still more striking manner . Those East of the line

average 3'50 per 1,000, those West of the line 6'69,

(a) How j.f reference he made again to Map A, it will he

seen that the line that has been drawn very nearly coincides

with the Western limit of the great Bantu population of the

Colony. On the other hand,the great majority of the
coloured inhabitants live to the West of that line.

-—\^This
suggests the ides, that the Coloured people are more

subject to Tuberculosis thai the Bantu. In orderr to

discover whether'this is so,or whether the difference
locbl>'ty,

depends merely uponAthe following analysis of the towns
is of value. Table 4. shows the cities and "the chief

towns divided into three groups ,1,those having a

coloured population greatly exceeding the Bantu population,

2, those having a considerable proportion of both Coloured

and Bantu, and 3, those having a Bantu population greatly

exceeding the Coloured population .

<
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TABLE 4.

1" Towns havingaco1oured population greatly

excelling the Bantu population
_ (more than 4 to 1)

f

Tubercular death-rate
average of three years'.

Cape Town. 7 19
Six Suburban Municipalities. 6 75
Green Point and Sea Point. 3 18
Simons Town etc. 5 47
Paar1. 5 65
Oudtshoorn. 9 62
Worcester. 8 39
Beaufort West. 14 32
Stellenbosch. 7 79
Wellington 5 15
Mossel Bay. ? 84
Mainesbury. 9 30
George. 12 00
Robertson. 8 61
Swellendam. 3 68
Prince Albert. 7 56

I* 2. Towns having a considerable proportion of "both

the other).
$

Tubercular death-rate'
average of three years.

( about)
Port Elizabeth (C4 to Bl) 9 '05 c

Kimberley. (about B2 to CI.) 7 •46
Beaconsfield. ( B2 to CI.) 9 '41
Grahamstown. ( B2 to CI.) 7 •92

Utenhage ( about equal) 10 •55
Graaff Heinet. ( C2 td Bl.) 7 '13 c

Cradock. ( about equal) 6 '30
Aliwal? -north, t to CI.) 3 '12

Summerset East. ( about equal) 8 •64

Burghersdorp. ( B2 to CI.) 9 •20

t
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3. Towns having a Bantu population greatly outnuaibering

the coloured population. ( more than 4 to 1)

TubereulStr death-rat e
"Average of three yelars.

East London. 3'72
King William's Town. 4'93
Queenstown. 3'66

The three towns which form the third group are the

most Easterly of all the towns . The Bantu people

in these towns are evidently less subject to Tuberculosis

than the coloured people in most of the towns in the West.

(Group 1) But in the Centre of the Colony lie the towns

included in group 2., in which both races are largely

represented, and with one exception (Aliwal North, the

most Easterly of the group) they all show a very high

death-rate from Tuberculosis, quite as high as most

of the Western towns . In these towns it does not appear

that race per se makes any difference . Those in which

the Bantu predominate# have just as high a mortality

as those in which the coloured race predominates . All

that can at present be said therefore, is that in the towns

and villages of the East of Cape Colony in the Bantu country,

Kaffraria, Tuberculosis, while very prevAlent, is yet not

so excessively^common as in the towns and villages of
the Central and Western parts of the Colony.
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TUBERCULOSIS In the almost entire absence of st; tistics
AMONG THE RURAL

f®POPJ]jA1 X01 j it is difficult to find out tiie relative prevalence
Of CAPE COLONY

oj. Tuberculosis in the various country districts

of the Cape Colony. District Surgeons are continually

drawing attention to the subject, but as their comments

in most instances have reference to the dwellers in the

towns as well as to the country people one cannot

always draw safe inferences regarding the latter

from their reports. There seems however, reason

>10 to believe that in many country districts of the Colony
Tuberculosis is very common. Looking first at' the

most Westerly part of the Colony we find that in the

district of Robertson during the years 1904 & 1905

phthisis was the cause of 48 out of the total number of

404 deaths , three fourths of the deaths being among

coloured people. The District Surgeon of Piquetburg

says in going through the local register " I find that

consumption is responsible since 1899, for 62 deaths
®

out of 200,". The District Surgeon of Paarl

mentions that in the whole district"out of a total

death rate of 605 in 1904 , 106 were due to phthisis 1'
H

These figures he is careful to add apply to the whole

district including the townships of Wellington and

Prench Hoek/ The population White and Coloured ^ -

April 1904, of that whole district was 30,423, so

that the death rate from phthisis alone in that year
f®

was 3*48 per 1,000, of £11 races . And if we

eliminate the three towns of Paarl, Wellington and

Prench Hoek from the calculation, as can be done from

the Returns of the Registrar-General, we find that there

is left a country population of 12,944 persons to acc¬

ount for at least (a) 52 of the phthisis deaths.

'foes
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This gives a rural phthisis death rate of 4'01. which

is higher than that just quoted for the whole district.

The figures 3'48 and 4'01 are serious enough, "but if
to the deaths from phthisis were added those from

other forms of Tuloerculor disease the death rate would

"be increased probably by at least a fif th And

lastly one has to remember that the vast majority

of these deaths occured among the coloured people.

In the three towns in a European population of 8,091

there were only five deaths and in a coloured populat-

ion of 9,388 there were as many dea^fes as 59Adue to
w Tuberculosis. If in the country the proportions

are at all similar,the rural coloured population,

of whomin that year there were 8,597, must have had

a death rate from Tuberculosis of over seven per 1,000,

as compared with Paarl 6'84, Wellington 3'60 and Prench

Hoeh 10'55.

At Malmesbury in 1904 there were 73 deaths

"PEPOPT OP- from Tuberculosis in a rural coloured population
MSTPICT SUHGEfflff

numbering 12, 813. this is equal to a death rate of

5'69 per 1,000 "(l?
In the mountainous and thinly populated district

around the village of Praserburg on the other hand the.

coloured death rate from Tuberculosis is apparently

not so high as it is in the village itself. In 1904

there were only three and in 1905 four deaths registered

from this cause in a coloured country population of

1,804,as compared with 8 and 3 respectively in a

village which has only 546 coloured inhabitants.(c)
also

In the adjoining district of CarnarvonAthe figures seem

to indicate that the villages suffer more from Tubercu-

( Q-) "fee- 4~"J PbPT , Pp

(\) Cj ■
Ccj <fj /f^7
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losis than the country people . But in these scattered

districts many deaths are uncertified. The

District Surgeon of Humansdorp near Port Elizabeth

gives an abstract of the causes of death firem his

district, from which it appears that in the year 1904,

phthisis caused 45 deaths of coloured people in the

district: of these 23 occured in the villages if Humans¬

dorp and Hankey, leaving 22 for the purely rural

coloured population, who numbered in the same year

7,035 persons. The rural coloured death rate for

1904 was thus 3'12. In the north of the Colony,

the District Surgeon of the Division of Hay writes

" Of the deaths occurring in the district during the

twelve months ended June 30th 1906, 211ifo were due

to Tuberculosis", The District Surgeon of

Stockenstrom in the East writes (<3L) " During the years

1904 and 1905, over thirty per cent of the deaths

I have notified have been due to Tuberculosis. If

some preventative measures are not instituted I am

of opinion that the whole of the Hottentot race in

Steckenstrom will in a short time be wiped cut".

The District Surgeon of Stutterheim(also in the
If

East) considers phthisis unquestionably the cause oi the
//

greater part of the high (Native) mortality rate,

and the District Surgeon of Bathurst on the coafct

between Port Elizabeth and last London reports numerous

cases throughout his whole district and attributes the

high death rate among the Bantu people (over 28 per 1,000)

largely to Tuberculosis.
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In the division of Albany, (a) exclusive of the

town of Grahamstown there were registered in the years

1903, 1904. and 1905 respectively, 43,57 and 43 deaths

from Tuberculosis among a coloured and Bantu population

which at the census (1904) numbered 12,796 persons.

This gives an average annual mortality from Tuberculosis

of 3'72,

From these scattered references one can see that,
while the country districts appear to vary a good deal

in their mortality from Tuberculosis, the disease has

in every part of the Colony a stronghold upon the

' country people.

UBERCTTLOSIS AMONG Perhaps I might here mention my own experience
SHE' RURAL POPULATION
P CAPE COLONY. in the Eastern part of the Colony, in that region

where as we have seen , the Bantu town-dwellers do not

suffer so severely from Tuberculosis as in other towns

of the Colony. Lovedale lies beside the village

of Alice, and the small circle on Map B, indicates the

ares, from which the most of my patients are drawn.

It is an area densely populated,as a reference to Map A,

will show. I find that during the period of four years

and two months ( from 1st Nov: 1902 to 31st Dec: 1906)

I saw 10,860 cases, probably about 8,000 separate

persons (A). Of these there were 483 patients ,

or 6 per cent of the whole,suffering from Tuberculosis.

No object is to be gained by comparing these figures

with the numbers of the population from which the

patients are drawn, because several other practitioners

draw patients from the same area. I learn however,

from the Deputy Registrar at Alice that■during the

past four years (1903 to 1906 inclusive) 89 deaths

c a; ^—j ^
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have "Been registered from consumption in the rural

part of the Division of Victoria East which has a pop¬

ulation Bantu and Coloured (excluding Alice and Love da

P 14,803. This gives a death rate of per 1,000 living
of 1'48. This however, is an underestimate,Becau
a still larger number of deaths (apparently about 120)

were registered as due to chest dises.se and pneumonia 3

eut of these one may safely conclude that a large

proportion were phthisical . If we suppose the whole
V) CIV'S-

of these chest cases toAbee»phthisical and add them to
the 89 that were so registered , the death rate from

p this cause, would amount to about 3'5 per 1,000 .

Probably the trua figure is 2'5 or 3 per 1,000.

CAPE COLOBY In the extreme East of the Cape Colony
TUBERCULOSIS AMOBG-
THE; BAHTU EAST OE beyond the Kei River lie. the fertile and densely
THE KEI RIVER.

populated Dative territories. The inhabitants are

Bantu, most of whom have come under European influence

only within the last half century. Here there are

no towns and hardly any villages,. The people are

pastoral and agricultural. Throughout these territor-
W

ies Tuberculosis is everywhere met with. In tie

Districts along the coast it is very common. In

some of the inland districts however, as for example at

Tsolo, and Herschel, the District Surgeons report
that it has as yet obtained no very great hold upon

the people. In some Districts it is pointed out

that the raw Datives are not so much affected as those

who have been more in contact with Europeans. Map C,
r

is based upon evidence, of which the following is a

synopsis.

gey if oLt~
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/

PRECIS of Opinions of District Surgeons and others

as to the prevalence of Tuberculosis in Cape Colony

among the Bantu East of the Kei River.

DISTRICT PREVALENCE AUTHORITY

Herschel. "Tuberculous diseases have no very gre^t
hold upon the people of this district!'

Tsolo. "Consumption on the increase but only
among the dressed Natives, the Raw
Native being very little affected"

el
Ngqdeni.

t
T s omo.

Elliotdale. "Extremely common!'

Engcobo. "Pairly common, but not abundant!'

Report of D.S.1905.

1905.

"Consumption is fairly rijf e amongst the
Natives

Both phthisis and sergical Tubercul¬
osis are "rapidly on the increa.se".
In 1904 there were 23 deaths registered
f"rom"Consumption"but others from the
same causd were registered as "fever"
'The extraordinary number of cases
of Consumption amongst the Native
population".

Xalanga. C ornmon
"The terrible Tuberculosis"which causes

many deaths.

Mount Ayliff."A good many cases"

WillowvaJLe. Common.

Butterworth. Common.

» 1905 .

1903.

1905.
1903.

Letter " April 07.

Report " 1903.

" " 1903 &
Letter from the
late Dr Girdwood
of Tutura.14-1-07.

Letter from Dr W.A.
Soga,Elliotdale.
20-2-07.

Letter from^J.W.
Weir,Engcobo,
2 -3-07.

Mqanduli. "Phthisis is common!' Report of D.S.1897.
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DISTRICT
_ PREVALENCE

Lusilcisilcl. "Consumption the cause of many deaths.

"Tuberculosis is practically unknown™

amongst the pure Pondos except among
those, who have worked in Johannesburg
Gold Fields".

Fqamakwe. "Very common".

Maclear. "Many deaths from Consumption".

Port St John. "Fairly common".

Flagstaff. "Phthisis and Tubercular Glands

^ "both coinrnon".
Bizana. "Phthisis and Glands not common, "but

seen".

■ftUTHOHITY

Report of the Res
ent Magistrate,

1901.

letter from D.S.
15-4-07.

Letter from L.S.
Apr ii ^.907.

Letter from D.S.
12-4-07.

Letter from D.S,
April 1907.

Letter from D.S.
April 1907.

Letter from D.S.
April 1907.
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NATAL The Colony of Natal resembles Cape Colony in
Nature of
Population possessing three main races of inhabitants. Two,the

European^. and Bantu, correspond to those in Cape Colony.

The third, however, is different, having Indian, and

not coloured as in Cape Colony. The numbers of these

races in 1904 were European 97,109,Indian (with a few

Chine&se) 100,918. Bantu 904.041. The Bantu are

mostly Zulus and are clusely related to the Eingoes,
and other Bantu races in the East of Cape Colony.

Nearly one half (421,080). of this great Native

population are living as paying tenants on land owned

^ by Europeans. The remainder for the most part are

living in tnibal fashion on the Native Reserves.

TUBERCULOSIS - As compared with Cape Colony or with Britain ,

among Europ¬
eans. Natal has a small European death-rate from Tuberculosis.

In 1904, the year of the Census, there were 97 deaths(a)
from this cause giving a death rate of just under

I'OO per 1,000. The figures for 1903 and 1902 (a)
were only slightly larger (105 each year), while in 1905

the number fell to 63. Taking phthisis alone, (a)

in 1904 there were 82 deaths (death rate '81 per 1,000)

and in 1905 only 53-^ (death rate '52). The Health

Officer of the Colony brings to light in-his fieport the.
bro

further interesting fact that a large^portion, probably
more than half,of the European deaths from phthisis

occulted in imported cases. Out of the 53 persons
who died from phthisis,23 were young adults who were

t known to have been less than 5 years in the Colony.
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TUBERCULOSIS Among the Indian population of Natal, Tuberculo-
among Indians.

sis is much more common than among the Europeans, The

number of deaths in 1904 (Census year) was 279^
giving a death rate for that year of 3'30 per 1,000.

In 1903 the number was 261, and in 1905, 210. The

Health Officer remarks however, that the diminuation

observable in the figure for 1905 is partly due to

a number of sufferers from phthisis having returned to

TUBERCULOSIS India,
among ITatal
Hatives As regards the large Bantu population of

Natal, there are no available figures. Registration

is said to be "satisfactory in most Divisions", but

"At the best the system can but give the number of

deathsjoccurbing , nor does it seem possible at present
to devise any system by which the causes could with any

approach to accuracy be ascertained!'^ This refers

to Natal proper. The Registration Act does not

apply to Zululand. In Natal phthisis is notifiable

but few Native cases are seenjjby European Doctors. In
the absence of any statistics, one has therefore^, to

fall back upon other saurces of information. Erom

references in the reports of the District Health Officers,

and from information kindly supplied by other Doctor^,

it appears that Tuberculosis is present among the Bantu
of

Natives a-t Natal in the various Districts as follows

cb « ' " /f^
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PRECIS of Opi»nions of District Health. Officers

and others as to the prevalence of Tuberculosis in

Ratal and Zululand. (see Map D).

DISTRICT

Dundee.

Newcastle.

TJngeni.

Uravoti

PREVALENCE AUTHORITY

Upper Tugala.

Umlazi,

Alfred.

Inanda.

Mapufhulo.

Eshowe.

Common

Present,2 cases notified in 1904.

"
j 1 " " 1904.

Common.

"not many cases of phthisis but many
of Tuberculous Glands".

Common.
"As regards special diseases among
the Natives I give prominence to
Tuberculosis'.'

Common.

Common, "prevalent"

Present, One case notified in 1904.

"Tuberculosis increasing"

"On the increase".

Common,

Report of D.H.O.
1903.

Report of D.H.O.
1904.

Report of D.H.O.
1904.

Report")D.H. 0.
1903.

Report of D.E.O.
1904.

Report of D.H.O.
1903.

Report of D.H.O.
1904.

Report of D.H.O.
1903.

Report of D.H.O.
1903 & 1904.

Report of D.H.O
1904.

Report, D.H. 0.
1904.

Report of Resident
Magistrate 1901.

Report of D.H.O.
1903.

Vryhead.

"There has been no special sickness
among the Natives except Tuberculosis"
"Especially Glands of the Heck and
phthisis". Report D.H.O.

1904.

"Hot a single case seen in twenty years" Experience of
the D.H.O.kindly
communicated to me

by Dr R.Baranov,
Vryhead,18-3-07.
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DISTRICT PREVALENCE AUTHORITY

it New Hanover.

Lower Tugela.

Alexandra.

Common.

Common.

Richmond,

jp Nkhanala.

Utre<bht

Durban.

Ladysmith..

^ Imp endille.

Nqutu.
(Zululand)

Somkele.
(Zululand)

-/yL+

Cz.ulu)^n ^)

Report of D.H.O.
1903.

Report of D.H.O.
1903.

Report of D.H.O.Common.
"Among Natal natives, especially
those who wear European dress, scro- Letter fromDrW.P.Tr-
fulous glands, ulcersip caries, and itton. Umzinto,
necrosis of hones are, very frequent,
especially glands of the neck and ax¬
illa".

Alexandra,11-2107.

Tuberculosis increasing.

Common. "I should sqy the most
prevalent disease amongsfthe Natives
is Tuberculosis".

"Exceedingly rare".

"Commonest disease among the Nat¬
ives".

"One or two cases but not common".

"A few cases but not common".

Report of D.H.O.
1901.

Report of D.H.O.
1901.

Letter from Dr E.
Niemeyer.Utrecht.
12-2-07

Letter from Dr
McCord, Durban.
(American Mission)

16-3-07

Letter from IrlG.
Anderson, Ladysmith
March 1907.

Letter from Dr ¥.¥.
Henson, March 1907.

"Only two or three cases in 2-g- years!' Letter from Dr A
Bonfa, 28-3-07

"Not common, but more so among
•dressed' Natives".

/A V 'JtnrM^s Sj 1

Letter from Dr R.w,
Middle ton. March

1907.
_

■AA// it <■ r, s • 7 ic^ri t-i

I
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During the year 1904, 74 out of ^704 Datives who were
admitted to the Datal Government Hospital Aldington,
were suffering from some form or other of Tuberculosis,,
most commonly phthisis, and of these 19 died.<(X)

Dr Maurice G.Pearson, of Durban, writing in

February 1907 says:- "I have lately had charge of a

Convict Station occupied entirely by persons taken in

the late rebillion, some real Zulus and some naked

Datives. Many have been released because of their

Tuberculous condition and there are many cases of

phthisis now in the Hospital thereP

On Map D. I have indicated roughly facts

mentioned in the precis. A glance at the Map shews

that in many districts, especially on the coast,

Tuberculosis is common, while in others, especially

on the Transvaal border, it is rare. As will be

seen later,the Zulus living across that border, that is
in the Transvaal,are practically free from the disease.

ORANGE RIVER The Orange River Colony resembles Cape Colony
COLOHY.

in the character of its population. In 1904, there

were 142,679 Europeans, 225,101 Bantu, and 19,535,

Coloured people including Bushmen . The Bantu belong

chiefly to the Bechuana section of that great race.

With the exception of two small Dative reserves, all

the land belongs to the Europeans, among whom the Coloured
and Bantu people live as servants.

TUBERCULOSIS The number of Europeans registered as having
AMODG EUROP¬
EAN'S. died of Tuberculosis in 1904 was 79, (b). Of these

deaths 71 were due to phthisis. The European death-

rate from phthisis for that year (Census year) in the

towns was 1'37 per 1,000. In 1905, 70 deaths were

registered as due to Tuberculosis, of which 62 were due

c Ij fir ft*
f Cj 0^> ,
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TUBERCULOSIS
.AMONG THE
BANTU &
COLOURED
PEOPLE.

oO phthisis. As the White population of' the Colony

was changing greatly at the time,the Registrar does not

give death-rates for 1905. With reference to the

figures for 1904,the Registrar makes the very significant

remark; "Practically all deaths from phthisis

were those ofmtmigrants from other countries". Lr

Ramsbottom of Bloemfontein, in his address to the South

African Medical Congress , 1905, on "The threatened

Conquest of South Africa by the Bacillus Tuberculosis"(JL)

gave a table showing the replies he had received to

a circular letter addressed to Doctors practicing in

the various districts of the Orange River Colony,
'ft Y

Asking for the number of cases occuring amongst

Whites who had never been out of South Africa, and

also amongst Blacks", that these Doctors had seen.

Thirty-six practitioners replied, and the total

number of European patients reported was only fourty. (&.)

In ten out of the twenty-three localities represented

no such cases had been seen, jatsregarding imported

cases it seems evident therefore, that among the

white inhabitants of the Orange River Colony Tuberculosis

is rare. The replies to Dr Rarnsbottom1 s enquiry are

seen in table in Appendix 2.

Turning once again to the Native and Coloured

section of the population, one has to regret that while

iiWhirths & Deaths Registration Proclamation 1902".

"provision is made for the registration of births and

deaths among Native races',' "Government has not yet
sanctioned this extension of the work", (fe-)

(A) TkJ! ( I, <<70$,

C C) i
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In these circumstances one has to fall "back upon such

evidence as Dr Ramsbottom has collected in the table

just referred to. Information gleaned from these sour¬

ces is however, sufficient to show that the Bantu ,

and still more the Coloured sections of the population,

in some parts at least of t e Colony,are very far from

being in the happy position of the Europeans, " practic¬

ally Tuberculosis - free." Koffyfontein,for

exraaple,is one of the localities in which no case of

Tuberculosis has been observed among the "Whites who had

not been out of South Africa \ yet Dr Ramsbottom's

informant mentions "quite a nuiaber"of Dative cases, and

Dr C.W.Hunter of Koffyfontein writing on the 13th Eebrua

ry 1907 says:- "Tubercular diseases are very common

at presentarnongst Datives, especially amongst the bastard

Bushman race , amongst whom I have seen many cases of
//

miliary tubercle.
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DISTRICT

Koffyfontein

Bethulie

Precis of opinions of practitioners in the Orange River

Colony as to the prevalence of Tuberculosis among the

Coloured and Bantu population . (see Map E).

PREVALENCE AUTHORITY

"Very c 02/1111011, especially among Bastard- Dr C.W.Hunter
Bushmen l' Koffyfontein, le i

-erl3-2-07.

"Numerous cases"

Thaba N'chu " A great many"

Heilbron

Senehal.

Rouxville

Ventersburg.

Picksburg.

Boskof.

"Vairly common"

"Not common, five cases of phthisis in
10 years".

"Cases seen among the Bastards,Hotten¬
tots and Bushmen, bit never among the
Bashtos or Zulus".

" Not at all uncommon".

"Very Common".

"Very prevalent"

Bloemfontein. "Common". After mentioning the occur¬
rence of Tuberculosisamongst the Kaffirs
Dr KellUr says "The Hottentots,
however, suffer by far more from
Tuberculosis,and I have seen whole
families die out from it".

Vrede. "A good few cases"

Pauresmith. "phthisis a few cases,Glands rare",

Reddersburg.

Brandfort

"Prequent among Bushmen"

"Several cases"

Dr Ramsbo 11om's
liable (Appendix
2).

. Dr Ramsb o 11om's
Table.

do.

Dr P., Reich, Seuekailletter
24-3-U7.

Dr W.
Rousville,let-
terl6 - 4-07.

Dr H.M. Tr aquair
letter 20-3-07.

Dr Grant Arnott
letter 17-3-07

Dr James A Mac-
vea, letter
17-3-07

Dr B.O.Kellur,
Bloemfontein.
letter 17-3-07

M
Dr T.Wulock
Bentley, D.S.
Vrede. letter
21-3-07

Dr Arthur King,
Pauresmith,
letter 22-3-07

Dr John Poison.
29-3-07.

Dr Ramsbottom's

Table.



DISTRICT

Edenburg.

Harrismith

Jacobsdale.

Ladybrand.
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PREVALENCE AUTHORITY

"About a dffizen, three in one family". Dr Ramsbottom's TnH
"Dine cases mentioned". do.

"Six cases" do.

"a number". do

Philiippolbs "Eour cases". do.

Springfontein "Hot uncommon ". do.

Smithfield "Several" do.

I have omitted the negative replies given in Dr Rams-

bottom's table beacuse his enquiry referred specially

to Europeans, and I notice that in several of these case

I have from other sources obtained positive evidence.

In Map E. will be found in another form the results

above tabulated,and from this Map it is evident that

Tuberculosis is met with in all parts of the Colony.

It is everywhere very common among the Coloured people.

Among the Bantu it is common in some places (ThabaU'chu

for examplej but in other places rare.

TRAHSVAAL. The population of the Transvaal in 1904 was

as follows:- Europeans299,327. Bantu permanently

resident 311,753. Coloured people and Asiatics

23,891. its in the Orange River Colony the majority
of the Bantu inhabitants are Bechuana in their tribal

connections:some howyer, belong, to the other great sec¬

tion, (Kaffir^ - Zulu ) of the South African Bantu.
The majority of the Datives in the Transvaal

are to be found in the northern and Eastern Districts.(a)
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Besides these permanent residents,there were

, at the uime of the Census ahout 133,745 Bantu, from other

parts of South Africa, temporarily resident for labour

purposes , in the Transvaal.

TUBERCULOSIS The report of the Medical Officer of Health
AMONG EUROP¬
EANS. of the Transvaal for 1906— has not yet "been issued,

and that for 1905^ was not published. The"Transvaal
Medical Journal of February 1906,however, contains

an important communication from Dr Walter G.C.Pakes,

the Government Bacteriologist , containing a record of

the examination for the B. Tuberculosis made in the

Government Laboratories during three and a half years

(1902 to 1905), from this it appears that of 1,417 ex¬

aminations of the Sputa of white patients, 513 gave

positive results. In only a few cases was the

same patient's sputum examined more thann once. Dr

Pakes adds " I am convinced that the great majority

of the patients......... were imported, but I was

informed by the respective Medical attendants of

several of the cases that the patient was a Colonial

who had never been out of South Africa!'

In dealing with the Raiives^it seems best to
consider first those who are permanent residents,and

then to discuss by itself that great floating population

of labourers congregated at the mines. Dr Terwin , the
Medical Officer of Health of the Transvaal,is of opinion,, t/^t"

in and near towns Tubercular disease is fairly common,

while"in the Native kraals away from white influence,

it is rare!'(Letter dated 7-1-07.)
The following synopsis of opinions from District

Surgeons entirely bears out this opinion. MapF—
is based upon the information here collected.

Pr8C1S
(see separate sheet)



District

liddelburg.

Nylstrom.

Zeerust.

Komati Poort.

Bart)er ton.

Ermelo.

Ventersdorp.

Piet Retief.

Wakkerstroom.

Pietersburg

Secocoeni

Standerton.

Lydenburg.
Klerksdorp.
Louis Luckardt)n O lAs, '

«a»tpansberg )

tolnarans Stad.

Bustenkurg.
Licht e nburg

A
0
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PRECIS of the Opinions of District Surgeons and other

Doctors as to the prevalence of Tuberculosis among

the Bantu resident in the various Districts .(Mine

labourers not included).

Prevalence

"Not at all common". "5 cases in
two years".

Authority
"(by letTfer")

Dr H.Cockerton,
16-2-07

Absent, except imported cases. "Out of
about 40,0Q0casea seen in 15 years
only three of Consumption,and these all
from Johanne sburg I1

D.S. 12-2-07.

Very rare. During twenty years,
not a single case of Tuberculosis
seen among the Natives.
One case of caries of spine seen by my¬
self in boy who had been born and brought

Dr J.Blake,
Zeerust,24-2-07

up in Zeerust.'

" Extremely uncommon".

N.M. Love dale

Dr L.Borlock.
D.S.March 07.

"Very rare"

"Not common".

D.S.March 07.

Dr Everard.

Ermelo, March07

"Pairly common".

"Rare «

"Very rare".

All forms of Tubercular disease are

seen,"but almost all confined to
Ndives coming from the mines or in
domestic employ".
Tubercle found in Natives from these two
Distr&cts(Secocoihi and Pietersburg)^.
Soon after their arrival at Y/itbank
Colliery .

D.S.March 07

D.S.March 07

D.S. "

D.S. 6-4-07

R.W. Jamie son,
Witbank,30-3-07

No cases seen " in 20 years practice
iihere.

No cases seen.

"Pairly c ommon".

D.S.March 07.

D.S.March 07.

D.S. do

Some cases seen.

Dr Hay, A.D.S.
April 07

"Very rare, only three cases seen in
three years"

"Cases among children in location"

D.S.April 07

D.S.April 07.

Not Common.

"Notaf all

D.S. April 07
D.S. Apri) Of.
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TUBEKCiJLO.bib ihe great minin population of tlie Witwaters Rand
AMONG MINE
IABOIIMIl-lS . mus i be considered "by itself. Some references, already

) quoted, point to the mines as a source of Tubercular

infectiorijpinong Native labourers, And there is no

doubt at all of the fact that phthisis is common among

labourers.

•In the fieport of the Coloured Labour Compound

Commission (Appendix G 2.) there is an analysis pre¬

pared by Dr Irvine and. Dr Macaulay. , of the" Native

mortality on mines and works in Witwatersrand and.

I district ", for the year 1903. From this it

appears that 261 deaths from phthisis took place

during that year^. The average number of native-e

workmen for the year was 66,682, and the death-rate

from this cause was therefore at the rate of g 3'91

per 1,000 per annum. During the first six months

of 1904 there occurred 153 deaths,and the average

number of men was 77,053, the death rate being

) therefore at the rate of 3'97.
The Hospital returns show that the number of

St

phthlcal cases who die at the mines is not quite

half of the total number. Thus from July 1st 1903

to June 30th 1904, there were admitted to Hospital

563t Native labourers, suffering from phthisis,and of

these 274 died. The others evidently went to their

homes. In qualification of these figures, I ought to

add however, that Dr George A Turner,Medical Officer
to the Witwatersrand Native Labour Association, informs

me that many cases soon at the mines,especially among tro¬

pical Natives, which clinicallyare t-e- be- taken to be

Tuberculdr phthisis, but which Post Mortem are found
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to "be chronic .pneumonia. Dr Turner thinks that,of
the men who developed true Tubercular phthisis at the

mines,the majority, on account of the rapid course of

the disease , never heach home,but die either at the mines
or en route.

~Dr Turner has made the further important observa¬

tion that a considerable number of the Native labourers

who die at the mines are found post moream to have

.primary abdominal Tuberculosis,the mesenteric glands
being apparently the atarting point and the spleen

being often the organ most grossly affected. So

that to the deaths from phthisis there ought probably

to be added these others in which the lungs may or

may not be affected.

Phthisis has not been by any means the most

fatal disease among the Native labourers at the mines.

In the year 1903, the total death-rate reached the appal¬

ling figure°)72'47 per 1,000 per annum, and pneumonia

alone accounted for half of the deaths (2,4-57 out of

4,833). Next to pneumonia came meningitis ( due I

believe, also to the pnenmocoecus) which led to

8'21 per cent of the deaths, and dysentry which eaused

7'67 per cent, Phthisis came fourth,and caused

5140 per cent of the total deaths. Since 1903 the

total death-rate has fallen to rather more than a half
38-13

of what it then was, namely:- 59'but phthisis

now accounts for 14'4 (a) per cent of the total mortal-
Og

, .

ity, so that it» aoome- to ds increasing rasher than

diminishing. The death-rate from phthisis alone

during the 12 months ended 30 th June 1906 was at the rate

of 6'3 per 1,000 per Annum.

COJ "Refill- cfj
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Having now reviewed the four Colonies, the Cape,
Fatal, Orange River and the Transvaal, there remains-

for consideration the three Protectorates, Basutoland,
Bechuanaland and Swaziland,and also Rhodesia., Port-

-uguese East Africa and German South-^Africa also are

geographically parts of South Africa.

Taking first Basutoland. This small mountain¬

ous country lies Between the Cape Colony, Fatal ana tW
Orange River Colony. It has "been not inaptly descrih

ed as the Switzerland of South Africa, Being a Fative

Reserve , the white population is limited to a small

number of officials, missionaries and traders, the

total numbering in 1904 only 895. The Fative inhabit

ants are Bantu, "The Basuto nation','as they call themselv
a

es, "but in reality Bechuana in decent. In 1904
they numbered 347,731.

larlb
In the Basuto^ Government Heport for the twelve

months ended June 30th 1906, attention is drawn to the

spread of Tuberculosis. Br Macfarlane, Medical Offic

er of Leribe District which lies in the Fotth East of

the Protectorate says:- "phthisis is becoming more com¬

mon in the district". He says "Hitherto it has not

been indigenous to this part and the cases seen where

boys who ha^e- been working on the mines and in Johan¬

nesburg; but now it is attacking others who have never

left the gountry".

Dr G.H^rtig of Morijra in the Western part

of Basutoland has kindly given me his experience in

a letter dated 21st Eebruary 1907. He writes

that during the last eight years he has examined about

50,000 different persons (Basuto), and among them has

seen only about 2§0 cases of Tuberculosis,nearly all
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having occurred during the last four years. All of

onese were cases oi phthisis,, and all except seven were

in persons who had heen out of the country.

Dr G.A. Casalis,now of Cape Town, (a) was for
a time in Basutoland at Thlotse Heights and"saw a

lar e numberof children". "Tuberculosis he adds,
11 does exist among children, although in my time some¬

what ftrare".

BECHUAHALAH? To the West of the Transvaal and Ora^e River
Colony lies the West Territory known as Bechuanaland.

The Southern part as far Forth as Mafeking is included

in Cape Colony . The northern part forms the Been-

uanaland Protectorate. Much of the land is waterless

and unproductive^and the population is small. In the

Protectorate there were in 1904 , 119,411 Bantu Forth

Bechuana , 1,004 Europeans and 361 Coloured persons.

In the Cape Colony section there were 64,204 Bantu Tnosfly
Forth Bechuana# , 9,363 European and 3,331 Coloured

people .

TUBERCULOSIS

j^iom BECH-mAITAS. Through the kindness of the Resident Commissioner,

I have received reports from Dr MacRaa, Government
air

Medical Officer Ga'berones (in the South of the Protector¬

ate) and Dr Garden who performs the duties of District

Surgeon at Prancistown (in the Forth East of the Prot¬

ectorate, near the border of Rhodesia). Dr MacRae
writes:- " Tuberculosis in any form is exceedingly rare

in the Protectorate", " I have met with a few patients

% of phthisis pulrnonalis and Tubercular disease of the

bones, especially the spine, but these were amongst
tribes adjoining the Transvaal".

(a) fe^rs , $--2.-0 J AA S 07,
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Dr Garden writes:- " In my experience Tuberculosi

is not very prevalentamongst the natives in the North¬

ern Protectorate, yet I have seen a fair number of cases

of phthisis during the past six years,and I am of
opienion that a still larger number fail to seek advice

and are allowed to die in their huts without any fox-m

of treatment".

Regarding that part of Bechuanalandjwhich
lies in Cape Colony^ Dr P.T.Cairns informs me that,
as fax" as he could judge from a six months experience

of a large Native practice at Taungs, " phthisis pulmon

a^lis is decidedly not very prevalent and other forms
of Tuberculosis rare".

In the Cape Colony section of Bechuanaland

during the twelve months ended 30th September 1903,

there were 65 deaths registered as from Tuberculosis

among the Bantu and Coloured people. As the Bantu

and Coloured population is just under 65,000 this

gives a registered death rate of just over 1 per 1,000

•©•&>■ that year. . This would bear aui the infaraation

dei-ived from the above reports that Tuberculosis

is "not very prevalent i' In the same period, however,

there were also registered among the Bantu and Coloured
/ / 3

people 31 deaths from Bronchitis ^ 2-53- fron pneumonia ,

8 from pleurisy and 42 from "other diseases of the res¬

piratory system"(a) As most of these deaths were

probably uncertified , it is safe to conclude that

somtj, perhaps many, were really due to phthisis. Purther
the registration in these districts is incomplete (a)

It seems probable therefore that the Bantu and Coloured

death-rate from Tuberculosis in the Cape Colony Section

C'clJ
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of Bechuanaland is as great, or perhaps greater than
o

that of England and Wales,which in the year 19&2

H was 1'62 per 1,000.
Dr MacRae indicates his opinion that in the

Protectorate,Tuberculosis is not evenly distributed,

and this is "borne out as regards Cape Colony^, Bechuanaland
in an almost- surprising way by the following table , aad

having^the comparative death-rates from Tuberculosis
\

of the five small towns which lie within the area,

concerned.

CO.)
DEATHS PROM TUBERCULOSIS BANTU ARB COLOURED

H BADTU ;12mths :9mths "'{ 12mths Total*' Average:Death-
&C0L:P0P:;lst Oct:jlstOct: ; 1st Jan: ;for 2% number irate

TOTO (C&wtaken;02. to 30;03.to §0; 05. to 31-.years-.per ann-jperlOOO
Apl: 1904)«Sept :03;June o4. ; Dec: 0£5. ; ;um. :per An-

: : : : : :num.

Upington. 1,954 4 5 6 15 5 ' 45 21 78
Keimoes. 586 0 0 0 0 ■00 •00
Kuruman. 1,756 1 2 1 4 1145 '82

Mafeking. 1,385 7 4 15 26 9 145 6'82

Vryburg. 1,862 9 2 8 19 6' 90 3'70
(Rural Areas) 44

I have failed altogether to get any information as to

Tuberculosis in Swaziland.

RHODESIA " The population of the Territory" (Southern

Rhodesia, South of the Zambezi ) is set down at 605,

764, made up ofi 12,623 Europeans , 1,944 Coloured

people and Asiatics , and 591,197 Datives, of whom

20,367 are sending temporarily in the country for labour

purposes. (k) The Datives are Bantu belonging for
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,the most part to the Matahele (Zulu) and Mashona

tribes. The great majority of them are living ,

tribal fashion, either on reserves or or unalienated

land belonging to the Chartered Company. Over 60,000

are living upon farms owned by Europeans .

In his report for the twelve months ended

31st March 1904., the Medical Director of Southern

Rhodesia, says:- " phthisis in Europeans appears only
i

to occur in imported cases. Amongst Natives, however,

there is a growing increase in the number of cases of

phthisis, which is frequently superimposed on an attack

of pneumonia, and running a peculiarly rapid thoughts .

Epidemic pneumonia continues to be prevalent amongst

Natives working on the mines."

A. Registration Ordinance came into force in

the year 1904. As far as the Natives are concerned

the returns are chiefly of value in shewing the causes

of deaths on the mines. Very few Native deaths

occurring at their own homes are registered. Deaths of

Natives , Coloured persons and Indians are classified

together, and during the twelve months ended 31st March 1-

1906 the total number registered was 956 (d) , of which

743 occurred at the mines (b)• Of the 956, 62 were

from phthisis. During the previous year only 17 deaths

from phthisis were registered. The Medical Director

i^n his 1906 Seport says the disease "appears to be con¬

fined at present to those in employment ".

?ORTUChjEBEf];AST Dr Smythe , Bishop of Lfbombo, who is a Medical
I AFRICA '
P man, informs me (S) that phthisis is met with through¬

out the whole of the Southern part at least of Portuguese

East Africa. His impression is that in most parts

of the country it is less common than in England, but

do ) 6j 2)isu>siy£o-< , ly 0 L f
(l) TIL ^
Cc) LL&s 42-3-6 J.
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in the neighbourhood of the Ports Lourenco Marques

and Inhambane it is common. Some of the cases in adults

are imported from the mines (Johannesburg), but there
are also c.ses in women and children and in men who

have not been to the mines. It may be noticed that

a very large proportion of the Rand mine labourers
y-

are recruited in Portuguese East Africa. Dr Gafin

of the Swiss Mission at Lourenco Marques informs
me that during the past two years he has notes of 38

cases of Tubercular disease which he has had under con¬

tinuous observation and he has seen occas&ionally

about one third more, in all about 50 out of a total

of about 1.500A patients . Dr GaTin adds that

" In the villages you see many individuals with

cervical and axillary gland enlargement." Dr

GaThn has very kindly supplied me with an analysis

of thoc-o cases (see Appendix 3), from which it appears

that quite a number of the patientsw&re women and child-

ren, To Dr Ga¥in I am further indebted for the

information that out of 3,738^ cases treated in the

Town Hospital at Lourenco Marques during 1906, 124

were Tubercular (48 whites and 76 coloured, including

Indians). Dr G.A.Turner recently undertook a tour of

three months duration through the Southern part of

Portuguese East Africa, in order to find out "to what

extent pulmonary Tuberculosis and kindred diseases

are prevalent in Native kraals on the East Coast," and

"whether the diseases, as far as they exist, are prevail

ent wholly or chiefly among Natives who have worked

on the Rand". Dr Turner saw very few cases, and his

conclusion was that,at least in the Country Districts.,
Tuberculosis is rare in that region. He could find
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no convincing evidence that men who returned with

phthisis from the mines were infecting others.

I have no information as to the prevalence of

Tuberculosis in German South "We s t Africa. In Waif isv:

Bay it is3however, very common. The Native and Coloured.

population^desert territory numbere d_AApril 1904 only 853.
No returns are published of the deaths during that year,

butwthe previous year (1st October 1902 to 30 September

1903) there were 22 deaths registered as b ing due

to one form or other of Tuberculin disease, and in

his latest JSeport (a) The District Surgeon says

"Pulmonary Tuberculosis is unquestionably very rijpe
amdmegst the .Native population ". ["leaving South
Africa for the moment, it is interesting to glance at

some of the regions further north.

Immediately to the north of the Upper Zambesi

lies the country of the Barotse. Dr G. Reutter informs

me (b.) that "during 4-g- years of Medical practice"

he has not seen " One case where Tuberculosis of the

lung was certain and only one case where it was doubt-

full' He has not seen a single case of abdominal
of

Tuberculosis or of Tuberculosis^glands, skin or bones.
In the Protectorate of British Central Africa

cases of Tuberculosis are now being reported. At the

Blantyre Mission oft the Shire Highlands, out of 726

admissions to the Native Hospital during the yea,r 1906
(a)

5 were cases of phthisis. Prom Dr Macfarlane of the

Zomba Mission I have also heard of three recent cases

of phthisis among Shire Highlands^ , one of whom was

a woman.

(c\) I6JOU, ' 1 °°> -

Ccj -/ef07'

i
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As regards the northern section of the Protectorate,

which lies along the Western shore of lake Byasa ,

Tuberculosis is now met with at Bandawe on the Lake

shore, but - unless very recently - no cases

have occurred among the borders at the great Livingstonia

Institution which is situated on a mountain near the

lake and which drawss hundreds of pupils from the whole

surrounding country. (ct) Dr G. Prentice writing from

Kasungu about 70 miles West of the Lake says he has not

seen a case of Tuberculosis in that district (&).

On the island of lipoma on lake Hyasa a Native

teacher is recently reported to be very ill with phthisis

"He has been there at least 10 years, though not a

native of the lake"(e).

luberculosis is not uncommon in Madagascar.

There are many references to it in the Annual Health

Reports of the island. Thus in the year 1902, out of

1,120 admissions to the Hospital at PianarantsotL-

13 (7 male and 6 female) were patients suffering from

" Tuberculosa" "and 2 from "Mai de Pott" («U To

the same Hospital in 1903- there were admitted 1,268

patients, and of these £ had phthisis and one Tubercular
e-

peritonitis (fe-) . Of the 6,062 outpatients seen

at the Infirmary of Parafangana during the year 1903,

81 were suffering from pulmonary Tuberculosis, (fe-)

Again in the year 19o3 , out of the 1,468 deaths

that occurred in the Capital Antananarivo (220
e

strangers included) 84 were due to Tuberculosis (b-).
The total death-rate in the town is stated to have been

24'4 per 1,000 exclusive of strangers.

<hh7 ^safety ,

C Xesd*, '3i Z ~°7-
CcP-Z-ty-
(dj Raffia
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Antananarivo and Planarant sod. are "both in the mountainous

interior. Parafangana is on the coast. The ffeport

for 1903 also contains cop/ of a pamphlet which was "being

circulated among the natives, worning them of the

danger of Tuberculosis. The above figures would

seem to indicate that Tuberculosis,though widely
distributed throughout the island^is nevertheless not
very common, is probably indeed, not quite so common

as in England.
in-

ZAtTZIBAR ■ Phthisis is "notAfrequent"on the island of Zanzi¬
bar being, however, more common among the Indians

than the Swahili (Bantu) section of the population (ct).

I%MI)A Passing up the coabt from Zanzibar one

comes to Mombasa^the port from which the Uganda Railway

makes its start. At Mombasa, Dr Crawford {%,) of

the C.M.S. informs me Tuberculosis is found in all

its forms^also along the line of the Railway . In

Uganda the disease is common. Dr Albert R.Cook of
C

Uganda (fej , writes me that the Baganda suffer to a

moderate extent from' phthisis , that Tuberculctr

IH peritonitis is rare, that joint disease is more
common and Tuberculous cervical glands common.

In the surrounding countries of Toro, Busoga, Ankoli,

Kolci, Buddu, Unyoro 3 Tuberculosis is?net with. Dr

Cook adds that he spent six months in the Southern Soudan

but though he saw many Binkas and Baris he remembers

only one case among them of Tubercular disea.se (glands).

Dr Grawford writing from the mountainous region of

Kenia, where he sees large numbers of the Akikuyu tribe,

remarks "I have not seen one case of phthisis , Tuber¬

cular glands or tuberculdx joints. -Pneumonia is quite

) 'jy-irw fj .
( IJ ISA r, w.W. r , QrtjkOi '
CcJ X-tyftX H- C'M- S' < r
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common and Bronchitis , hut no phthisis'.' The inter¬

esting fact is thus "brought to light that on the coast •&-

and in Uganda and the other inland, regions which for many

years now have "been open to trade from the East (

Stanley on his arrival in Uganda in 1876 found the Arab

influence to he dominant ) Tuberculosis has established

itself. But in the wilder regions which are only

now beginning to come into contact with the outside

world, the disease is not met with.

It is interesting to note also the rarity of

abdominal Tuberculosis in view of the- - what Br

Cook says is the "well known fact that there is no

Tubercular disease among the cattle " in Uganda.

The conclusions arrived, at in the foregoing pages

have been expressed in colour on map G. The shading

is of course, only approximately correct.
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THE RELATION OF BOVINE TO HUMAN- TUBERCULOSIS IN

SOUTH AFRICA.

THE DISTRIBUTION
OF BOVINE S0-
TUBERCULOSIS The next question of importance ihat arises

is that of the relation of Bovine to Human Tuberculosis

in South Africa. On th«Ssubject I have been able

to obtain the following evidence;
-C

GAPE COLONY Dr Hutc3ses««- the Head of the Veternary

Departments of the Colony kindly gave me his experience.
^ He said that Tuberculosis was common in the Western Prov-

ince^ especially among the herds in the Cape Peninsula,
but not common in the other parts of the Colony and among

Native cattle very rare indeed. The evidence of this

last mentioned fact is that during the ten years he

was in practice in the Eastern Province, about 1880 to

1890 , he could not remember meeting with any Tuberculo¬

sis except an outbreak at Port Elizabeth among imported

| cattle; also that during the Rinderpest epidemic
about the year 1897 , the Colonial Veterinary Surgeons
made many post mortem examinations (some thousands)

upon Native cattle in the Colony proper, in the Native

Territories (in the East of the Colony) and in Bech-

uanaland, and only ver^- rarely found tubercular

lesions. The few cases met with were explained by

infection from imported cattle,

I) I notice,however, that the District Surgeon

of Idutywa in the Transkei in his 1905 report refers to

fc?** caseating and even supgrating glands being noticed,
in the meat supplied by the local butcher.
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In their reports,the various Ye ternary Surgeons/ / A

of the Colony from time to time make mention of Tuber¬

culosis, but most frequently as occurring in imported cat-

tl . Outbreaks are/however, mentioned among local

cattle near Cape I vn (a) and at Uftenhage (b) and

Kimberley (b ) ^ Amoragst imported cattle it is note¬

worthy that those brought from Madagascar are the most

frequently tubercular. Dr Hutcheons Report for

1904 contains the following:- "Mr Dixon (Assistent

Ye ternary Surgeon, East London) reports that he has

met with a number of cattle affected with Tuberculosis

in the neighbourhood of East London. The majority

of these cases have occurred amongst cattle imported from
«S~cry**jz^-

Madagascar , but latterly cases have been discover¬

ed amongst local cattle belonging to the Natives, which

have been closely associated with Madagascar cattle

in transport work". It. HutcheoAs comment upon
ir

this outbreak is significant. , "It showS he says,

"how readily Tuberculosis is spre,d amongst cattle

that come into immediate contact with one another

even in the open air". The open-air life that in

South Africa most cattle, and certainly all Native

Cattle, lead has been suppiosed a preventative to any

possible spread of Tuberculosis among them.

In his 1905 report Dr Hutcheon says: - "it is very

manifest iliau this disease (Tuberculosis)} is becoming

more and more prevalent amongst the dairy herds of

the Colony, more particularly those in the Cape Peninsu¬

las ." Returing to the .question of the spre d of

Tuberculosis in the open air7JDr Hutcheon .gain insists

Lb „'I "
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that "the farmer who has come out here from Europe

must not imagine that the disease will not

flourish in South Africa simply "because the animals

are kept more in the open air than in Europe. In

Mew Zealand, dairy cattle are under similar conditions

to the cattle in Cape Colony, yet the disease is pre¬

valent there". In the same Report Mr Dixon of East

London reports only one outbreak of Tuberculosis and.

that vas limited to a consi nment of Madagascar cattle,,

10 out of 20 being diseased.

At the Inter-Colonial Veternary Conference

held at Cape Town in May 1904,many complaints

'•ere made about the Madagascar cattle,, Dr Leal

representing Portuguese East Africa said that "he recent¬

ly saw a large number of cattle going into Portuguese

East Africa from Madagascar,arid more thaoi- 80 per cent

of them were affected with Tuberculosis 1" Mr Woollatt,

Matalj said "in cattle coming from Southern Madagascar

they had had as many as 33 per cent showing the disease•'

Dr Hutcheon pointed out that "the disea.se was very

prevalent in the Western Province where they had been

importing Holland cattle for the past 150 years".

The Conference resolved 11 that considering the cattle in

South Africa are as yet comparatively free from Tuber¬

culosis it is highly important that measures should be

taken at once :,o eradicate the disease from the herds

of the country."

HATAL Tuberculosis is stated by the Ye ternary

Department to be practically unknown among the Mative

cattle"(a)

ORANGE LIWi. COLOMY. Bovine Tuberculosis' appears to be

rare bu some cases have been seen on farms ne^ar the

Basutoland border, (h.)
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TRAKTSVAAL . The Principal Veterinary Surgeon is "of opini¬

on that Bovine Tuberculosis is practically unknown

amongst native Cattle" in the Transvaal.He says:- "we gat

occassional cases of Tuberculosis amongst imported or

well-bred stock born of imported parents, particularly

amongst short-horn, Devon^Priesland cattle and aa*e also

amongst Madagascar cattle,but there is no record in

this department of the occurrence of a case of Tuber¬

culosis in a Dative animal, and Dr Theiler , who has been

in the country for twelve years assures me that he has

naver seen one" (d.)

The Government Veternary Officer (&) has not
seen a case of Tuberculosis among Basuto cattle. He

however, thinks it possible that cases may occur in

Basutoland.

Dr Macilae writes:- " Bovine .Tuberculosis

is rare or practically unknown here, Vet: Surgeo i

Chase has never met with a single case." («) and

Dr Garden writes:- "I have not met with a case of Tub¬

erculosis in cattle" (&.)

"The Chief Veterinary Surgeon reports this
disease (Tuberculosis in cattle ) as very rare." (•§)

Dr Smythewrites: - 11 The cattle are so few

that I do not think it at all likely that Tuberculosis a-

tiong the cattle is the cause of the cases which we have

among human beings. I should say off-hand, that in the

region round Inhambane where phthisis is most common,

cattle are almost entirely absent (h).

, a / - ?-*7,
Ccij /dfc
CbJ

^

C C ) Rj^<rr^~AR—

&Tw-e-<k5Vi ,5?- *2 _ °7 '

-
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The evidence then of the veternary Surgeons goes to

show that throughout the greater part of South Africa,

"bovine Tuberculosis is absent except among imported

cattle. The disease seems to have "become established

among Colonial grown cattle only in the West of Cape

Colony. This distribution is much less wide than that

of Tuberculosis among the natives. There is danger

of error in pressing a comparison, like this, but I

think it is a significant fact that a careful obser¬

ver like Dr Hutcheont should not have met with any

bovihe Tuberculosis in a district of the Colony in

which during the 10 years of his residence and

for long before human Tuberculosis is known to have

been very common.

On the other hand it would appear that bovine

Tuberculosis is relatively more common in Madagascar

than human Tuberculosis, and at Inhambane human Tuber¬

culosis is fairly common, although there are hardly

any cattle in the locality. The case of Ugand.a, has

already been referred to. There, there are many

cattle but they are free from Tuberculosis, although

human Tuberculosis is common.

AVIAN TUB!!;- The only reference -that I can find to the subject
CULOSIS It! SOUTH
AERICA. of Avian Tuberculosis is in the report of Veterinary Sur¬

geon Vanning, for the year 1895. hr Hanni-ng states

that on many farms where the fowls were dying he found 4-

the cause to be Tuberculosis. He was able in every

case to demonstrate the .bacillus.

%̂
A farmer cold me that he used to board patients

with phthisis at his farm,but when he found his fowls

dying of Tuberculosis he thought it was time to stop,

and he no longer takes in such patients.
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■the relative
ftrequlncy op the
hlppekent types
op hu11®t tubers
CULOSIS.

!*

In my own practice at Love dale I have been

struck with the commonness of certain forms of Tuber¬

culosis and the relative infrequency of others. Thus,
OsVt-A

Pulmonary Tuberculosis is by' far the most common, next

in frequency comes infection of^Cervical glands.
Abdominal Tuberculosis,on the other hand,i£ rare,

and so I think is Tubercular mennirgitis. The following

table gives tha relative frequency of the different forms.

I have included all cases of pleurisy where there was

marked effusion, as may experience is that the majority

of such cases among Natives afceTuberculOrand to omit them

would be to commit a much greater error than can follow

their inclusion. Cases of uncomplicated dry pleurisy

are not included. I have suspected the presence of

Tubercular enlargement of the thoracic glands in some

children.and it is very probable that in many of the

cases of phthisis, pleurisy and axillary gland enlarge-

rnent, the mediasts^-eal and Bronchial glands were also

enlarged Bui these lesions are not easy

to recm nize clinically I have disregarded them.

I*
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T ABLE s

Ph.this is s.lone 313
Phthisis along with other lesions 33

Pleurisy with effusion alone. 18
Pleurisy with effusion
and other lesions. 12

Spinal caries alone. 10
Spinal canes and other lesions. 6

Tubercular discharge ofjoints
and "bones (other than spine)alone. 7

Do do and other lesions. 10

Tubercular glands in axilla alone 4
do do and other lesions 18

Tubercular glands in neck alone 59
do do in neck and other

lesions. 25 )

Tabes Lie sentries alone (none) 0
Tabes mfsenterica and other-
lesions. 1

Tubercular Peritonitis alone (none)O
oo do and other lesions,

Tubercular meningitis alone
do do and other lesions.

Localized Tubercle in brain

2
1

PEE CENT-
AGE OP TO)
TAL (483)

72' 6

6' 2

3' 3

3' 5

4 ' 5

17'3

I 9

' 6

'2

Tubercle of Epididymis and
Seminal veseries alone. i

Tubercle of mucous membranes of
nose and mouth along with other
lesions.

Lupus, along with other lesions.1.
Lupus alone. 1

Acute General Tuberculosis .(?)

Tuberculosis of larynx (a)
following phthisis

1

'4

'2

8
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It will "be seen that all#the seven patients in

whom I was able .0 diagnose abdominal Tuberculosis had

also other Tubercular lesions. The case of Tabes

mesentrxca had also, otitis media and cervical glandA 7

disease, the two latter conditions according to the hist

ory which was given, having occurred after the swelling

in the abdomen. The histories of the sin cases diagnose

as Tuberculoi peritonitis were as follows:-

1. Phthisis, then Tuberculor peritonitis

2. Pleurisy with effusion, (the lung being almost

certainly phthisical ) accompanying the peritonitis.

3. Phthisis along with the peritonitis

4. Pleurisy with effusion accompanying the peritonitis.

5. Phthisis alo-g with the peritonitis. . In these

four cases it was doubtful which lesion proceeded the

other.

6. Extensive glandular disee.se in neck and axilla, then

pleurisy with effusion, then phthisis, and lastly

tuberculor peritonitis. This case I had under observa¬

tion thr 0ughoun

The following Table has been compiled from the

Returns of the Registrar General,to whom also I am

indebted for the corrections that have to be made on

account of none^resident Hospital cases.
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T A B' L E 6

Showing for the 55 Chief Towns of the Cape Colony the

number of deai&hs registered during the year 1905 *»as be*ng
due to Tubercular Meningitis and Tabes Masenterica.

EUROPEANS COLOURED &
DATIVE.

CHIEE TOWS TOTAL LEA-DUE TO :j)UE TO
-THS EROM •TUB: :TABES MES-
TUBERCULO^MEDItTGITCENTERIC4.
-SIS. '--IS :

TOTAL

•
•

TUB: MED-TABES
IBGITIS J MESENT¬

ERIC#

Aberdeen. 1. - - 3 - -

Aliwal North. 4 - 16 1 3
Beaufort West. 9 - - 34 - 2
Bedford. 1 _ 8 - 1
Burghersdorp. - - - 12 _ 2
Caledon - - - 5 - -

Cape Town. 59 4 2 229 30 7
Green & Sea Point. 6 1 - 3 - -

Woodstock. ") - 2 3 1 3 4 2
Maitland. ) - 1 - ( 173 1 —

Mowbray. -6-.) 61 - ( - - ..

Ronde'bosch. ( - - - ) - - 1
Claremont ( _ - - ) - 1 2
fynburg X - 1 1 J - 3 1
Simons Town 1 6 - i 1 "

- 3
Bay & f

Huizenburg J - 1 - j 20 2 1
Ceres. 2 - - 8 - —

Colesburg. 3 - 1 14 - 1
Cradock. 8 - — 31 1 1
Be AAr 4 X am. 7 mm

Dordrecht. — _ — 4 mm mm

East London. 17 4 5 39 mm 2
Cambridge 3 1 « 5 « 1
Ceorge. 3 - 1 21 2 0.
Graaff Reinet. 9 1 - 42 — 1
Grahamstown 7 1 M 52 2
Indwe. «. 10
Kimberley. 25 - l 163 3 9
Beaconsfield. 1 — 63 - 5
Ding William's Town 5 1 23 1 eat

Beelton — 13 —

Malme sbury 5 2 — 18 4 2
Middleburg 4 fM — 27 - 2
Molteno. 1 — 1 —

Mossel Bay. 4 1 - 19 - 1
O'okiep. 2 — 1 15 2 1
Oudtshoorn 6 l «• 42 2 1
Paarl. 3 l 27 2 7
Wellington 2 12
Port Elizabeth. 23 6 2 76 3 -
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CHIEF TOWNS r,

Queens town.
Richmond

■Riversdale.
Robertson.

Somerset Ea,st
Stellenbosch.
Somerset West

1 Totaa tub

EUROPEANS
B'MeN ln■q-2 J T>B S-S tyt es)

11
1
2
4
2
*7-

2
" Strand 4

Sjkeynshurg.
Swe liendam.
Tarkastad£
Uftenhage.
Victoria Wes"
fillowmore
Worcester.

2
1

9
1
1
4

1

3

COLOURED AND NATIVE
TTDT/K, Tvifi; ms. TA-B£S hits/

— 23 1 4
•CP 8 -- 1
—« 15 —

— 8
41 3 4
21 - 5

2
5
8 1

1
4

4 1 1
mm 6 - 1
"** 3
2 55 1

9 1 _

— 14 -»

31 1 2

331 36
10'87^of
total

22
6' 64/^of
total

0 , 486 71

4'77/of
O Ccil

84

65^of
;otal
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Prom this table it appears that deaths from Tabes

Mesenterica form about 6per cent of the total number of

deaths due to Tuberculosis. Purther it appears that

the different races suffer about equally, ("Europeans 6'64,

Native and Coloured 5'65 per cent of the respective totals)

Seeing that bovine Tuberculosis is common in some parts

of the Wast of the Colony and very rare in the East , it

becomes a matter of great interest to discover if there

is any corresponding disproportion in the ratios of Tabes

to the other forms of human Tuberculosis. The figures

do not support any such assumption. Taking Cape Town

and its nine surburban municipalities, an area which accor¬

ding to Dr Hutcheon contains more bovine Tuberculosis than

any other in the Colony, we find that out of 132 European

deaths from all forms of Tuberculosis there were only 7

from Tabes Mesenterica, and out of 425 Coloured, deaths from

all forms only 17 were due to tabes Mesenterica. The per¬

centages, 5130 in the case of the Europeans and 4^006- in the
un-

case of the coloured people, are noT^equal to the corres¬

ponding figures for the 55 chief towns taken together.

The table refers only to 1905^ . In 1904, the

European and Coloured deaths from Tabes Mesenterica in

the same area numbered respectively 9 and 18, and in 1903,

12 and 17, (a) The Coloured mortality from this cause

is therefore -consistently low. The European, taking

the average of the three years , is not conspicuously .

high. The distribution of these deaths among the

municipalities is somewhat peculiar, some areas escaping
a,

while others are constantly implicated. The devils are

iven in Appendix 4-.
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The small Coloured death-rate from Tales Mesenterica

in arjkrea containing much "bovine Tuberculosis can "be
simply explained. Very few indeed of the Coloured people

in Cape Town use fresh cow's mills. They use Condensed

milk, I suppose "because it is cheaper. Thus, of 160 "bottle

fed Coloured infants who died in the 12 months ended June

30th 1904, 153 had "been fed on Condensed milk alone, and

only 7 on fresh cow's milk. And in the course of a

special enquiry conducted during the 12 months ended June

1906, the Lady Sanitary Inspector found that out of

146 living infants who were "bottle-fed (either alone or

with the "breast) only 7 were getting fresh cow's milk.

The other 139 were having Condensed milk or infants food.

Even in the case of European infants the use of Condensed

Milk and. Infant's Eoods is much more general than the

use of fresh cow's milk. The Lady Sanitary Inspector
-fag/

found 105 European infants having fed on the former ,

and only 25 on the latter. Dr Waterston tells me

also that in families who use fresh cow's milk,the

practice of sterilizing the milk 'by heat is universal,

In table *7 , the 14 most Easterly of the 55 Chief
T wns are taken by themselves, and the Native and Coloured

percentage of deaths from Tabes Mesenterica is rather

above than below the average of the 55 towns taken together

The distribution of the disease among Europeans is peculiar

(all the cases occurring in one town). One has bo remember

however, that many of the European deaths from Tuberculosis

in the inland towns occur in fee adult consumptives from

Europe.

The fact seems to be that while local conditions influ

ence the distribution locally of the disease, yet, taking

the country as a whole, Tabes Mesenterica is remarkably

evenly distributed; and unless it be that bovine Tuberculos

is much more wide-spread than has been supposed, one is
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TABLE 7

Showing deaths registered as due to Tabes Mesenteries,

in the towns East of Cradock during the year 1905.

: EUROPEAil COLOURED h NATIVE

: TOTAL DEA¬
THS EROM

: TUB:

DUE TO
T#B: ME

TOTAL
DEATHS
EROM
TUB:

DUE TO
TJtB MES

Aliwal North. 4 16 3

^dford 1 8 1

Burghersdorp - 12 2

Dordrecht. - 4 -

East London. 17 5 39 2

Cambridge 3 5 1

Clahams town. 7 52 2

Indwe. - 10 -

King William's Town 5 23 -

^elton. - 13 -

Molt'eno 1 1 _

Queens town 11 23 4

Steynshurg 2 4 1

Tarkastad 3

OJ/3
51 5 &SL- 16

7'53# of
total
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forced to the conclusion: that in the Gape Colony "bovine

Tuberculosis has at the present tine very little to do

with the production of human tuberculosis. If bovine

Tuberculosis were common as it ;.s in Europe, we should

probably have many more cases than at present of Tabes

mesenterica. The percentage (about 6 per cent)

in the Cape Towns is I think, lower than that in Europe.

Out of - 1,346 autopsies on Tuberculous children
fhe-

in Europe , Biedert found that in 40 percent^mesenteric
glands alone were affected.(a) Dr Sims Woodhead, of

127 cases of Tuberculosis in children,found the mesenteric
and retrr>peritonea]jgiands involved in 100 and 4in 14
the mesenteric glands only were affected, that is, there

was no tubercle found in any other part of the body.(b)

I have not had the opportunity of making post mortem

examinations , but the rarity of clinically recognizable

cases of abdominal Tuberculosis among the Kaffirs is a

striking fact, when conpared with thefrequency of chest

and cervical gland tuberculosis .

In Natal, abdominal Tuberculosis seems also to be

rare, Dr Mc Cord of Durban has kindly given me an

analysis of 540 cases of Tuberculosis seen by him among

about 6,000 Native patients. Of these,about 55 per cenT
had phthisis, over 37 per cent scrofula,and all the other

forms added together amounted to between 7 & 8 per cent.

Among these Dr Mc Cord remembers only three cases of

Abdominal Tuberculosis . And then the Natal Government

Cej
Hospital Addingtcm , among 198 cases of Tuberculosis

treated as inpatients during 1904, 66 being Europeans,

59 Indians and 73 Natives, there were no cases of tabes

mesenteric^, and only three of Tubercular peritonitis
all in Indians. In Natal, as we have already seen,

c\> ft- ^~f'
^
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Tuberculosis is stated to be almost unknown among

Native cattle, and judging from the discussion at the

Ye ternary Surgeons' Conference it cannot be common, even

among European cattle.

Dr Walter G.C.Pakes, Bacteriologist to the Trans

vaal Government,states (a) "there is at present one

satisfactory feature concerning Tuberculosis on the high

veldt; Tabes Mesenterica is exceptionally rare in children

and the fact is probably^, accounted for by the absence or

comparative absence of Tuberculosis in cattle

My experience at Love dale had led me to think
|TU 8ERCULAR

that, relatively to phthisis.Tuberculor meningitis is notmeningitis 7 " j
so common among the Bantu of this District as it is in

Britain. Ahout one third of ny Native patients are

infants and small children, and yet I have seen very few

cases. Table 6 shows that of the Bantu and

Coloured deaths from Tuberculosis in 1905 in the 55 chief

towns, only 4'77 per cent were registered as from meningit

is. The corresponding European figure (10*87) is more

% than double. It is quite possible, however, that the

difference may be due to 49 faulty registration, many of

the deashs among ccl.oured children being uncertified.



SEC T ION 3

The distribution of Tuberculosis among the

Natives in past times.

I shall now bring forward in connection with each

Colony and Protectorate such evidence as I have been

able to obtain as to the presence or absence of

Tuberculosis in the past, and as to its alleged increase

in certain localities during recent years. In doing

so it will be convenient to follow the opposite order

from the one followed i discussing the present distri¬

bution of the disease, and to begin at the interior.

1ITISH CENTRAL Taking first then the Protectorate of British

AFRICA Central Africa, I am able to spe 1c from personal exper-

ie ce of the absence of Tuberculosis among the tribes who
R-a-

occupy the hill country known as Shire Highlands.

During the four years from 1896 to 1900, I was in

charge ofthe Medical work at the Blantyre Mission in
the Shire Highlands, and I saw not a single case of any

form of Tuberculosis among the people living on the hill

country. I was from the very first struck with this

very remarkable fact, and I was told that my predecessor

the Late Br W.A.Scott, had often commented upon it.

I confess that during these years I often wondered whether

I could possibly be overlooking evidences of the disease,

and I feel still, that one should be very diffident in

asserting a negative proposition of so sweeping a kind

as that Tuberculosis was absent from any locality. Yet

the facts are that for Pour years I was in close touch

with the people, seeing them daily in the Dispensary and
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often visiting them in their villages, and though I

was on the outlook for
. Tuberculosis, I <./ d not see a

single case among ei uher one A^awa ("Y"0,0) ^ Manganj a
- ^

or Chape t a people reding on the Hhire Highlands.
In addition to this, Blantyre was a centre to which thous-

-ands of labourers came from Angoniland and Lake Nyasa

in the northern .art of the Protectorate, and it happened

that I saw large numbers of theso labourers. I saw

and. treated in Hospital many cases of pneumonia among

these men, but never &aw one of phthisis or other Tuberc¬

ular disease. Along the course of the lower Shire River,

that is the part which i-fr extends from the Murchison

Cataracts to the Zambezi,eases were however said to

exist; and the only case of phthisis in a Native that

I saw during the four years of my stay at B1antyre

was that of a man who was brought up from this part

of the river for treatment in hospital, and the one sol-

itory case I saw of gland swelling that appeared to be

Tubercular was in a mar who had lived for some years

at the river and had taken ill there.

During the period no which I have referred (1894 to

1900) and. for some years previously, Dr Hine was resident

at the University's Mission Station at Likoms|on Lake
Nyasa.and used to visit also the other stations of the Mis¬

sion on the main land to the East of the Lake. Dr 'Hine

writes me that he "never saw a case (.of phthisis}at

Likoma or on Lake Nyasajf(a)

At the same time Dr George Prentice was at Bandawe

on Lake Nyasa and had. a large practice among the Natives

Lr Prentice c. jes not remember any cases at that time at

Bandawe (b). Dr Laws however, "remembers it (Tuberc¬

ulosis) occurring at Bandawe about 1881 or 1882," and
has known of several cases since, "The members of one

(

family being especially liable to it!1

(Ci) A-oj. fij ' £> ' °1 • (c.JJZ'3'°7~
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* SOUTHERN
RHODESIA

As we have already see., Tuberculosis appars to be
fy-e*

aiosent even at tlie present day among Barotse, just ITorth.

of the Zambezi.

Crossing the Zanbezi, we come again to Southern

E&odesia . One of the earliest Missionaries to the Mat-

abele was the Rev: John Moffatt, C.B., now of Cape Town.

Mr Moffatt writes (a) that as far as he knows the disease

consumption"was of the rarest occurrance"among the Mata-

BECHUANA1AND

The Medical Director of Rhodesia says (b) " I think

that previous to British ^occupation phthisis was unkno n

amongst the Natives, except in those cases brought

amongst them by the Natives contracting the disease whilst

working in other Colonies and returning home to die.'
To the Rev: John Moffatt I an again indebted for in¬

formation. He writes that among the Bachuana 60 or 70

years a o , consumption was of the rarest occurrence.

He mentions two cases that occurred ah Kuruman in these

early days. The one was that of a girl belonging to

a tribe that -emigrated southwards from what is now the

N.W.Transvaal. "they came Southwards approaching

Kuruman, but were driven back and in their retreat

left behind them .. the girl in question."

The girl, however, lived to old age, though she always

had a cough. The other case was that of a '^Coloured
man, one of a family that fled the Colony in the old

slave times and settled at Kuruman". The man died

"after a long lingering decline (a)

Dr Livingstone spent 9 years ( 1343 to 1852)- among

the more Northern Bechuana , the Bakwena. He writes that

bhem "there is no consumption nor scrofula".„<aj

Co) 7

fh) P~~-2 ~°y ■

y ~ / ~oy

( 3j"
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BASUTOLATCD The evidence of Drs Macfarlane and Harting, already

quoted, shows the rarity of Tuberculosis among the

Basuto until quite recently. Dr Casalis ' observations
I

upon Basuto children however, were made in the years 1891

to 1894. There is also in the diary of the late Dr P.

P. Lantre/ a record of a. case of advanced phthisis in an

old Masuto woman seen in the yesit 1850 (a).

TRANSVAAL According to the evidence already adduced, it would

appear that at the present time with the possible exception

of email parts of Rhodesia,the only regions south of

the Zambesi that can claim to be still free from Tuber-
ik p /h- >. < ,

culosis are certain districts of the TransvaalA " The

present District Surgeon of Lydenburg has not seen any

cases and Dr Emile Niemeyer of Utrecht , Natal, writes

me that in the year 1890 he "examined the greater part

of the Makaties Natives in the Lydenburg District".

Dr Niemeyer "was making investigations as regards

Leprosy and Syphilis " and adds " he could not help

being struck in not meeting with Tubercular disease

in any form ." Dr Everard of Ermelo informs me

that in that District Tuberculosis was formerly unknown

among the Natives. Dr Burgman District Surgeon of

Wakkerstroom on the Natal Border, speaking from his own

experience of 8 years and from that of his predecessor

Dr Y/att, is able to say definitely that Tubercular
diseases did not exist a few year's ago among the Natives

of that District. During 10 or 12 years experience

in the District Dr Watt had never seen a single case. In

the adjoining District of Pint Retief , the District

Surgeon, Dr Dunn has seen only £one or two cases thatwere

not imported and considers it probable that Tuberculosis

was unknown before contact with Europeans.

cdj ts ^
v« -z), /v),

j f
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There is strong evidence as to the absence of

Tuberculosis in the past in the Orange River Colony.
h- O

Dr Taylor of Rei-ksburg states &hat 3o years ago " phthisis

was unknown amongst the native si' (a).

Dr B.O.Kellner of Bloemfontein writes"Tubercular

phthisis was not known amongst the jjatives when I arrived

here 44 years ago". "Only within the last 25 or 30 years

Tuberculosis made its appearance among the white and

coloured population and especially amongst the Yellow

races, the so-called Hottentots. The Kaffirs kept

pretty free of it (but) b-, of late even amongst
lb)

them Tuberculosis has made its appearance". Dr J. Reich

of Senekal(c) believes Tuberculosis was originally

non-existant among the Datives of his District. Dr Join

Pokoni of Ladybrand (d) " cannot recall any cases of Tuber¬

culosis among Kaffirs but frequently among Bushman."

His experience in the Orange River Colony dates back to

1879.

Dr Hunter says that his experience at Koffyfontein

goes back 9 years and that during the whole of that time

phthisis Tubercular lands etc; have been very common

amongst the Datives especially amongst the Bastard- Bush¬

men.

The evidence points to the original absence of the

disease among all r ces, to its introduction many ye rs ago

among the so-called Bastard races and its rapid spread

among jbhem, and lastly to its comparatively recent spread

among the Bantu .

Tuberculosis has been long known in some parts, of

Datal. Dr W,H4Addison District Surgeon , Umlazi writes:-

"If a Zulu is asked the question, he answers " it has

always been with us". As a boy 45 years ago I rembember

seeing Kaffirs on our farm with consumption ". He adcfe

(&)</!&£? , / 7 ~ ~~C "J.
chJ tCcJh, f-}-3 -Oj, Aif--3 - 7,
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however, that "Tubercular disease is decidedly on the

increase" (a). The Health Officer of the Colony

in his 1905 report says " although all evidence points

to an increase, it would be a rave error to suppose

that Tuberculosis in natives dates only from European

occupation of Natal-, or that it was an unimportant

circumstance until quite recently. I am informed,

by 'fee courtesy of Dr Ward District Surgeon of

Maritzburg, who recently took opportunity of making

enquiry from a man thoroughly conversant with the

Natives, their language and customs, that the disease

has been regognized as a distinct disease by Natives

as far back as can be traced, and is distinguished by

the name "Mzimbamubi". I understand it is also known

by the name "isifubu" The Rev: C.Leisegang

terl8-3-07 of the Norwegian Mission writes:- " I first came in con¬

text with the Zulu people in 1865 . At that time I was

stationed at Emahlabutini, the King's**" place in the centre

of Zululand Consumption was at that time called

by the Zulus "Isifuba" (chest)..,.,...... Gland swelling-

was at that time very prevalent....... I never heard that

they stated, that these forms of sickness were things to

them before unknown. At different occaseions I was told

that people whoguccumbed under consumption (Isifuba)

were not bewailed at their death, which seems not only

to show that consumption was considered to be incurable

but had a long time been known to them, because this cus¬

tom "not to cry at the death of those people" was already

at that time part of their "imvelo"^social law, hereditary

amongst them,'

(A)
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Dr E. Uiemeyer of Utracht is, however, of opinion that

"Tubercular disease was originally unknown amongst the

Zulus". He adds that "whilst vaccinating some 13,000©*

||j| Zulus 15 years ago, he cannot remember seeing a single
case".

cv Letter
! March 1907. Dr J.G.Anderson of Ladysmitli"says that to his

knowledge, Tubercular diseases were originally unknown

among the natives of his district. Mr Plant, Senior

Inspector of Dative Schools, Natal, and a recognized

authority on the Zulus, (b) writes:- " from all I have

been enabled to gather I think consumption was, if not
. j . U/W ,, f > . i I, _ _

non-existing,very common ". (c) The Kev: P. Mason,

a Missionary of long experience nonresident in Durban

writes that he "cannot recollect a single case in

which it could be said with certainty, that a"raw Native

died from consumption". Mr Mason has kindly obtained
| ^

for me the experience of another Veternary Missionary

the Rev: J'. Allsopp , who writes " I only call to mind

one case of a young heathen Zulu dying of consumption'^

f % Dr Cullen was District Surgeon in Zululand for two

ye .ts and did not see a case (of Tuberculosis) among

the raw Natives the whole time he was there (d) and

Mr Siverton who had a intimate knowledge of the Zulus

for Sixteen Years and "as a layman did a lot of

medical work mong them, says he only came across four

cases in any way resembling Consunption(d) ".

The evidence is thus strangely conflicting . The

f% explanation, however, seems to be that in some Districts
especially along the coast, Tuberculosis has long been

known, while further inland it has not been known until very

f/

TU I,

(cj , a~-<3-°7,
(J) e&fc O 3~0 7.
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recently. Xn Utrecht on the "border of the Transvaal

it is still very rare, while just across the "border the

Zulus living in the Transvaal are still free from the disease

except for the rare imported cases . Dr Burgman

of Walckerstroom writes " There are in this district

several distinct classes of Natives-, 1. pure 'bred Zulus

2. pure "bred Swazis. 3. mixed Zulus and Swazie.

4. very few Gape Hottentots. 5. about two dozen Bushmen.

Among the pure bred Zulus, pure bred Swazia and mixed

Swazis and Zulus. I have seen only one case_ , in a

young Zulu male of phthisis Pulmonalis contracted evidently

a Pietermaritzburg Gaol - This during 8 years experience

in the district" (a).

There axe no two opinions , however , as to Tubercu¬

losis being on the increase in Natal.

CAPE COLONY It was only in the year 1895 , that the regis¬

tration of deaths in Gape Colony became compulsory, and the

country is. indebted to Dr Gregory , Medical Officer of

Health for the Colony, for drawing attention immediately

the figures became available, to the heavy mortality from

Tuberculosis . In the year 1896 ? in the 32 chief towns
of the Colony this mortality was for Europeans 1'98,

and for Coloured and Native people 5"'58. Since then the

figures have been as follows, and by grouping the years

a better idea can be obtained of the changes that have

taken place in the death-rate.

_EUROPEAN DBATH-ItATE from Tuberculosis in the
chief towns of Cape Colony, (b)

• * # # « e c

32 Chief Towns 1896 1*98
1897 1'89
1898 1'99

Average of three years 1'95.

(dp t/CsJfc &k--3-o 7,

(I) <jI tfpfr,
ho, 0, //, (fj
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35 Chief Towns 1899 2'15
1900 2'39
1901 2'35
1902 1'70

Average of&& four years 2'14

35 Chief Tovmsl903 1'64
1904 1'55
1905 "I ' 27

Average of three years 1'48

Thus, since 1896 the European death-rate from

Tuberculosis has first risen and then fallen lower than it

was before. The increase occurred during the War Years,

but whether this is more than a coincidence I cannot

say .

Coloured and Bantu Death-rates from Tuberculosis

in the Chief Towns of Cape Colony (a).

32. Chief Townsl896 5'58
1897 5'73

1898 6'67

Average of three years 5'99

35 Chief Towns 1899
1900
1901
1902

35 Chief Towns ±964
1904
1905

7'63
7 ' 75
6'84
7' 59

8'09
a i n %

"Average of four years 7'45

Average of three years 7120

Here also there has been first a rise and then a

fall in the mortality, but the fall took place two years 1-

W *. H 1
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later than In the case of the Europeans . A contributing

cause was the action of the plague authorities in clearing

out the slums at Port Elizabeth, and removing the occupants

to locations outside the Municipal area . The Coloured

and Bantu death rate from Tuberculosis at Port Elizabeth

in 1903 as 15'14 and in 1904 it had fallen to 5'IS . In

Cape Town there was also an apparent fall in the coloured

Tubercular mortality "between the years 1903 and 1904. (si)

On the whole during the past 9 years there has "been an inc¬

rease in the mortality from Tuberculosis among the Bantu

and. Coloured, inhabitants of the chief towns of the

Colony. But the increase does not now appear so

alarmingly rapid as it did when the figures for 1903

were published .

Tuberculosis has existed so long among the Native and

Coloured people of Cape Colony that it is now very diff¬

icult to find out whether or not it was originally

absent. I have however consulted a number of the oldest

Doctors in the Colony and also other authorities and will

try to summarize their upinions on the point.

3APE COLONY Taking first then the Bantu population in the East of

Evidence of the -the Colony the late Dr Stewart of Love dale once remarked
presence of TUBER- '
culosis among to me that "consumption was common enough in this neigh-the Kaffirs
ffl^ny years ago. bourhood (Victoria East) 40 years ago". Dr Jane

Waters7.. Oil 9 id0 \V 0 .i. 0 ctjJ s Town, who practised in Love dale

a good many years ago also saw many cases in the district.aA>
O

The late Dr Girdwood of Tutura, Lutterworth (b) wrote

not long before his death "When I came aaong the Kaffirs

in '68 I found a good few cases of Tuberculosis. Having

healed up the open sores in the neck and axilla of one

of Kreli's (cL) brothers girls , I had quite a run of

such cases, I cannot say that I had many cases of

phthisis , still it was then known by the name Pepa".

It it/vAyjrfzd ^ . ^Ia,t- /'y 0 J **> f l/h
J{gvfry* /Ply™* VJ && ^ ^, lylflyjyyiy^

fciyyjl." ViAlyo/t^ SJ /VI. 0. H <) Mj. ,/<? /-jCCJ ~e~),

I

t*
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N
Twelve years later on May 1st 1880 , Mr T.H.Manlcivell

"began practice - as District Surgeon at Bmtterworth. In Jan¬

uary 1381 he reports having attended 285 patients . Of

these,8 were cases of phthisis, three of scrofula and one
% of ac-eute miliary Tuberculosis. The reice is not spec¬

ified but probably most were natives.
" 'I

In his Reminiscences of Kaffir life and History

the late Hon Chas Brown lee , Gailca Commissioner,writes

"Soon after this (about 1859) three of may policemen,

brothers, came to me desiring my permission to employ

a female native Witch Doctor to attend one of the i who

has long been ill with consumption. I told them that

^ all that was possible had been done for the invalid,
that the disease was ineurablejat the state it had reached']

This man however, had been foghting on the European side,
and had been in a European Hospital.

" Shortly after this" Mr Brownlee says "A son of a

petty chief named Umcoyana had been suffering for some

time from consumption, and,being very low, his father

had called in the services of a female Whiteh Doctor".

|| The Hon Sir William Bisset Berry M.D. writes:- (d)
" I came out in 189-4 to Que ens town. Amongst my earliest

patients were phthisical natives from the Mission Station

of Lessvton, near Queenstown. " Dr C.J.Egan of King

William's To n, writes(i). "When I first came to this Col¬

ony (in 1870) I noticed that pulmonary phthisis was very

common among the Hottentots". Dr Egan also saw many cases

among the Kaffirs and Dingoes. Dr J.W.Weir of Engcobo

a Tembuland writes:-(f) "that at least since 1885 there have

been cases of phthisis, Tubercular glands and joints in

Tembuland.," He is inclined to think that the disease

was not originally non-existent among the natives.

Cci) b - a. - oy^
( \) c2. - ^ (7 ■

(( <2 - $ ~ °y -
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In his report for the year 1875, the Acting Magistrate,
4,

St John's Territory wrote:- " A Jingo Doctor announced

some Pondomisi "before me for the recovery of certain fees,

consisting of two cattl , which he conpl ined, they had

refused to pay him for cures wrought "by him upon two peoj 1

The Diseases, as it appe rs, were epilepsy and phthisis

it was clearly proved that the Doctor had not

cured the patients so he lost the case", iU
The Rev W.Murray, Ugie 29th Dec 1877 reports having

attended ahout 500 patients during the year, of whom 4 die

One of the 4 out of phthisis.

CAPE COLOFY In favour of the view that Tuberculosis was non
Evidence poin t ing

f 1%o the absence -existent among the Kaffir tribes previous to their contac
:

of TUBERCULOSIS
ar/iong the Kaffirs with Europeans, there is the following evidence,
previous to their
contact wi oh Dr Theal, the Historian whom I had recently the vrin-el-
Europeans .

ege of consulting upon the point, informs me that

about 40 years ago he ma.de many enquiries among the oldest

Kaffirs as to the diseases that had been known among

them previous to their contact with Europeans. He

could find no evidence of consumption having been known

previous to the arrival of Europeans.

The Rev X. Wauchope , Native Minister,Port Beaufort

informs me that in the year 1872 he took a young man

to see Doctor Ensor of Port Elizabeth, that Dr Ensor

diagnosed consumption and warned the young man and his

friends of the seriousness of the disease. The relatives

however, thought it was "jeust a cough}' the young man

married; within a year he was des.d. Mr Wauchope says

. that the old people were surprised ;..t th0 J. C?u "o £11 resuite
f *

as they did not seen -to know the disease. They gave it

■ various names.
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Sir William Bisset Berry mentions in Ms letter that the

late Rev W. Bertram who in 1864 was in charge of the
i ■ o

Lesseyton Mission used, to say .athat " in his (Mr Bertram's)

younger days" phthisis was unknown among the Kaffirs.

Dr W. A. Soga of Elliotdale (a) in answer to my question
" Were phthisis Tubercular glands, joints etc, originally

unknown among the Natives?" writes:-" I am not sure.

One thing I do k ow, they have no name for phthisis.

Por Strumous swellings discharging pus , the term used
c f

is "1-hashe". " My own impression of 20 years work among

them is that phthisis is a new disease among them. "

Twelve years ago the District Surgeon of Barkly East

reported that he had never seen Tubercular glands in a

Mosuto or Tembu, that Tubercular' joints were unknown

and phthisis very rare.

GAPE COLONY Dr Barley- Hartley began practice in East London 1r1

EviRdenceot°f 1879 and had a considerable practice among both Europeans
tuberculosis
during recent and Natives. Por a number of years he does not remember
years.

to have seen any cases of Tuberculosis except imported cases

(European) (k). Dr H.T.Bachelor of Queenstown, after an

experience of 25 years, " Has no' hesitation in saying that

the disease is getting increasingly common". (¥) Dr H.

BecKer , Grahams town, writes (3L) "When I arrived in the

Eastern Pr vince as District Surgeon of Bathurst and

Alexandria combined, in 1870^ there were very few cases

of Tuberculosis among the Natives. The Kaffirs and

Pingoes were then a rs.ce prnof against that disease. "

"During my District Surgeoncy of 4 years I do not

remember a single case of Tuberculosis among these people .

It was different with the mixed races Tuberculosis

was frequent among them ".

(CJ JUfa, r - 4 , (2j /£&
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So far as one can judge fro .. the evidence just quoted,

and "bearing in maind that in a matter of this kind

positive evidence must carry greater weight than

negative, I think we may conclude that a generation

ago Tuberculosis was widly distributed among the Kaffir

and other Bantu Tribes in the East of Cape Colony.

It was certainly common in some districts. In others

it seems to have been rare. Very possibly the state

of things in the East of the Colony then, may have been

like that seen i Portuguese East Africa now; <x-Ar veryun
even distribution of the disee.se leading one observer to

think that it is rare, another that it is common. In

Countries where Tuberculosis has been long established

its distribution is generally fairly uniform, and this

unequal distribution if it could be satisfactorily-

proved. to have existed in the cases of the Kaffirs, would

go far to prove that the disease had not originally

existed, among them.

Among these references zo the Bantu there are one

or twovehich show that a generation ago,in some districts

at least Coloured or Hottentot population was much more

subject ,o Tuberculosis than the Bantu. And Dr Albertyn

writes:-(a) "As District Surgeon of Bredasdorpjfrom 1868
to 1884, I found the half-caste suffered more from consump

tion than the Euro ean inhabitants." Beaufort West

is now notorious for its high mortality from Tuberculosis

and as far back as 1885 we find the Civil Commissioner

commenting upon the wide spread and rapid increase of

pulmonary disease among the Bushmen - Hottentot race

in that District. On the other hand. Dr John Brown

practiced at Erazerburg, the nearest village to Beaufort

West, from 1865 to 1876 and does not remember a single

(O) oy.
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case of phthisis among his coloured patients. (©0

Dr C.P.K.Murray, whose experience dates hack to 1374 , said.6^
that at the gape Peninsula he had found phthisis,among

Europeans hut more common among the half-"breeds , the

Malays and the Coolies,and he quotes the opinion of Dr
Parson of the hew Somerset Hospital that "phthisis is most

common among the half-"breeds , " Dr Hitching of Mossel

Bay, referring to the Coloured people and speaking from an

experience of 45 years,, says "I think tr e is little •&-

doubt hut that Tuberculosis was as prevalent 40 or 50 years

ago as now ()b-) ".

£ ° 7 •

( I) -V-- *■
( c.j ( Iy-i+~i>~7i
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A DISCUSSION OP THE POSSIBLE ORIGIN OP TUBERCULOSIS AMONG

THE SOUTH AFRICAN NATIVES

HE RACES.
BiTSNEN. The Bushmen are now almost extinct as a race,

and very little indeed is known about their early condition.

They belong to the stone age, and, like the men of that age

in Europe , they were a race of hunters and artists.

Prom the wide distribution of their arrow heads and other

implements it appears that they once occupied the greater

part, if not the whole,of South Africa, and, judging from

the depths at which these remains have been found , it

appears likely that their occupation of the country

extended into the remot past (a).

HOTTENTOTS. Unlike the Bushmen , the Hottentots were a nomadic,

pastoral people, inhabiting the Western part of what is

now Cape Colony. Their origin is still , I believe,

obscure.

BANTU. Upon these two races there came from the North a

double invasion of the great Bantu race, the Kaffir -Zulu

Section coming down the East Coast, The Bechuana Section

advancing Southward, probably at a somewhat later date,

along the centre of the sub-continent. Like two great

streams of lava these invading forces ultimately came to

rest , the former, not having spent itself until it had

poured round the coast into what is now Cape Colony, the

latter ending its career in the mountainous country of

Basutoland . It is believed that not many centuries have

passed since these invasions took place. One fact

( <\)&Lcfj .
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connected, with them is certain . The Bantu Invaders-

mixed. very freely with the more primitive races which they

displaced. This is especially true of the Kaffir-Zulu

Section,whose language has been nr.atly modified by the

acquirement of clicks and in other ways, and whose personal

appearance even, in many individuals,"bears testimony to

the admixture of race which has taken place.

EUROPEANS The European invasion of the country commenced

just three "-hundred years ago when the Portuguese estab¬

lished themselves upon the Mozambique Coast. About fifty

years later, in 1652,the Dutch settled at Cape Town.

^ As they spread inland, the White settlers to a large

extent^ absorbed the Hottentots, so that today very

few pure-blooded representatives of the race remain.

The Bushmen were for the most part exterminated.

ASIATICS In 1863 the Legislative Council of Natal took steps

to introduce Coolie Labour from India for the Sugar

Plantations of the young Colony. These Coolies were

followed by traders , until today the Indian population

| of Natal outnumbers the European. The Natal Indians
were not however, by any means the first Asiatics to settle

in South Africa. Malays and. others were brought to

Cape Town by the East India. Company in the earliest days

of the settlement. Indian traders (Barnians) had also

for a long time been settled at Mozambique . I Cannot

discover when they first came to th t part of the coast,

but seeing that Lourenco Marques was a station of call

for the Portuguese navigators on their way back from

India, it is probable that Indians have been theiCE almost

as long as the Portuguese. Further up the coast,they

preceeded the Portuguese, and were carrying on an exten¬

sive trade when Yasco De Gama arrived.
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Having thus "briefly glanced at the origin of each of the

principal elements that go to make pip the present

heterogeneous popul.: tion of South Africa, and having
before us the facts brought together in t!i.. receeding

Sections, we are now in a position to consider which of

these elements can be justly saddled wi ,h the responsi¬

bility of the introduction of Tuberculosis. But first,
it may be well to ask the ques ion , Has it been intro¬

duced? Was it ever really absent?

At the present time it is doubtful if amy other section-

of the population suffers so much from Tuberculosis as

does that remnant of the Bushman race now thinly scattered

throughout the Country. Br Poison of Ladybrand, after
an experience of 23 years in the Orange River Colony

cannot recall any case of Tuberculosis among Kaffirs ,

but frequently among Bushmen", and goes on to say

"These intresting creatures (the Bushmen) are dying

out and do not seem to thrive in a civilized condition. "

They originally lived in caves and primitive dwellings—

practically an open-air life — but when tamed said civil¬

ized by the Boers and cooped up in close houses - often

the farmer's Kitchen, - they contracted phthisis!'

Br Hunter of Koffyfontein in the Orange River Colony

writes that "Tubercular diseases are very common amongst

Hatives, especially amongst the Bastard-Bushman race,

amongst whom I have seen-many cases of Mii'ary Tubercle ".

" The Bastard-Bushman race are the class of servant found

most useful on farms". Br Bsugman of Wakkerstrom

in the Transvaal, classifying the natives of his district

mentions " About Two-dozen Bushmen" and, although he

has seen only one case of phthisis among the Zulus and

Swaeis who compose the great bulk of the native populat¬

ion, he reoords two cases of phthisis and one of Tubercular
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pei'i'conitis among this handful of half-cast Bushmen.

It is necessary to add that Dr Brugman attributes these

cases go the victims having done washing for Euro san

Tubercular eatre-s in the village.

^ Is it notpossihle that Tuberculosis may have

'been present,may even have been common, among the Bush¬

men in their primitive state? In the neighbourhood

of villages used as Health Resorts i 'faction can be

explained, but among the Europe ns living on the up-

country farms - as Br Ramsbottorf's table•^W.s-Tubercu¬

losis is rare, and. it is a little difficult to understand

how in these circumstances the Bushman servants could

I become infected. I think it is reasonable to doubt
whether the open-air life of the primitive Bushmen would

be a guarantee of immunity from Tuberculosis. Dr

Hutcheon has pointed out, that, even in the open .air,

cattle if they are in close contact acquire the disease

from one another, and, huddled together as the Bushmen -k^-uz-

in their caves and rock shelters, it is not hard te

imagine consumption spreadingjamong them. So far as I
am aware, there is no actual evidence as to what diseases

*s
the Bushmen had previous to their contact with other races

(except erhaps that the Basuto blame them with the intro¬

duction of leprosy among them) but in view of' the wide

spread of Tuberculosis throughout the world it seems some¬

what rash to conclude in the total absence of proof

that it did not exist among any given people.

akohg THE
HOTTSHTOTS The argument in favour of Tuberculosis having

% existed among the Bushmen applies almost equally to

the Hottentots, whose coloured descendants are now, and for

many years have been, more seriously affected by Tuberculo¬

sis than their White neighbours (a)

(0.)

<?e^~ WZLa .
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On theoretical grounds one might argue that as a nomadic

people their -(-moving tents Y would "be less likely to "become

in±ected than the ancestral caves of the Bushmen; "but,
if close contact, even in the open air, is sufficient
to ensure the spread of Tuberculosis , this consideration

is deprived of much of its weight .

The chief argument against the view that either

the Bushman or the Hottentotshad the disease seems to me

to be this, that if it had been at all common among

them, they would, have infected the Bantu people who con¬

quered and mixed with them,. how,there are sections ,

even at the present time, of these Bantu who are free

from Tuberculosis .

At present I can only suggest that the excessive

prevalence of Tuberculosis among the Coloured and Bushmen

races of the present day may possibly be explainable on

the quite simple hypothesis that they have had the

disease among them from the earliest times.

Coming now go the Bantu race, we have evidence more

tangible upon which to base conclusions.

Pixing out attention for the present upon the two great

sections of the race now found in South Africa, we find

that the Bechuana (including the Basuto) are still

in most places comparatively free from the disease .

Pifty years ago Livingstone found that the Beachuana

among whom he lived and travelled were free from Tubercul¬

osis .

In the early part of last Century the Basuto Chief

Sebituane miagrated north with a considerable following

and established himself upon the Upper Zambezi, his tribe

being the well known Makololo who assisted Livingstone

in his explorations. Livingstone makes no mention of

Tuberculosis among them and at the present time their dep¬

endants now incorporated in the Barotse tribe, seem t oe



quite free from Tubercular disee.se (a). "Even at the pres¬

ent time so rare is the disease in some districts of the

Transvaal that there are Doctors of long experience

in the Country who have never seen a Native with any form

of Tuberculosis. It seems almost certain that less than

a century ago the Bechuana race ^ was entirely free from

Tuberculosis. It is quite certain that during recent years

the disease has been spreading among them and is now found

where formerly it was absent.

TIE KAEEIR-
ZULU TRIBES. The tribes included under the denomination Kaffir-

Zulu occupy a broad belt of country lying along the coast

from Cape Colony almost to the Zambezi. They include

also the Matabele who now occupy a large part of Southern

Rhodesia in the interior. Among certain of the tribes

Tuberculosis has been known for at least two generations.

These include the Kaffir tribes known as the Xosa and

Gcalekas, the Dingoes and certain also of the Zulus. On

the other hand certain other sections , as the Swazis

and Zulus of the Wakkerstroom District of the Transvaal

and the Zulus of the Yryheid district of Natal, are

reported to be still free from the disease , except for

occasional imported cases. As in the ct.se of the Bechu^rna
we have here also an interesting migration to study ,

which took place also in the early part of last century.

A great Zulu impi crossed the Zambezi and?after many

wanderings , settled,one portion in what is now German

East Africa, anfr the other in Angoniland.
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Of the Angona descandants of the Angoni- section at leas1

it may "be pretty confi Gently affirmed that they are at ■

present free from Tuberculosis . Allowance' must of

course be mad-, for the chances of men with tub£$X.le-

dying oil on such a march . It isjnoteworthy that &t the
present tine these tribes living near the sea are more

affected by Tuberculosis than those further inland.

This fact has been so obvious that the conclusion has

been drawn frow it that only the coast climate will

permit of the developement of Tubercular disease. This

•point will be discussed later. Meantime it is sufficient

to say that in many places enjoying th most salubrious

climate of the interior, consumption is now c.ommdm; so that

some explanation must Toe sort for the peculiarity of dis-

tributio 1 just referred to other than mere distance from,

fee or proximity to,the sea. Further, again to antic¬

ipate a conclusion which must be arrived at later, there

is every reason to think that on account of the habits

and nature of the houses of the Bantu people, once Tubercu¬
losis has become established among them,it can hardly disa¬

ppear . The most probable explanation therefore of

this unequal distribution, a distribution as already

remarked so unlike what is met with in countries where

Tuberculosis has been known for centuries, is that the

Whole race was originally free from Tuberculosis.
It may be convenient here to discuss, as far as

I am able to do so , the nomenclature of Tubercular

affections among the different tribes. Among the

Kaffirs , consumption is called, isifuba or Ipepa,

and glands when only slightly enlarged are called

1dials, .('plural amadlala) and when there are sinuses discharg

ing pus , ihashe. Among the Zulus,consumption is called
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isifuba and the term ipepa is nouse'd"" # "For Tubercular
-lands their name is mzimbamubi (literally body-bad)

They do not use t":.e word ihashe'. Further up the coast

tie people of Irihambane use the word lifere for consumption,

how the only word of all these that is widely

distributed is isifuba, and isifuba simply means "chest"

and is nowhere limited in its meaning to consumption

It is best translated by our expression "chest disease!'

It is the Kaffir-Zulu form of the Bechuana sefuba, or

sehubaj and on lake Nyasa and the Shire' River the same

word is met with under the form chifuwa. Until

quite recently in these latter regions consumption was

unknown, but the word chifuwa was in common use for other

chest complaints. It is plain therefore that this

word, in its various forms , may be dismissed as having

no significance at all. Lefuba or lehuba is amoAifi-

cation of the same word and means asthma or "chronic

disease of the lungs " and,although it may at times
be applied to consumption,it had noi the application

originally (a) . It is limited in its range to the

Bechuana tribes . Amadlala simply means lymthatic glands

which are sufficiently enlarged from any cause to be felt.

Ihashe' is a word that is used for gonorrhoea and leucorr-

hoea and is only applied to glandular enlargement when there

are discharging sinuses . It evidently signifies

essentially a purulent discharge, and its original use

according to Kropf was for the Vernix Gaseosa of new born
A

infants/ ^ The word is very unlike a primitive Bantu word",

perhaps it is of Hottentot origin. Mzimbamubi is one of

those compound words , to the formation of which the Bantu

languages so easily lend themselves. The origin

(cL) JtZZ /Co by- ,
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01 ipepa- I have not "been able to discover. In common

use it is the Kaffir form of the English"paper'J and the a
well educated Kaffir whom I consulted on the point said

he thought that even as applied to phthisis it had this

origin It is not used for consumption by the Zulus.

Dr Soga, whose experience as a practitioner among the

Kaffirs is probably unrivalled , says most emphatically

"one thing I do know,they ,(the Kaffirs) have no word

for phthisis". Lifere is a peculiar word, possibly

Indian in origin . There is a tradition at tSsambane

where the word is used, Br Smythe tells me, that "consump

tion came from the Indians".

I am aware that I am not very competent to discuss

any point of language, and there may be other words in

other dialects of which I have not heard, which might

modify any conclusion arrived at from a study of those

just mentioned", but taking them as they stand, I think

the diversity and generally non-committal nature of the

nomenclaturejust referred to, constitutes a strong

argument in favour of the view that the Bantu race

in both of its South African Branches was originally free

from Tuberculosis. One is tempted to go even further

and conclude that Tuberculosis has come upon them from

several different quarters. In Lofuks. and Mzimbamubi

we have^new word* formed to designate what must have been

new disease^ to the tribe$ concerned, In Ihashe and

Lifere we seem to have words introduced, from without,

accompanying we must suppose diseases also so introduced.
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lUTBfflDUCTlOU In glancing over the piles of the old medical
BY

!EUROPEAN'S Journals of the Cape Colony, one is struck "by the fact
that almost the only references to Tuberculosis there

found are contained in papers written in praise of this

or that health resort for Consumption. Such papers were

frequent up to the ya&r 1895 . In that year the registra¬

tion of deaths became compulsory , and in his report

for the yaar 1896 , Gregory first drew attention

to " The excessive mortality arising in the chief towns "

from Tuberculosis among the Coloured people. Since

(0

n

that time the tendency of Madical opinion has been

to cheque- the indiscriminate importation of consumptives

and to secure ,hat as far as possible,in the case of

those who do come,, such precautions shalD. be taken as will

prevent them disseminating the disease.

Whatever may be the share that the other races have

hadmoriginating Tuberculosis in South Africa , the European

race has certainly been responsible during the- recent

years for its introduction in the most wholesale

manner . It is indeed remarkable that the disease

has obtained so small a hold on the white population

born in the Country. The total European death-rate
in

has we have seen, is not high, and^every one of the

Colonies a large proportion of the consumptives who die

come from over the sea. If the stream of phthisical

patients from Europe has not to any great extent infected

the local white population , what evidence is there that

i£ h&s infected the coloured or Bantu population ?

Certainsuggestive facts point in this direction,

thus Beaufort Vest on the Karroo which has for a number

of years been one of the most popular of health resorts

is now the most gravely infected of any town in the

Colony or for that matter in South Africa. Both the
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local white population and the coloured population have

an abnormally high death-rate from Tuberculosis (white

6'37 and coloured 14'32 per 1,000 )£a.) There are;however,
other circumstances which might account: for the high

Tubercular mortality at Beaufort West , and there

is evidence that the coloured people in many parts at

least of the Cape Colony were suffering from T" berculosis

previous to the time(about 1880 £ as far as I can learn)
when consumptivelpatients began to arrive i numbers

from Europe-. I think therefore that if the white race

is responsible for the introduction of Tuberculosis

among the coloured people,the disease must have been

largely introduced before the time when South Africa

became widely recognised as a health resort . The stream

of phthisical patients during recent years may, and very

likely has, contributed to the spread of the disease.

.bes.iu.es one phthisical patients just referred to

who came speacially for the benefit of their health,

other Europeans must often have arrived with the disease

in a more or less latent condition, for example, "The troops

who came out from time to time for the v-affir Wars of

the past century must certainly have had phthisical

individuals among them, Xh~- death-rate from phthisis

in the British Army during the first half of the 18th cent

-ury was very high., the average for 17 years 1830 to 1846

inclusive havowbeen 7'86 per 1,000, k) figure

thaVexceeds even the present coloured death-rate in the C*j>&
Colony , The dec
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rate in South Africa from phthisis is stated by Noble"*3
oo have been much lower only 2'4 per 1,000 among the

White troups on the Frontier during the period 1822 to 1834

These troups on the Frontier, however, mixed very freely

with the Coloured and Kaffir people among whom they were

stationed, and may have infected some of their Camp

followers. Missionaries also were not infrequently

consumptive. Indeed when we consider how common

Tuberculosis has been in Europe during the whole period

since the early colonization of the Cape, it stands to

reason that occassional cases of Tubercular disease

would be among the soldiers, sailors and emigrants who

from time to time sailed from Europe for the Cape.

There is evidence that in some of the most outlying

places amid Native populations Europeans died of Tuber¬

cular diseases, For example,in his report for the year 1877

Dr E. Keith Guild, District Surgeon , Kokstad, East

Griqualand, reports that " the diseases affecting the

whites in the district are principally chest and throat
//

affections e.g:- phthisis and pneumonia- and in his

report for 1831 Dr Guild again draws attention to the "prep,
-onderance """of chest diseases among the whites over Native^}
Dr Taylor of Leribe, in Basutoland, reports that

during the year 1878 he attended 30S European cases
ib)

and 540 Native- Coloured cases. Among the Europeans were

one of phthisis and four of tabes mesenterica „ Among

the Natives there was no case of phthisis and one of Tabes

mesenterica .

The District Surgeon , Thaba ^Bosiu--, Basutoland

in his report for 1882 says:- "Few Natives seem to

suffer from phthisis pulmonalia , but I have seen several

Europeans suffering from this disease and European

infants from Tabes Mesenterica and adults from pulmonary

appoplexy - Haemoptysis". The European population

(CV 'fh by TUrfJ* " 4 j ffr-wyy,
A - '-f o ?, V5h

pixy
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then as now, in Basutoland was exceedingly small.

RISKS OP Another possible source of infection from Europe is
ISIEOTION
{OM SECOID- Second-hand clothing, great quantities of which
Hm CLOTH-
PIG. have been imported and retailed to the Hativ s. Dr

Mitchell, Assistant Medical Officer of Health for the

Colony, informs me that old clothesjare not diseinfected
at the Ports unless under exceptional circumstances as

when plague is "expected. This importati n has

been diminished by the recently imposed duty of two shil¬

lings per article. I think an even greater danger

a may have arisen from the clothing of Europeans dying in the

country having been sold or given to natives.

IIEECTIOH
IPiOM IIDIAHS As already mentioned,there is a tradition feat the

Portuguese of $«&ambane that consumption "came from the

Indians". It seems not impossible that infection

may have reached the Zulus either from the Indians or the

Portuguese further up the coast, that is,before the

Colony of natal was established", buh I am not sufficient-

ly familiar with the early movements of the Zulu tribes to

know whether or not this is at all likely . The present

large Indian population of Hatal suffers much from Tuber¬

culosis, more than the Euro jeans; and it may be that
the Indians are infecting the natives.
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FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCE THE SPREAD OP TUBERCULOSIS AMONG

NATIVES^

As there seems to he no doubt that in many parts

of South Africa Tuberculosis is spreading among the

Hatives, it is important to discover what are the chief

factors that are influencing the spread of the disease.

1. ALTITUDE. It has been very commonly supposed that

only the coast climate of South Africa would permit

of the spread of Tuberculosis. It is a fact that

the disease is common among natives all round t e coast

and it is equally true that certain cases obtain benefit

from a residence in the interior which do not improve at

the coast. The latter observation applies particularly

to European patients and is a matter of common experience.

It applies, however, also to Dative patients. I cannot

say that I have observed this frequently myself, but

Dr Soga assured me that in e.rly cases he has seen great

benefit follow a change of residence from the coast to

the interior* My impression is that when,for a Native

patient,going to the interior means going home, improvement

may follow, but when it means going away from home,

improvement does not follow. Questions of comfort,

food and also phycieal considerations in a home-loving

people come into play.

Recognizing them that in the treatment of phthisis,

the uplands of the interior possess climatic advantages

over the coast regions, the question is; Does this
climatic influence to any appreciable extent prevent the
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spread of Tubercular disease among- t e natives? I thirk

the answer must "be in the negative. The following

Table shows the death rates from Tuberculosis in

those towns in Cape Colony which are situated at the

greatest height above the sea of any of the 35 chief

towns mentioned in Table 2.

TABLE $ ~

DEATH RATES ELOK TUBERCULOSgg in the HIGH -LY IFG TOWS
Tall tho¥e" above 1,000'Teetr* IS CAPE COLONY ' '(average of
3 years)

HEIGHT ABOVE ; COLOURED & BAFTTT
SEA W EEET : DEATH-RATE EROM

TUBERCULOSIS

Bur 'hersdorp. 4. 550 9 '20

Cradock. 2,853 6'30

Beaufort West. 2,792 14' 32

Kiroberley. 4,040 7 '46

Beaconsfield. 4,040 9' 41

Grahamstown. 1,741 7'92

Graaff Reinet. 2,453 7'13

Oudtshobrn. 1,063 9'62

Somerset East. 2,400 8'62

Prince Albert. 2,120 7'56

King William's Town. 1,275 4' 93

Queenstown. 3,544 3' 66

AliViral north. 4,350 3'12
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Of these 13 towns it will "be observed that 8 have a

death-rate from Tuberculosis which is above the average

(7'20) of the whole 35 towns taken together . It will

"be observed further that the death-rates have no relation

whatever to the altitude. The 3 towns which I have

placed last in the list have the lowest death-rates from

Tuberculosis. They are the three most Easterly of

the towns, and we have already seen that in the extreme

East, the Tubercular mortality is not quite so high as

it is in the rest of the Colony.

Johannesburg stands at a height of 5,689 feet above

sea level, yet phthisis spreads among the labourers

on the Rand. At Klerk®sdorp in the Transvaal (4,

347 feet) Tuberculosis is now vsrfr con. km,and at

Mafeking (4,194 feet) it is very common among the Native

At Bloemfontein (4,518 feet) Tuberculosis is com¬

mon, and soiVit is at Thaba N'Shu, Boshojp, Eicksburg,

Ventersburg, Bethulie and Koffyfontein, all of them

at highlands in the Orange River Colony.

At Dundee in Natal,at a height of 4,100 feet,

Tuberculosis is common, and also in the upper Tugela

district on the borders of Basutoland.

These instances I think, will suffice to show that

among the Natives;Tuberculosis is ver/Afrom being limited
to the boast regions,and that HBzere altitude appears to

have little or no effect in preventing its spread .

DRYNESS OR CLIPATP.

In the case of Natives, dryness of climate does

not seem to have any more effect then altitude in checking

the spread of Tubercular disease. Probably the driest
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spot in South Africa is W&lfish Bay. It has a mean annua

rainfall of less than a third of an inch . Yet the

ITatives there suffer much from /Tuberculosis. (a)

Beaufort West which has the highest death-rate from Tuber¬

culosis of any towns in the Colony has a scanty rainfall,

varying from 4 oo 12 inches per annum;and many similar

cases could "be cited. If we take the coast towns

D'f Port Elizabeth and East London, the chief difference

between them in respect of climate is that Port Eliza¬

beth has a mean annual rainfall of only 21 inches, while

East London has 35 inches. Yet the native mortality

from Tuberculosis is 9'05 per 1,000 in the former

town and only 3'72 in the latter.

One might go beyond South Africa and cite Somaliland

which has a dry climate and where according to the

latest Health Reports consumption is spreading among

the natives.

It would be possible, on the other hand, to mention

towns where the rainfall is high and the atmosphere

humid where Tuberculosis is prevalent. Durban, for

example, h; .s a mean annual rainfall of nearly 40 inches

and there among the natives Tuberculosis is very coinmon, •

In short it is evident that in the case of the native

the idee, that climatic influences of any sort are suffic¬

ient to arest the spread of Tubercular disease is a

delusion.

RACE

Prom the evidence already considered, it appears that

at the present time the Bechuana section of the South

African Bantu has a whole are not suffering nearly so

much from Tuberculosis as the Kaffir-Zulu section,

also considered as a whole . And again it would seem
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that the latter in their titfwi are not so subject to th.

disease as the coloured people. But this distribution,

although ith seems to follow racial lines, is in fact

dependent upo • conditions quite other than racial.

The proof of this is to "be found in the figures contained

in table h- . Prom these it appears that in the

Midland towns where "both races are represented,the Tuber¬

cular death-rate bears no relation whatever to racial

preponderance either of Bantu or coloured inhabitants^.

Where the two races are subject to the same conditions,

they suffer equally. And as between the Kaffir-Zulu and

Bechuara sections of the Bantu the same statement holds

good. At the mines where they are exposed to the same

conditions,phthisis attacks both races, and the Basuto

(a Bechuana people) 'who at their homes are as yet remark¬

ably free from the disease, suffer quite as much as the

Kaffirs or the Zulus. The only reasonable explanation

of the rarity or even absence of Tuberculosis in some

Native communities is that it has not yet been introduced

to these places.

It is often said that the black ra.ces are more subject

to Tuberculosis t an the white, and,in explanation

of why this should be so,the theory is advanced, that,owing
to their long experience of Tuberculosis,the white races

have acquired a degree of immunity from the disease.

The parallel case of measles is quoted . Measles has

devastated certain races, I think in the South seas , and

even in South Africa, it claims many victims from among

the Natives. It certainly seems reasonable to suppose

that some families and individuals are more liable

to the invasion of a particular disease than others.
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Hueppe (a) quote® in support of this view the case

mentioned by Eiffel of two families living in the same

house, one of which escaped while the other suffered

severely from Tuberculosis ; and it is difficult

for even the present generation of Medical men to shake

off t' e idea that certain families have a"diathesis" or

hereditary predisposition to Tuberculosis, while

others have not. If therefore,during-many centuries,

consumption has been busy weeding out the "unfit", it is

to be expected that the survivors of the long struggle ,

the white races of today, will be pre-eminently "fit",
and more able to withstand the onset of the Tubercular

infection th<#w« rac s who have- not undergone this bitter

experience. It may be so; and yet I think there are some

facts that would lead one,if not to deny the theory

of racial immunity, at least to suggest some mitigation

of the sentence it would pass upon these races whose fort¬

unate past in this respect bodes for them according to the

theory a correspondingly unfortunate future. Take

the case of the British people in the earlier years of

the 18th century. At that time it is certain that

Tuberculosis had been at work for some centuries^A-^*^

Why then was it so common in Britain in the early years of

last century? In the British Army at that time,

the death rate from phthisis alone was higher than the

present mortality from all forms of Tubercular disease

added together of the Coloured and Bantu inhabitants of

the 35 cities and chief towns of Cape Colony, alarming

as these latter figures are. It is,of.course,true that

the young sol^diers were of an age that seems specially

to predispose to Tubercle. But even allowing for that,
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it is hard to "believe that any very great degree of racial

immunity was enjoyed "by these young recruits *, and even

the civil population of all ages at that time suffered

heavily from Tuberculosis. It seems to me that allowance

must "be made for circumstances when one race is conpared

with another. I do not know about the South sea. Islanders,
but in South Africa my observation leads me to think

that the degree of crowding which is common in Kaffir

families is su- h that if white children were to be

subjected to it,it is not.unlikely that measles would

produce as high a death-rate among them as it does now

among the Kaffir children. And among the Negroes

of the Southern States (a), who suffer more from phth¬
isis than the whites, the racial element is now regareded

as "a negligible quantity',' their environment being

the principal factor which favours Tuberculosis.

During the first half of the 13th century the circumst¬

ances both of the soldier and the civil labouring pop¬

ulation in England*, were such as to encourage the spread

of phthisis, and any racial immunity that may have been

acquired did not avail to save them from the disease.

If racial predisposition be a factor in the spread of

Tuberculosis among the Native races of Sou;h Africa, I

think it can safely be relegated, to a secondary place, and

the Sanitary reformer may comfort himself with the reflec¬

tion that , difficult though his task may be,he is at
least not fighting against fate.

4. HOUSING & PERSONAL HABITS

Anyone who has had occasion to visit the Native

quarters of Colonial towns cannot^- fail to have been

struck with the extraordinarily squalid appearance which

they not infrequently present." In some places the houses

are small, square, flat roofed buildings,being as regards

the interior remarkably like slum dwellings in Britain;

in others there are circular.mud huts , while on the
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outskirts ot some towns are to be seen low hovels of the

most nondescript kind,whose roofs and vails vre composed

of opened-out paraffine tins?, scraps of corrugated iron

and pieces of sacking, sous indeed partaking more of the

character of tents than of houses. The occupants

are., for the most part,coloured people, descendants,

many of them, of the old Hottentot slave population •

and 1 conceive that this state of things is traceable

mainly to the habits of the primitive Hottentots who,

as they wandered with their herds from one pasture

ground, to another, lived in shelters composed of branches

said skins. The loss of initiaitive consequent upon

a life of slavery , the lack in many cases of any

security of tenure, the scarcity and consequent high

price of building materials- have also been contributing

causes . My experience is too limited, zo allow me

to speak in any exhaustive sense of the native quarters

in , or the locations attached to,the South African towns,
and I am aware that in some places improvements have

been effected, but I have seen enough to convince

me that the conditions amid which the people live,

especially as regards overcrowding and dirt, are a

potent factor in the spread of Tuberculosis. Some

of those towns that have had high* Tubercular death-rates

have also "been seriously- squalid. This was true

of Port Elisabeth until the plague authorities cleared ,

i
the worst of the buildings away. The death-rate from f

Tuberculosis "was 15'14 per 1,000 in 1903 ? the year (
before this action was taken . The year after (1904) ■

it was 5'19 . At Beaufort West where the

Coloured Tubercular death-rate has long been high and

for the past three years has averaged 14'34, the Col¬

oured quarters are dirty and crowded and have bfeen so far

a number of years. The Medical Officer of He 1th

for the Colony in September 1906 in a Special Report to the

Municipal Authorities called their attention "seriously
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to the state of the town" , in particulax condemning
, , ((

certain disreputable hovels" where there was excessive

over-crowding and dirt (a) . At East London,on
the other hand,the Municipality, when laying out their

locations a number of years ago, acting on the advice

oi oheir Meidical Officer of Health he the town (Lr Barley

Hartley), took care to "build Kaffir huts of the best

type* and the location is kept clean and in good order.

How a Kaffir hut is very far indeed from being a healthy

dwelling, from the point of view of a Sanitarian to
A

eradicate Tuberculosis; but a large well-kept Kaffir

hut is not to be compared with the hovels that are seen .

in some of the Western towns. The huts in the East

London location measure 21 feet in diameter and are

10 feet in height eh the centre and 9 at the side.

Each inmate has 300 cubic feet of air spaceDuring re¬

cent years the Tuberculosis death-rate at the East Lon¬

don Location has been comparative!; low , 3'72 per 1,000,

In King William's Town and Queenstown also, the nuts are

f the same type though noo, I think,so good as those
at East London. These two towns have also a mortality

that, though high, fills short of that of nearly all

the Western and Midland towns (4'95)&(3'66) respectively.

In short it seems,if one^dare to generalize from a
few observations, that it is their dwellings, and not
therrace per se , that makes the difference between the

Coloured people and the Bantu in Cape Colony. Where the

latter are compelled by circumstances to adopt the same low

type of dwelling, they suffer just as much from Tubercu¬

losis as the coloured people, but where they are able to

t FAj 3,
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live in well-built huts such as they are accustomed to

in their own country, they do not suffer so severely
as the Coloured, people (a), I am inclined to attribute

to this difference in the houses, part at least of the

difference in mortality from Tuberculosis which has al¬

ready been noticed to exist between the most Easterly

towns and the others in the centre and West of the Colony.

how let us look more closely at the Kaffir hut.

As usually seen,it is a circular ediffice of waitle and daub
with a thatched roof, a narrow door, and a small hole

for a window, (b) The measurements are not often so

large 8,S 1jhose just given of the East London Huts. I

have never ascertained by experis^fens H the amount of

carbonic- acid gas in a hut at night when door and window

are closed., but I have often been in huts at night and

cannot say that I have ever felt the same sense of oppres¬

sion that I have felt in small brick and iron houses

with ceilings.
Experiments have shown that these mud walls allow

air to pass through them pretty freely, and air certainly

passes through the roofs which are but loosely thatched(c,S

The doors also do not fit tightly as a rule. Before

wod.den door were introduced, the doors were of long

grass, at least in some parts. Under the eaves the

wind forces its way in, and,-in short,- I believe the

ordinary Kaffir hut is provided with a very fair amount of

ventilation. The substitutWof turf or brick walls

for the wattle and daub must, I think, diminish con¬

siderably the amount of air that passes through the hut.

Owing to the thatched roof, a Kaffir hut is pleasantly

cool in summer and pleasantly warm in winter.

[A) b- be bo ,

d^P Vie
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How as to fee- crowding, statistics, show that on . .n

aveiage 5 persons occupy one hut, but this is a figure often

greatly exceeded. I have seen as ..any as 12 people sleep¬

ing^ one hut, and crowding ,o this degree is not noc. >'ly

merely an occassional' occurrence; with some families

xt is haoitual. One native girl teacher, who consulted
me about her health, told me that. she boarded with a

family which consisted of a father, mother and six children W

that two other children boarded also with the family,
ana that they all^ 11 persons,slept in one round hut !

Among the Christian Kaffirs , the huts usually contains
a bed,screened off by curtains; generally there is a

table and one or two chairs, trunks and a rough cupboard;

and the uneven surface of the mud wall is decorated by

one or two calendars,the most common being thatb- of " Dr

William's Pink Pills", with letter-press in KaffirWillus-

trated by portraits of Hative Ministers and other promin¬

ent persons who have been persuaded to allow their names

and photographs to be made use of in this way.

Even where there is a bed,however, most of the inmates
of a hut sleep on the floor, either on mats or on mattres¬

ses, which by day are folded up and laid against the wall.
The floor of the hut is of hardened mud and is

periodically smeared over with cow-dung. The proceeding'

is not really so objectionable as it sounds. It serves

the useful purpose of keeping down the insect population.

But the floor cannot be washed,and is of all floors the

most dusty. In the centre,there is a slight depression
for the fire. The smoke accumulates in the upper air

of the hut, and , if pungent,can be avoided by the simple

expedient of sitting down on the floor . The fuel is
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wood where wood is to "be had. In treeless places

dried cow-dung is used instead.

A person suffering, let us say, from consumption,
lies, on a mattress midway between the fire and the wall .

In the little space between him and the wall there is

placed a small heap of earth,and Into that he expectorates
The earth is renewed from time to time . But it often

happens, especially in the later stages of the disease,

that the patient expectorates elsewhere than into the

heap of earth, so that sputum is seen lying on the

floor all round him and even on his blanket and mattress.

The only lighu which enters the hut comes in by the door,

for the window is too small to count, and in winter

when the son's rays are slanting , direct sunlight may

penetrate some distance into the hut. But in summer

the sun's rays are more nearly vertical, and even at the

best of times there are areas of the floor upon which the

sunlight never plays;- darkest of all is the place

where the sick man lies, because between him and the

door there hangs the curtain. I do not know May Kaffir

patients so often like to be in the dark. I suppose

the talk and bustle of the hut annoys them and they like

to be screened off and left in peace. Coloured people

also and many Europeans keep their sick rooms in darkness

ITow it will be evident, I think, that the conditions

just described, provide opportunities that are almost

unique for the spread of phthisis. According to

Cornet (a) the bacilli injsputum ,if dried and kept in a
dark place retain their vitality for three or even as

long as six months. Here then in the Kaffir hut we have
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a dry floor,heavily infected with sputum and light

excluded. We have the other members of the family

sleeping on or close to the floor, not often,however,

very close to the sick man. Fowls and dogs come in

and approach some persons, food, then have to scurry

ou aga Li,and every time a Kaffir woman rises from a sitting

posture on the floor,her voluminous skirts raise dust
in clouds. Infants crawl about and soil their finger

nails upon the floor. A careful housewife sweeps her

floor from time :;o time and fills her whole house with dust.

It is little wonder that wives not infrequently follow the if

husbands to their graves with phthisis.

The more advanced among all sections of the Bantu

are-now discarding the round hut and living in houses

of two or three rooms with thatch or iron roofs and win¬

dows. Some build, them with dressed stone and some

with brick; others retain the wattle and daub or turf walls-

near ly all retain the earthen floor . The vast majority

of the Kaffirs and I think also of the other sections of

the Bantu, however, are still living in huts.

CLOTHING The commonly accepted opinion amongst

Colonists is that consumption was originally non-existent

among the Kaffirs, and. that its occurrance among them is
due to their having adopted European clothing in place of

the red blanket which used to be the universal dress.

The "School Kaffir" or "dresser" , that is ,the Native
who has adopted European clothing, if he should get wet

will sit in his damp clothing and get a chill;' whereas

the"Red Kaffir" will in similar circumstances discard

his wet blanket and sit in his hut in Etatu naturalibus.

It is further urged by those who hold this view, that the

blanket worn by the raw Native is of the best English wool

and that by the application of oil and red clay it is ren¬

dered thoroughly waterproof. That there is some truth
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in this opinion is undeniable. It leaves out of account

however, the element of infection as concerned in the

production of Tubercular disease. A Doctor who held

strongly the "clothes theory", got over this difficul ty

by adding that of course the Tubercle bacillus was

ubiquitous but could nor establish itself unless in a

system depressed by chill,^U^he said, was followed by

pneumonia and pneumonia was in many cases the starting

point of phthisis . If this view were to be accepted

one would be driven ;c the conclusion that thfrs bacillus

Tuberculosis had fc.r generations lived a saprophytic

life aiaong<c&h© people who were too healthy to afford it a,

nidus. This idea is suggestive , and when one considers

how many harmless acid-fast bacteria have been discovered,

near relations + it would seem of the Tubercle bacillus,it

cannot be c. lied an impossible idea. The alternative

theory that infection has been introduced among the

Kaffirs has however, so many facts in its^Sreport that
one hardly needs to fall back on a theory of literal

abiquity and clothing, chill and pneumonia may still

play their part in aiding the imported bacillus to find

a nidus. I may add that I have seen phthisis repeatedly

among raw blanket-wearing Kaffirs.

5 TtE SPREAD 01 TUBERCULOSIS I.F 1AMILIES.

I have not been able to enquire into the family histor

-ies of many of my Tubercular patients,^in those which

I have investigated, I have often been able to trace

quite a series of previous cases in which it seemed prob-

able that infection had passed from e**e- person to another.

I could not often get to the beginning of the series,as

Tuberculosis has been common in the neighbourhood for

many years, but as evidence of infection from person .o

person I thitak the following histories are instructive.
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FAMILY HISTORIES SUGGESTING INFECTION

(1) a* Nomatya'la M., girl age 7, aegan to cough in Aug:

1903 and died of phthisis in Dec: 1903. Soon after her

"b. death her father X.M. "began to cough . He died in June

1904 of phthisis. About June 1906 James M.

c. age 5 years brother of SIM. began no cough. Dec 1906

seen - advanced phthisis.

After the father's death in June 1904 the family

went into a ner hat# JameSs infection seems to have

been latent for nearly 2 years. There were other cases

in the same location so he may have been infected from

some other family.

a. Milia M., girl of 14, cousin of Nomatyala M. began

to cough in Nov: 1903 and died of phthisis in March 1904.

Her home is about 500 yards from Nomatyala's and she

was frequently with Nomatyala .

b. Soon after Milia's death Milia's father Y.M. began to

cough: he died of phthisis in Jan: 1905.

c. John M. age 33 , brother of Milia "began to cough in 1905.

Seen Nov: 1906 - advanced phthisis. John has been

living in the same hut in which Mili;. and her father died.

(2) a. A young man X.P. went up country as a wagon driver

during the war. "When he returned about Sept: 1902 he

was coughing . He has been coughing ever since and is now

Dec: 1903 very ill with phthisis. His brother Z.P. age

b. 12 began to cough, about Jan 1903 and developed a Lumbar

abscess in November 1903. Seen 4-12-03. has right

Apical phthisis. These two sleep together on the floor
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The father and mother are alive and well, except that the

mother is "beginning to cough (1903) (December). Two

brothers died in infancy five years ago,.?
An old m .n K.N. died, in Jan 1903 of phthisis after

a two years illness. His son T.1T. a married man sat

with him daily.About two months before the death of K.N.

T.N. began to cough and in April 1903 T.N. had well-

marked phthisis. In 1905 T.N. died.

About Feb: 1904 Lena IT. a woman of 40^the wife of T.N.
began to cough and in April 1904 had well marked phthisis .

In 190S Lena N. died.

About May 1904 Layi N. a man of 34, brother of T.N.9-who

lived beside T.N.; began to cough. On 25-3-04 was found

to have phthisis with extensive consolidation. In 1906

Layi N. died.

In a family M, there was no Tubercular taint un.il

in 1895 a daughter X.M. went to service in the village

of Seymour. X. was in good health when she went to Sey¬

mour. After two years at Seymour she developed a slight

cough. She then married. Her cough continued in.an int¬

ermittent way gradually becom>ing worse, she became very

ill,expectorating pus-lent purulent sputum. and died, in

1902 five years after her marriage.

Two years before her death itetiw 1900 , X on account
h&V
of.health went for a change to live with her brother T.M.A -J

She remained three months . At other times she stayed

for two weeks at a time with T.M.

About the middle of 1901 this brother, T.M. age 26,began
to cough, and continued coughing with occasional

haemoptysis for two years. In May 1903 , I saw T.M. and

he bad considerable phthiscal consolidation of both lungs.
A
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a. Girl E.T. age 20, seen 19-11-02 with, phthisis. Her

mother die d.,evidently of phthisis,three years ayo. After
her death the family continued to live in the same hut

for a year. Before they-left the hut E.T. was beginning

to cough .

Bo • A woman J.W. age 59 coughing "a long time", advanced

phthisis.

A.W. boy age 11 ill 7 months. Advanced phthisis.

A daughter of J.W. Tubercular glands. /ill three .were

a. 33.M.woman 48, began to cough in the beginning of 1897.

seen-Jan: 1903 . Advanced phthisis.

h. Her mother took ill 1900 and died 1901 of phthisis.

b. Her father died 1902 after short illness,cause?

b. Her son J.M. age 16 years,left home in EebL 1903
A*"' n

and became day-scholar at Love dale. July 1903- Re bagan

to cough. Seen in Oct: 1903, right apical phthisis with

haemoptysis. William M. , with whom J. M. was staying

while attending school took ill in 1900 and was seen 10-

8-03 coughing much, phthisis. There were therefore

two possible sources of J. M.1s infection.

a. In the beginning of 1904 Nomenti N.,woman age 31, began

to be breathless. She had a baby in Nov; which died three

days after its birth. A few days later she came to the

Hospital and a large pleuritic effusion was aspirated.

She died in Dec: 1904 of phthisis.

b. About May 1905 her husband Walter IT. began to cough and

was admitted to Hospital on 3rd July with advanced-

phthisis . He died about a month later.
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In Oct: 1902 X.M., girl age 25 ) died at her home of phth¬

isis. She had "seen many years ill and had had severe

haemoptysis .

About July 1902 her father M.M. 5 aged about 50t began to

cough and when seen in March 1903 had advanced phthisis.

They lived in the same hut.

A man X.&. took ill about June 1905 and died in Dec:

1905 pf phthisis.

His daughter W.S. age 10 years,developed gland swelling

in Oct: 1905 . Seen June 1906, extensive gland swelling,

both sides of nock.

A man X.M. died of phthisis at his home about 1897, His

daughter V.M.,who was living in the house with him , left

home a few months after his death to be married, but

lived near at hand and visited hehome daily. About

the time her second child was born, about 1900, she

began to cough. A third child was born in Dec: 1902j

after that cough became worse. Seen april 1903 y

advanced phthisis .

A brother of W.M.'s left home in good health after the

father's death and went to live at Grahamstown . He

took ill there and after a long illness, coughing, he

died in 1900.

In 1897 a man X.B. died after a long illness, during

which he coughed much and got thin. In 1898 his wife

and one son both died after long illnesses , coughing

much and emaciated .

InSepti 1903 H.B._, age 32;nephew of X.B. who lived beside
him though not i the same hut , began to cough. In Hos¬

pital Oct: and Fov: 1903 - phthisis. Died 1905 .
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Another member of this family. J.B. went to Cape Town in

Jan: 1903. In Dec 1903 cook suddenly ill with cough.

Returned home Jan 1904. Seen 1st Pel: considerable

consolidation, left apex,with cavity.
A young woman'Esther B.,age 23,sister of H.B. began to

cough much in Sept: ;^.906) in ITov: 1906 still much

cough - hot seen.

A married woman JToj aj i D. was seen in May 1903 she

had phthisis wi h consolidation at both apices . Had been

ill 8 months.

Her father died three years before of phthisis after an

illness of three years ,. She visited her father every

clay •

In 1902 a man M. died at his hone of phthisis. The

family continued for a year to use the same hut which

the father had occupied, after that the old hut was used

as a grain store. In Dec 1904 nis daughter age 12

developed a chronic sore in the mouth, followed by Tuber¬

cular gland swelling and phthisis. This seems a long

i: t erval.

Boy Wellington W. (age 3), seen 6-6-05, had an

itchy erruption (? scabies or impetigo) a year ago.,

followed by gland swelling in the neck. The glands

broke down and have been discharging for "some months"

His younger brother Bangani W. took ill three month ago

with gland, swelling in the right axilla. Last week the

swelling burst and now there are two sinuses. ? infected

through skin from brothers discharge.

A woman Z. lay ill for a long time and died of phthisis

in the house of a man II. (her brother-in-law) She died

Sept: 1902.
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To. MsCliiId;age 15 months,took ill in Aug: 1902, with vomiting
and pain in the stomach. In Oct: 1902 glands round the li¬

ne cK swelled tip and in Mov: 1902, ear began to discharge
(Otitis media) Child seen 28-11-02

y mass like

glands , inc.iarubbery to touch , across the lower abdomen.

Gland swelling o right side of neck, slightly also on

left side.

17 a A young woman X.B. died of phthisis in Oct: 1901. Her

b. sister W.B. who was living in the same house was seized

with haemoptysis in Afril 1903, but she had been cough¬

ing for "a long time" wefore. She died of phthisis in

August 1903. Another sister, living in tf-e same hut.

c. Annie 3. began .to have pain in chest and cough in Sept:

1903 / seen Oct: 1903: left apical phthisis and dry

pleurisy. She died in.1904.

% d. Another sister Amy B., living in the same hut, began to

cough about June 1905. Seen June 1906 } consolidation and

cavity, aA; had lef ; apex. hied Aug: 1906.

A girl Lizzie Nfunani age 26 (niece of these girls who

died) and living next door to them developed Tubercular

glands in Aug: 1904. Seen in May 1905. Several Sinuses,

18 a A coloured nam A.A. age 36 with phthisis lived for about 2

months April and May 1906 in the house of coloured people

M. He was there also in Jan: 1906. The house is small

one-roomed, square, wattle and daub with earthen floor.

A.A. was accustomed to expectorate on the walls and floor.

In the same room slept M. and tis wife and family. A.A.

came to the Victoria. Hospital on 20 May and returned to V\s

his- house on 26 May 1906. Soon thereafter, he went to

his home and died there.
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b • On. 2o une 1906 Mrs M. was admi 11 e cl t, o Hospital wi .h

pleurisy and a large effusion +. Her illness she said had

lasted only two or three Weeks . ' Effusion tapped and

did not fecur. In three weeks she left for home and.

at the end of the year was still coughing .

b. In Aug: 1906 her son J.M. age 17 was seen as an out¬

patient. He had been ill only two or three weeks but he

had distinct apical phthisis . In April 1907 xe

died.

19 a A woman died of phthisis about Sept: 1902. Her daughter,

b. Matilda M., age 7 years was brought co Hospital in August
1904 with phthisis , both lungs.

ft b. The woman (? aunt or sister) who brought the child,

Maria M., had had pain in the chest and cough with

haemoptysis for two months. Hothing detected in chest

but case apparently early phthisis.

20
a. Emily Y. age 24 ; seen March 1903 left apical phthisis

with haemoptysis + . Her husband died in 1900 of phthisis

2u and she occupied the same hut for two years after his death,

She began to cough about July 1902. Incubation apparently

ne ar ly two y e ar s.

21. a. In 1898 an old man died after a long illness, coughing

pus and blood . His grandchildren, 9 in number, slept in

b. the hut in which he died . In the beginning of 1902,

one of them Rhoda I)., age 14. , began to cough. Seen Eeb:

1903; phthisis, cavity at left apex. Again

apparently ajlong incubation.

22- <4,- A Hative teacher Elias M., age 2S_, took ill in May and was

admitted info Hospital in July 1893; Phthisis, considerable

consolidation wi h cavityaThsA left apex . The disease

had'rapidly advanced and patient died i Hospital on

4th Sept: 1903. Wife, a stout healthy woman, In July 1905
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the wife "became ill and was in Hospital for a week in

Hov: with left (Apical phthisis, advancing rapidly.

Note:- Long interval,.

A young mother, Elizabeth $T. age 21, began ;o cough in
Jan: 1904. Her baby was then three months old. In

to-
the beginning of April also began to cough. Both admitted

to Hospital on 22nd April. Mother had phthisis with
\

considerable consolidation of left apex. The baby also

hael consolidation of left lung and much gough. In

Hospital the Mother improved somewhat. The baby got

steadly worse and died on 25th May. The mother went

home and died shortly afterwards.

A young man,Sityapi M.,age 24, took ill in the end of 1901

seen Dec: 1902 advanced phthisis. His mother died of

phthisis 15 years ago. After her death the hut they,

the whole family, were living in was burned down and a

new one built, £«^"Soon after her death one of the chil¬

dren took ill and died of phthisis, Then a second,who

died, and then a third,who died. The last died about 6

years ago . Three years ago they shifted their hut,
fke-

talcing all the wood and^ outer layers of thatch and rebuilt
it upon a new site. Patient is now living in this

house; he expectorates upon the floor. The father

is alive and well. Bather evidently not so susceptible.

Girl Mide K., age 10, seen April 1903, advanced phthisis.
Her brother died of phthisis two years ago. They lived

in the same hut, Patient began to cough soon after the

brother died.

About the year 1897, A- man P. . died of phthisis. In 1899
his wife died of phthisis. After the woman's Be a th their
son , J.J. a. boy of 8 years,was taken to his uncle's home



at a distance , this "boy was observed to "be coughing a lit¬

tle from the time of his mother's death and became serious¬

ly ill in the end of 1902. Seen in April 1903 phthisis,
/

large area, of right lung consolidated.

In the village of G. there lived a Kaffir family E. consis¬

ting of the father, mother, four sons and five dellaghters.

When the eldest daughter was grown up, she w-.-nt as a domes¬

tic servant to a neighbouring farm. After staying 6 mont

at the farm,the farmer went for a holiday to a neighbouring
mountain and camped out there with his wagon. The

Jirl "got a cold", and began to cough. She then
returned to her home. Up to this time all the members

of the family were in good health. The girl got worse

and died . (about the year 1883) etween that date and

1Q96 there died one after the other, three brothers,two

sisters and the mother of this girl. a,fEiey coughed for a

time^ then lay down and were breathless and expectorated
much sputum". The father remarried and with the step¬

mother and the surviving daughter of the first family

continued to live in the same hut, in which the last two

of the sons and. one of the daughters had died. The step¬

mother had two children,one of whom at the age of two years

died "after an illness of a week or two with fits and

eyes squinting" ( ? Tubercular meningitis). In March

1903 .the father S.3?., then age 68, was admitted to Hospital
with pleurisy and a large effusion. After tapping he

made a good recovery, (father's resistance apparently

greater). The surviving daughter Emma 3? took ill about

Dec: 1902 with Tubercular- glands in the neck.
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SLOW SPREAD BY OliDIhAAY II'TEECOIjLSE

Some of these histories are sad enough, and yet

it seems to me that they contain an element of hope fox

the Bantu people. In spite of conditions that seem so

favourable to its spread , the Tuberculor infection

when introduced into a family , does not as a rule

spread rapidly from person to person. In some families

while some members suffer, others escape_,regardless it

would almost seem of age. Anc.. in those who are attacked

the period of incubation is often laong , two years or

even longer. This does not support the view that the

Bantu race is specially susceptible to Tuberculosis . In

this connection I would like to mention some- remarkable

instances of latency and o:. "healed Tubercle" which

have come under my notice, and. also some cases which

illustrate the mode of spread in the body of Tubercular

disease_,as far as this can be discovered clinically .

A young man E.G. oyer 20 . As a child of six^had
hip disease which reached third stage. Was laid up

wi h discharging sinuses for a year. Got well. At the

age of about 15 } had large gland swelling in neck . Glands
Subsided without suppurating. Last year had pleurisy,

how well and able to plough. Condition, when seen,

limb shortened two inches, scars of four sinuses , over

hip, friction of old pleurisy, small hard glands in
neck.

A woman B M. _, age 25 first seen 30-3-05,Had then
had glandular swelling under the jaw for one year and

pain under the left arm for two months. Sig: s of dry

pleurisy . Seen again a year later 5-3-06. Laft

apical phthisis. A month later, 2-4-OS right apex now



also involved and the patient died in July 1906 .

Woman H.M., with, carious teeth on "both sides of lower

jaw. Last year;glands swelled behind the angle of the
jaw ui the left side. This subsided and these glands

are now not much enlarged. One month ago the glands

under the ramus of the jaw on the right side where

noticed to be swollen . Wow these form a large mass

adherent to the bone and softening. On examination,

glands found to be enlarged under the left sternal- nastord,

in the right axilla (size of walnuts) and in left axilla.

S.J.;boy 15 years,cough 16 months abdomen distended
one month# Both lungs, bronchitis all over., consdlidat
-ion at right apex. Tubercular peritonitis.

Man A.M., 23 , glands enlarged all round neck, ttoticed
Sept: 1903. Sharp pain in side began N.ov: 1903. Seen May

1904. Phthisis left apex.

A woman Marion Marele_, age 29, had a baby in Sept: 1904,
Ten days later, the abdomen began to swell and became

greatly swollen. On Peb: 14 1905 . in Hospital the

abdomen was opened and 94 oz, of <&mber coloured fluid

removed. The peritoneum was seen^studded with small

tubercles^and masses of thickened, peritoneum were felt,
At this date there wis also friction all over the right

pleura and rhonchi at the right apex. Slight cough,,

scanty sputum . Ho Tubercle bacilla found in sputum.

Early in March , these simptoms of meningitis appeared

and she died on 11th March 1905. This patient had scars

of old gland disease in neck. ? Latent. Tubercle

disturbed by labour.

Wabe B. Man aged 55, had an abscess apparently
tubercular of Sternum in 1899. This healed,after dis¬
charging for about a year. In Jan.: 1904. he began

to cough, and in April 1904 swelling began over the sixth

right rib. Seen in June 1904 , phthisis and cold abscess
with sinus leading to rib.
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Kotane L.^ A man of about 50 , had in 1899 a small
glandular swelling under the chin. It softened and dis¬

charged. Then there occurred a large glandular swelling

in the left axilla, then in right side of neck and lastly

a very large swelling in the right axilla. In "both

axillae. the swellings softened and discharged, and

the man was very ill. Then the sinuses healed, leaving

extensive scars. In Jan: 1903 , the glands in the left

axilla swelled again and "became painful and tender. At

the same time pleurisy commenced in right side, at first

dry and by March fluid was collecting. Under Medical

treatment in Hospital,fluid disappeared. Patient left

Hospital feeling well and worked for a long time. About

two years after he left Hospital (date lost) he was visit¬

ed. at his home and found to be very ill with phthisis and

tubercular peritonitiSjbothjat an advanced stage.
Dina M. age 12. In Dec: 1904 observed a small painless

swelling, like a pimple on the roof of her mouth, near the

alveolus on the right side. This gradually ulcerated

and thenlglands below the jaw on the same side began to

swell. Seen April 1905 4£Lcer* now the size of a shil¬

ling: looks like a Tubercular sore . Teeth perfect .

Seen July 1905 sore larger. Gland swelling also

larger. Cough. Signs of early -phthisis (crackling

crepitations and slight dulness) at right apex. Drlends

say she had slight cough in April, but that the sore in the

mouth preceeded the cough by some time .

Dora 2.
; age about 30, seen 17-7-05, recrudescence

of hip disease. Besides the old hip disease which had

caused marked deformity at the hip , but which had not

been troubling her for some years, she shows scars of
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extensive disease of right knee; tibia dislocated backwards:

Scars of sinuses also round left rile; Although two of

them had "been entirely disorganized by the diseasey
these three joints had apparently healed completely^.

She was aible to work and got married in Jan: 1904 .

11. Esther W. age 25 } had a gland swelling i the left
axilla when a small child. That healed, leaving a scar,

where there had been a sinus. On 2nd ov: 1903, admitted
to Hospital] has a mass of hard glands in the right axilla
which she has noticed only one week. Also dry pleurisy

round fight base. Thee sharp pain in the side has been

felt for two weeks. On 28 th Hov: crepitations at

right apex. Evening temperature from 100 to 102 degrees.

After 4 weeks, left for home no better. Seen some months

later at her home. Had then a large fluctuating swel¬

ling in front of the thigh in the upper third, connected

evidently with the hip joint.

A few months later, she was at work again and came to the

Hospital .to be examined„f Swelling entirely gone. Ho

pain or tenderness about the hi,. , either on movement

or pressure. Ho cough or pain in the chest. Glandular

mass much less. Continued, at work as domestic servant.

Seen again 5 Jan: 1907. Eor the past fortnight has felt

pain in the hip and hag been limping. On flexing and

rdtating femur,there is pain and also on pressure over

trochanter. Lungs nil, Ixcept friction at the right apex.

Just above this apex there are enlarged glands, several

above and one below clavicle . These^_ began to swell,
she says, 6 months ago and discharged for a time. The sinus

-esbatfe now quite healed. ^>"7, 11*}, A
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I do not propose , on the strength of these observations

to venture into a discussion of the vexed question by

what route the bacilli reach the lungs. I will merely

remark that in most of the cases quoted the infection

seems to have spread from one part to another by the-

lymphatics, much in the way Mac Fadyean describes it as
doing in cattle,(a) that is, going either with or

against the lymph stream.
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The slow,and one would almost say difficult, spread, of
Tuberculosis within families may perhaps supply a clue

to what would appear to "be its slow spreadlwithin 'tribes.

Ordinary intercourse does not seem to further to any-

great extent the spread of an organism*- o: so low an

infective power as the Tubercle bacillus ^. And,while
there may be a good deal of ordinary intercourse between

_ , . ... .

re .La ceo. lamilies and between more neighbours , there are

sections of tribes
, living perhaps not far apart

from each other between whom there is hardly any coming

and going. Sometimes an old feud. , sometimes an

accident of history, has separated one section of a tribe

from another. As far as I can learn this is the

case in Natal. The coast tribes have a good deal of

intercourse + with one another,but very little with some

of the tribes living on the mountainous country, near and

beyond the Transvaal border. If this be a true account

of their relations, it is not so hard to understand the

absence of Tuberculosis among the Transvaal Zulus, alth¬

ough it has been common for years on the coast.

THE MOlCi RAPID SPREAD OP TUBERCULOSIS WHEKE TI-KKti: IS

EXTRAORDINARY INTERGOUIISE.

The presence of the white race in South Africa has

brought the native races into contact with one another in

a greater degree than could have followed even the most

violent of tribal disturbances in the old timef.

Missions and schools, railways, prisons, sea ports, and<«W^
the mines have brought natives together in a way that has

undoubtedly facilitated greatly the spread of Tuberculosis..

Before discussing any of these agencies, it is inter¬

esting to look back for a moment to a strangle occurranee

in Kaffir history,which may have had some influence in

disseminating the infection of phthisis among the Kaffirs.

In the year 1356,& prophet and his inspired daughter



preached to the people that if only they would kill all

..heir cattle, they would "by this tremendous national

and personal^, sacrifice secure a resurrection from the

dead of many of their old heroes and chiefs and the

white invaders wdrnld he swept into the sea.

The people believed their word and, and though

cattle are their most cherished possession! and constitute

almost their entire wealth, the inhabitants of quite

a large part of Kaffirland (Gcalekas, Qaik&s, and some of

the Terabus) destroyed all their cattle, great and small,

and also their corn. The result was that these people,

after waiting for some days in eager expectation of the

promised reesurrection,found themselves face to face

with poverty and starvation. Large numbers died,and the
survivers fled go the farmers ox Cape Colony tos&ek work

and food. Dr Theal says that some penetrated even

to the West of the Colony, ana he thinks that although

previous to that Ame the Kaffirs had mixed much with the

white people, the cattle-killing was probably the begin¬

ning of their coming in large numbers to the coast towns.

MISSIONS AND SCHOOLS .

Mr E.B. Sargant , Education Advisor to the High

Commissioner,in his report on Education in Basutoland

(1905-6) days:- " There are scarcely any school build¬

ings in Basutoland designed primarily for teaching pur¬

poses The day schools are held in the Churches.

This is in most cases unavoidable , but; in designing

the building as a Church, the architec t has seldom given

sufficient thought to the requirements of the day school.

The interior is often badly lighted and the ventilation
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insufficient ". " It is even more unsatisfactory, however

to find a disused Church "being used for school pur oses...

In almost every case it was observed that the old Church

buildingwas inadequate for the accommodation of all the

scholars". These remarks, I believe, are equally-

applicable bo many mission schools in other parts of South

Africa. Perhaps in only a few, is the over-crowding

serious. The ventilation and general construction**^ more

often at fault . One girl teacher e* from Bech.uana.land

told, me that she taught 46 children in a room which had oh

one window. Among those ca»ses from personal history

I enquired into , I can recollect only one or two where

it seemed at all probable that infection had been acquired

at a day school-. Yet the possibility is not to be

ignored, especially in schools where there are phthisical

teachers. The harm that is done by small,"badly -

ventilated schools, I should think, is rather that they

impair the stamina of the children and lower their resis¬

ting power than that they permit of actual infection.

The school hours in most native Schools are from 9 a in to

1 p.m. , and in some schools extra, classes , such as

sewing , are held after 1 o'clock. Thus the children are

in school during the hottest hours of the day, and, as

many Native schools have iron roofs and no ceilings, and.

hardly any enjoy the cooling influence of a verandah, the

school atmosphere becomes at times most hot and oppressive

The children in such circumstances are stupid and drowsy
hed*)

and teachers frequently complain that they have a aaokache

"every afternoon".. One girl teacher told, me that on hot

days she often had to go out to the door go save herself

from fainting.
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In a climate like that of South Africa, where % days out of

±6~, if one is only protected from the sun and wind, it

is a pleasure to sit out of doors, it does seem unfortun¬

ate that some tfpe of school "building has not yet been
devised which would allow of teaching being carried on

in the open air,—- some simple erection with verandahs

placed,as Native huts always are , with their backs to
the prevailing wind, and planned too , as far as possible,

so as to allow of direct sunlight being admitted .0 every

corner of the floor when the school is not in use.

There are in South Africa a number of Missionary

Institutions at which Native scholars are boarded. Of

these Love dale is the largest, having from 500 to 600

boarders. These Institutions have been often blamed for

the spread of phthisi. , and I fear that,in the past at

least, there has been truth in the indictment.

Scholars come to these Institutions from homes which have

never had any Tubercular disease in them; others come

with latent or incipient , sometimes even actively advanc¬

ing phthisis. They all are put to sleep together

in dormitories, which in some instances, have been serious¬

ly overcrowded.

In the report 011 Educ ation in Basutoland just quoted,

mention is made of an Institute?? where '^Overhead are

the boys' dormitories, one large room about 50 x 18 feet

where 45 boys sleep, and two smaller rooms (one of which

has no windows) in which the remainder of the boys are

accommodated. The height of these quarters ( to the
o

eaves) is about 5-g- feet". In the same "Beport

mention is made of a small boarding School carried on

"by an enterprising Native teacher, at which " ine one

round hut , with a diameter of 18 feet, 15 boys are'

housed", and "everything was most untidily kept".
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Probably most South African Missionary Institutions,
at one time or another and in greater or less degree ,

have "been guilty of overcrowding and. insanitary conditions.

The danger is now being recognised,and at Lovedale
for example, all new entrants are medically examined,
those showing distinct signs of Tubercular disease are

refused admission and doubtful cases are taken into

Hospital for further observation.

RAILWAY'S .

In his last report ( 1904 to 1905) the M edical

Officer of Health for the Cape Colony draws attention

to the frequency with which European railway Officials,

especially "Clerks and others engaged on indoor employment

are affected with phthisis. Prom the details given,

it appears that many of the sufferers (probably the majority)

took ill in Europe and came to South Africa on account of

their health. The others, however, acquired the disease

in South 'frica. "In two cases at least, the females

acquired the disease from their husbands." " Pour of the

cases occurred in Coffee stall or Refreshment Rooms , three

of these being at one Station!' Telephone mouth¬

pieces have been suspected of spreading the disease.

.In the course of my enquiries I happeneHo come

across some cases which I think are worth quoting . Any

one who has had occassion to idle away a weary hour or two

on the platform of the Station at Cape Town must have

noticed the presence of a number of Kaffir youths,who at

first appear to be casual loiterers about the platform,

but who, when an incoming train has discharged its living

cargo, becomes- suddenly transformed into demons of" energy,

storming the train at every point, throwing mats about,

until from every window clouc s of dust emerge. The
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risk &£ passengers from these proceedings is probably not

great, but to the sweepers who are at it every day, the

risk of enhaling bacilli from Tubercular sputum must ,

one would think, be considerable-; especially as sore .

of the third class passengers, Kaffirs, Coloured peo le

and even Europeans, are too illiterate to be able to read

the placard about fi expectorating" which, one is glad

to see, occupies a prominent place on the walls of

every Railway Station. Now,a number of these sweepers

who work at the Cape Town Station come from the village

of Port Beaufort in the East of the Colony, and,as sweep¬

ing railway carriages is considered easier than working

on the mines, the young men of this village are careful

o keep up the connection with Cape Town. I am indebted

to the Rev Isaac Wauchope of Port Beaufort for the foll¬

owing histories; A young man "A." went to Cape Town

and. worked at the Railway Station there. His workwas to

sweep carriages. He was there for about three years,

coming home for a week's holiday about once a year. Dur¬

ing the third year A began to cough and became too ill

to work. He accordingly wrote for his brother B,who went

to Cape Town and HTter ai month of initiation } took over

A's work, A returned to his home and two months later

died of phthisis . Two months from the date of his tak¬

ing over Aswork, B began to cough. A month later he had
to go homeland after another month B died^ of phthisis.
Both brothers died, in 1905 . B. lived with A during the

month they were together and may have been infected

direct from him. His whole case was very rapid.

The father and mother of these young men and all their

brothers and sisters were at the time quite well.^ but

Dr Miller of Port Beaufort to whom I submitted these

histories, tells me that since the return of the young men.
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two^cases have occurred in which he traced the infection

to these brothers. young man C. went to Cape Town

and worked as a carriage sweeper. After about two

years (never home) he took ill and is now at his home

with phthisis. C's family history is exceptionally

good. His father and mother, brothers (four) and sisters
(three) are all alive and well. The grandparents on

one side both died in old age. The grandparents on the

other side are still alive and well. C wpas living

at the Ndabfinia location near Cape Town, which was

mucin crowded at the time. ^Another man D. went to Cape
Town and worked as a carriage sweeper. He was there

several years, never returning home. At last he

took ill, returned to his home, and died there of phthisis.
During the latter period of his stay in Cape Town he took

to drink. I did not learn his family history.

It is of course possible that all these cases may

have been infected at their sleeping quarters and not at

their work, but these histories are very suggestive of

infection by dust. Railway Carriages I understand, are

disinfected as occase-ion arises with creolin and sulphur

and every three months or oftener, if found necessary, by

the Cyanide process for destroying vermin. These measures

however, do not seem to meet the case of Tuberculosis.

Before leaving this subject one may be allowed to

express a doubt as to the healthiness of the huts made

of sleepers which in some parts of Cape Colony are occu¬

pied by Native Railway Employees . These huts are very

small, often only about 10 feet square by 6 highland
sometimes contain the workman's wife and children as well

as himself.
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TIE POETS

Uative young men from the East of Cape Colony go in

great numbers to work at the Ports, especially at Cape

Town and Port Elizabeth. They work in the docks,coal¬

ing and unloading the ships,; many also find employment

as servants and porters in shops and warehouses. The

two following cases illustrate the risks which beset these

labourers and show also how Tubercular infection may be

carried by them to their distant homes.

A young man,Tabeni Maya , went to Port Elizabeth about

the year 1395 and re -ained there till 1905 , working

as a dock labourer. During the whole of that time he-

lodged in a hut in the location there. In that hut

a men X. was ill with severe cough and died there in

1898 j Tabeni being an inmate of the hut at that time.

In 1904 Tabeni became seriously ill with his chest but,

"for some years" before that he had bad an occasional

cough and. sharp pain in the chest. Seen Augl905,

phthisisj considerable consolidation of the right lung.
Xo Tubercular taint in family. Eamily history:

Eather alive and well, Mother died 8 years ago of

ptomaine poisoning, brothers (two) »isters (4) all alive

and. well.

J.H., Man, 30, went to Cape Town about April 1900,

About July 1902, began to cough,but continued working
till April 1903. Then returned home. Seen July 1903,

phthisis , both apices. Very ill. States that at Cape

Town he worked rn a store,carrying bags, and slept,

along with many other men in a large room in- a lodging

house near the Jetty. That room was swept morning and

evening.

Pamily history: Eather died long ago, cause ?

Mother alive and well. Brothers none , sisters 5 all

alive and well , wife well, children 2, alive and well.
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Dr Soga(a) mentions a case where "the son game hack from

work, developed the disease_^(phthisis) shortly after

re turning,and since then the disease has not left the

family, first one and then another member succumbing.,
and finally the father and mother".

Another case is worthy of mention , A lad L.P. age

23 served a 3 years apprenticeship at St Matthew's Mission

Keiskama Hoek as a Tinsmith. Then got work as a tin¬

smith at East London . Was well when he went to East

London, remained there for some time. Began to cough

about March 1904 . Returned home 13-7-04, advanced

phthisis. ho history of Tubercular disease in family.

TKh MINT" S.

There is no other agency in South Af-ica at the present

time which does so much to bring together Natives from

11 parts of the country, as the mining industry. At

Kimberley Diamond Mines and at the Gold Mines of the Trans¬

vaal and Rhodesia, many thousands of Natives are employed.

There are also Coal Mines at Indwe in the East of Cape

Colony and in Natal.

Disregarding for the moment side issues , I think

one may say that there are two ways in which mining

encourages the spread of phthisis ,(first) it brings toget

-her in the mines and in their sleeping quarters men who

have the disease and men who are free from it, and (Second)

in some kinds of mining,the lvtngs of the workmen are damag¬

ed by the fine sharp dust which they inhale, Pneumoconiosis

paves the way^_ for Tuberculosis.

In a"Report by Mine Medical Officers" presented to

the Commissioner for Native Affairs and dated Dune 6th 1903,
the following sentences occur. "Ordinary Tubercular

CO) SL0~a-0~lt
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phthisis is not uncommon in the compounds, and contributes

its quota, to the death-rate. It is present,however in
the districts from which recruits for the mines are ob¬

tained, and we believe that most of the cases found

011 the Rand are imported". The Report adds "So called,

"miners phthisis " is sometimes seen amongst the Natives,
in boys who have been engaged in underground work over

considerable periods. The improvement in the conditions

of mining which are looked for as the result of the Commis¬

sion on Miner's phthisis, will no doubt go as far as

possible towards avoiding risks from this source."

Further experience seems, however, to have modified these

conclusions, as on the 9th Jan: 1906 we find. Dr Macaulay,

the fresident of the Medical Society of Johannesburg,

waiting upon the Commissioner of Mines as a member of

a, deputation representing "variousseiantific and Medical

Societies " and speaking as follows:- " The question

of Miners phthisis is not properly provided for in these

regulations. It is quite apparent to us,from statistics

which we have been able to gather,' that Tuberculosis

has enormously increased on these fields, not only

amongst the whites, but largely amongst the Natives,

and we feel that it is necessary that some provision

should he made in the law to prevent the spread of this

disease. We believe that the underground workings

are becoming the habitat of Tuberculosis, and we would

like regulations made that upon all occas»ions Tuberculosis

should become a notifiable disease. That is a neces¬

sary preliminary to the second part of the content .on,

natnelythat no known case of Tuberculosis should be allow¬

ed to go underground. The spread of this disease is

most alarming amongst the Natives, and we find that
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during the few years which have elapsed since the question

came into prominence,that though a miner may suffer from

Miner's phthisis without dying, he dies when in addition

Tuberculosis sets in later on., We find in every such

case Tuberculosis superplanted on the Miner's 'Phthisis

lung".

On the same occasion Dr Macaulay stated. " We can give

you statistics of the increase of the disease (phthisis)

among the Natives. We know that a great many of them

leave here and die in their kraals ."

The "Transvaal Medical Journal " also state s"Tihat

Tuberculosis occurs amongst mine boys in epidemic form

is clearly proved".

The above evidence is borne out by that of doctors all

over the country. If it were only to places such as

Cape Colony, where phthisis is already common,that miners
returned with the disease to their homes, one could, not

be so sure that phthisis was spreading at the mines;

such cases might have been infected at their homes before

leaving, and indeed there is often pn, family history

which would justify such a conclusion. But the fact

is abundantly testified to that miners are returning with

phthisis to homes and even districts where the disease

was previously unknown.

The question of the housing of Native labourers at

the mines engaged- the attention of a Commission

composed of Medical men, called the "Coloured Labour

Compound Commission"., which commenced its sittings in

Jan: 1905 . The terms of reference to the Commission

were " lb enquire into the cubic amount of air space to be

allotted to each coloured labourer in the compounds on the
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various mines in the Witwatersrand district" After talcing

evidence and conducting experiments designed to test

the efficiency of the various arrangements for ventilat¬

ion , the Commission found that in a certain type

of hut already in use in the compounds, ventilation

was so affectively carried out that without perceptible

draught the carbonic a.cid gas could "be kept "below the

standard of*6 parts per 1,000 , although the inmates

had on an average only 200 cubic feet each o^f air space.

The Commission therefore felt safe in recommending 200

cubic feet per head as a minimum,and they added a number

of recommendations as to the structure and ventilation

of the buildings employed. Dr George Turner, Medical

Officer of health for the Transvaal,however, dissented
from this finding, and a in a Minority Report contended

not
that "The minimum space allowed should^be less than
300 cubie feet". Dr Turner pointed out that "It has

been clearly proved that deaths from phthisis depend great¬

ly upon the number of persons living in a room". One

cannot help being struck with the fact that of the two

factors which are commonly believed to lead to and increase

of phthisis in crowded quarters, namely,inpurity of the air

acting as a depressant to the vitality, and personal
propinquity leading to an easy spread of the infection,^,

only the former seems to have been in the minds of the

majority of the Commissioners. Yet there is reason

to believe that the latter is after all perhaps the

more important, and the continued increase of phthisis

at the mines since the date of the Commissioner's Report

goes a long way to establish the soundness of Dr Turners

contention.
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PRISONS

The phthisical death-rate among prisoners and con¬

victs in 6ape Colony during the past 10 years has averaged

' about 7 per 1,000Ca} of the 11 Annual units of the j^enal
population I1 This figure is not high.r than that of

the Coloured population in the towns, but the disease

seems to spread from prisoner to prisoner as in nearly

a quarter of the cases the disease is " Reported to have

been acquired after incarceration!'

PACTPRIES A1TO WORKROOMS

There are not many factories in South Africa, but

the evidence which came before the two Committees

appointed recently by the Cape House of Assembly and Legis¬

lative Council respectively, points to the need of a fact¬

ory Act to regulate the air space, ventilation and sanitat¬

ion generally of factories and workrooms. One

witness mentioned a cigarette^1actory in which the work¬
people just " spit on the floor!' Others refer to over¬

crowding".

(el) —rfj JYI, 0. /jsY



SECTION 6.

TIIE FUTURE OF TUBERCULOSIS III SOUTH AFRICA

Having now passed in review a Variety of facts relative to

the history and present distribution of Tuberculosis, and con¬

sidered further what agencies appear to "be chiefly respon¬

sible for its spread, we may now discuss what is likely to be

the future of this terrible disease in South Africa.

I think it has been the experience of other races that

when once Tuberculosis has been introduced among them, its

subsequent prevalence depends upon the opportunities they give
it of spreading from person to person, and upon the resistance

which individuals who are exposed offer to the bacillus.

In a community where people are crowded together in their houses

e-e or workshops , have dirty habits and are poorly fed, the dis¬

eased omes common. In a community on the other hand, where

people have large airy houses and work or business premises,

are cleanly in their habits and well fed, the disease

does not increase. Its prevalence in short, is injdirect
ratio to squalor, and each grade of society has its own limit

of possible Tubercular infection, its own saturation point,so

to speak.

If this be true, when; Tuberculosis is seen to be spread¬

ing among any people, it is a mistake to suppose that it will

go on increasing indefinitely until it has exterminated the

race. Tuberculosis alone is probably not able to extermin¬

ate any race, but if the conditions be excessively- squalid

and other agencies which accompany squalor (such as drink

and infant's diseases) be also present, Tuberculosis thus

aided will in time exterminate a, race. This is what happened

in the ca.se of many of the "Red Indian tribes $ and very nearly

happened in the case of the Maoris.
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What prospect then lies "before the Coloured people, or, to
speak more correctly, "before those people "both coloured

and Bantu who are living in the slums of our South African

Towns and villages? Tuberculosis sue is shewn by the

re turns fa) to have been increasing during the last 10 years

among them. Has it reached its limit? I think it will

not "be possible to answer that question till another deca.de

has passed. The passe The past 10 years were distur¬

bed by the confusion of war . At present among these slum-

dwellers the death-rate from all causes and the birth-rate

are the samsfb) That branch of the coloured people calls d

the Korannas , who at one time occupied a large part of the

Orange River Colony has already almost disappeared, under the

influence it is said ^of disease and brandy (c) But whether
Tuberculosis took much share in the destructive process I do

not know.

Turning once more to the Bantu, that is, to those

of than - the great maj ority? who are still living in their
hoBses , "What prospect lies before them? The distributing

agencies referred to in Section 5 have already done th£»V

work so thoroughly that there are now few places where

Tuberculosis is entirely unknown. One can hardly hope that

it will do other than spread, into these places; and it

seems certain that , once introduced into any locality,it will
increase there until it reaches that limit which the condit¬

ions of life of the people impose upon it. I am inclined to

think that in certain places it has already reached that limit.

The facts upon which one bases that opinion are not very

definite but, in Victoria East for example, the emphatic

[fO ^ cb t ^ j $ — - , J

.// / o 0 0 pnri^ l+-t>'SLd,
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testimony of "both Dr Stewart and Dr Waters ton that Tuberculosis

was common many years ago,taken along with the statement

the District Surgeon's Report for the year 1895 that in that

year 50 deathsware registered among the Datives of Victoriea

East from consumption aA, figure greater than that of any

of the last 4 yearsy leads me to think, that in this

district the disease is not increasing. There seems to he only

too much reason to fear^that Tuberculosis will spread and incre¬
ase until among all the Bantu tribes the disease has "become

as common as it is now in some places in Cape Colony and Natal.

In view of all the alarming figures that have been published

about the rapid increase of Tuberculosis in this country it is

significant that the white population as a while, take very

little interest in anti- Tuberculosis movements. The

reason is not far to seek. The fact is that the great

majority of the white people in South Africa live and work

in conditions too comfortable and healthy to allow of Tuberculo¬

sis increasing to any serious extent among them. It has been

introduced among them in the most wholesale manner from

over-sea. The Coloured people who are their servants

have for years suffered a great deal from Tubercular diseases?
and yet the Native-born White population as a general rule

escapes. A remarkable instance of this is ts^ished by

Dr P.T.Sairns of Pearston. Dr Cairns assures me that altho-

-ugh Tuberculosis is increasingly common both on the farms
and in the village among the Coloured people, yet to hie cert¬

ain knowledge " There is not a single o£se of Tuberculdr

disease , either lung, bone, or grandular,in the whole district
amongst the white population

(d? fezcf- ^
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Contact with Coloured servants in households (a) and con¬

tact with native labourers in mines and workshops are the

most serious dangers to which the White race is exposed,

in respect of Tuberculosis. They are greater than the

risks from consumptives from over-sea. But in the

circumstances of the majority of European families

these risks are risks to individuals only, that is, a

white person may get consumption from a coloured servant,

for example a child from a nurse- but it is not likely

that the dises.se will then spread to the other members

of the family, as it would do- for example, in a Coloured

family. The chief exception to this rule is , when there

are conditions that are insanitary, or overcrowding,,

A striking example of this is given in the Report of the

Health Officer of Hatal for the year 1904. In the district

of Charlestown in the year in question , 4 European cases

of phthisis were notified. They were not imported.

They all occurred in one family, residing on a farm in a

house which is described, as "a mere hovel ", built

30 years ago, "with mud floors and unclean surroundings".

And in this connection one must recognize that there is

a section , fortunately not a very large section, of the

European population of South Africa., whose condition

is near enough to squalor to make the risk of Tuberculosis

spreading a real one.

As the disease increases among the Bantu , the

opportunities of individual infection of Europeans will of

course be multiplied.

(aj 'llc^y/Wh^ *)



SECTION 7.

POSSIBLE METHOLE OP PEALING WITH THE PROBIEM

The problem of Tuberculosis among the South African

Natives is a very grave one and calls for earnest and immed¬

iate attention. At the same ime it is well to recognize

that it is not quite a new problem, nor is it conceivable

that Tuberculosis ca, be "Stamped out" quickly by any measures

however drastic. It is desireable therefore to act with

deliberation , ahd before launching upon any large scheme of

sanitary reform to make trial of any methods suggested on a

moderate scale, and let future action depend upon the results

of such experiments. Methods which in Europe have proved

useful may no c be at all suitable to South Africa, and even

if adapted to the wants of the white population, might not

meet the case of the Natives. It would be quite possible,

foW example , to spend large sums of money upon Consumptive

Sanatoria for Natives,only to find in the end that for some

unexpected reason the whole system was a failure.

It would be well also to guard against the mistake of trust

-ing too much to any one method or set of methods in dealing

with Tuberculosis. It has often seemed to me unfortunate

in the parallBl case of Malaria , that some authorities have

laid such emphasis upon one method of prevention, others upon

another , while all the time it seemed evident to the unpre¬

judiced observer that quite a number of methods (destroying layae,

mosquito-proof houses and clothing, the use of quinine etc)
were of value, e^ach in its own place.* Tuberculosis is
a more subtle enemy even than malaria , and should be

attacked from as many points as possible. Speaking broadly

there seeing to be two lines of action which should be followed,
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PIES'j.' To do everything possible, to prevent the further

spread of the disease, and SECOND co improve the social

condition of the people concerned. The latter is the more

difficult as it is the more important of the two.

The suggestion has been made that it is the duty of

the State, in view of the wide spread of Tuberculosis,

to adopt a system of compulsory segregation of all

Tubercular patients. I venture no think, however,

that while with a comparatively rare disease such as

leprosy is, compulsory seggregation may be practicable,

In the case of a disease like Tuberculosis which claims

some thousands of victims annually, there would be very

great difficulty in carrying out such a system. There are

however channels along which legislative action might useful

-ly proceed, the most obvious being those which would

lead to a reduction of overcrowdings and to the inspection

and disinfection when necessary of premises used by

employers of labour for their workmen,either as workplaces
or for sleeping, common lodging houses ( that is Native

Hotels and boarding houses) etc;. It is hoped that as

regards the Gape Colony an amended Public Healthte- Act

will before long be passed;which will make provision for
dealing with overcrowding and the inspection of work¬

shops, lodging houses etc;.

It is probably no exaggeration to say that at the

present time the Gold Mining industry in the Transvaal

and Rhodesia is contributing as much as all the other agen¬

cies put together towards the spread of Tuberculosis into

places where hitherto it has been unknown or at least un¬

common, and,if means cannot be found to arrest this dis¬

tributing process, it seems probable that any effor ts of the
South African Governments or private individuals to arrest

the spread of consumption by Sanfltoria or otherwise will
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"be more than counteracted "by the influence of the mines.

Sanatoria for early cases are lilcely I think

to "be of value . My experience is that such cases

generally improve in the open air (on verandah day and.

night) and with a liberal diet. They gain weight,

the cough diminishes and the temperature in many

cases is reduced even to normal* "but such cases

when they return to their homes almost invariably

relapse, and that very quickly. I think the chief
value of Sanatoria is that as a rule the patient

learns to avoid distributing his sputum, and though

he may afterwards get worse at home, he is not the

danger to his family that he would have been without &

such a preliminary training. In the last stages
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of the disease however, the patient "becomes too ill and weak to

take precautions with his sputum, and then again Hospital

treatment is valuable, partly for his own comfort but even

more for the sake of his family. These are of course, just

the reasons which make Sandtoriura and Hospital treatment valua¬

ble in any country. But when one calls to mind the conditions

which favour the spread of infection in a Kaffir hut , they

would seem to gain force in this country. It is well to

recognize however, that there are difficulties in the way of

establishing successful Sanfitoria. As it is out of the ques¬

tion to use force, the confidence of the natives would have

to be gained and the place made attractive; otherwise the

best equipped Sanatorium would stand empty. The question

oji attendance is a difficult one. Without skilled attendance

good results could not be hoped fer, because it is only Toy
careful attention to the disinfection of the Sputa y and to
the diet and many details of good, nursing that satisfactory

results can be obtained. In some South African Hospitals.,

especially in the Native wires , unskilled and. sometimes

quite raw Kaffirs are employed, to assist the white nurses.

This system undoubtedly^ lowers the efficiency of these Hospitals,

and to apply it to Native Sandtoria would be to court failure.

Now it has been very truly said that Native Sandtoria need not

be provided with expensive buildings,— tents even, would do well.

It is not however, the expense of providing the Sandtoria. that

is alone to be considered. There is the further expense of

carrying them on, the expense , that is to say, of

adequate medical supervision and competent nursing. A Resident

European Medical Superintendent is of course a necessity. If

to that is added the expense of European nursing (without the

unskilled assistance , which is so objectionablejj , it is

plain that a Sandtorium even of tents, will no , be cheaply

carried on. The way out of the difficulty is undoubtedly
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the employeknt of thoroughly trained Native nurses and orderlies,
as nearly as possible the equals in efficiency of European nurses.

At present,unfortunately,the number of such skilled Native atten¬

dants is small, hut with the demand the supply would increase.

I think in the circumstances, the wisest course would he to

begin the Sandtorium treatment of Native phthisical ce.ses in

a tentative and experimental way in connection with-Hospitals

which have already secured the confidence of the Natives, and

then,when a good working system has been found,to extend it
as rapidly as possible , making use of skilled Native nurses and

attendants as they may eeaa become available. At the same

time, wards for advanced cases might be set apart in existing

Hospitals,and then separate small inexpensive Hospitals estab¬

lished throughout the country. The Sanatoria might be made to

some extent self-supporting. Seeing however, that the Hospital

treatment of advanced cases is chiefly for the sake of protect¬

ing others, it would be reasonable he-, as suggested Toy Sir

William Broadbent Ca.\ ~ft> make it free to the patients and a

charge upon the State .

The experience gained in Americas*, in dealing with

phthisis among the Red Indians may be of great assistance in

South Africa. "Buring 5 years, experimental attempts to educate

them as to tie importance of preventing the uninfected, from

mixing with the infected, treating the uninfected ones in

tents, and destroying sputa, resulted in a reduction of the
n (d->)

disease by one third, and the mortality by one half'Ift-. it

must,of course, be remembered that the Indians in America are
(c.)

now a small communityIS as compared with the South African

Native^ and that in this country to isolate all Native

(k? rr " " y^-7/, 6 k
gey J/J>~6 OC ^ ^ .
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consumptives for the whole period, of their illness would cost
-rkzt

an enormous sum annually. But 1 would suggest the Municip¬

alities of some of the larger towns might each appoint a

whole time Medical Officer of Health and let him first make

friends with the location population, then have health classes

among them,and then get them to co-operate with him in a

system of isolation , keeping to o't>volutioiiary methods

as far as possible, and only falling back upon Municipal

Regulations when he had the main body of the location

public opinion with him. This method I feel sure, is the

best one, at least with the Bantu people, who dislike

being driven, but who will often co-operate heartily in any¬

thing making for the progress of their race, if they only

have the reasons fully explained and, have time to discuss and

decide.

The danger from phthisical patients imported from abroad

is probably no now so great as it was some years ago. Invalids*

with little money are realizing that South Africa is too expen¬

sive a place for them,and those who cam afford to live in
South A rica rrre now more often people who are careful not

to spread the disease. At the same time,it is most

necessary to secure that those who do come to the country

should not spread the infection,and the Medical Officers
at Ports might be instructed to interview patients on landing

so as to be satisfied that they were taking suitable precautions

and might see also that the cabins were dis&infected.

Patients with no means of support should certainly

not be allowed to land. If this were known in Ifritain , these

patients would not set sail. A number of important resul-

utions on the subject of Tuberculosis werev passed by the South

African Medical Congress (1906) . These will be found in

Appendix 5.
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A danger to "be dreaded in the future, though at present not

apparently vary serious, is cattle Tuberculosis. If this

disease is allowed to spread, the rr suits may be very grave.

There are few Europeans^who do not sterilize their milk
by boiling, or otherwise, but hardly any of the Bantu people

do so, and I do not know of any evidence to show that the

souring process which they allow the milk to undergo, will

destroy the Tubercle baceillus . Coloured servants on farms

also often us unboiled milk. The representatives of the

Vote, irlury Departments of the various Colonies who net

in conference at Cape Town in May 1904, recommended "that

all herds suspected of being affected with Tuberculosis should
tke.

be submitted toATuberculin test, and. every animal which gives
a distinct re-action to that test should be branded at once

and slaughtered within a period of 9 months from the date

(PL
on which the disease was discovered". I understand fee- regulation

to this effect is now in force.

In the question oi the improvement of the social

condition of the Native people, we are confronted with a

problem so immense as to be well-nigh hopeless ,yet one which

must be undertaken if Tuberculosis is to be combat%ed with

any prospect of permanent success. In this field, there are

already not a few workers, the most effective being of course,

those Natives who are striving to uplift themselves and their

people. Efforts have been made by Government, by Missions,

by some Municipalities, by private individuals, and especially

I think I may say by Medical men, to cnduce the Natives to

inprovee- their houses and make them healthy. But, although

in some places^ progress is being made - Basutoland and the

TransKeian territories provide perhaps the best examples -
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the mass of the people are most slow to change . And

in many places there is a visible tendency to sink to a lower

level rather them to rise. This is most seen among those scat¬

tered homeless Natives, who have no land of their own, and who
• ork in towns or on farms*. As these workers have generally

no security against dismissal or removal, they naturally

do not trouble to put up houses such as men do who live on

their own land. This is a difficult subject to deal with,

but if farmers and other employers had their attention drawn

to its importance I believe many of them would be glad to act upon

any reasonable suggestions for the sake of their workers' health

and that of their families.

But, after all, unless the people themselves become imbued
with the spirit of progress , all efforts for their advancement

will proved futile.

The Bantu are filled with vague ambitions Atthe present

time. Above all.,they want education for their children , and

many parents are prepared to make large sacrifices for this end.

Here,in the schools,I believe, lies their great hope,and our

great opportunity. At present there is no health teaching

in the schools,neither is there any. teaching which is able

successfully to combat the people's belief in witch-craft ,

a belief which, by attributing diseases such as consumption

to .he supposed evil influence of jealous neighbours^a most
serious obstacle in the way of all reasonable thinking or action

upon health matters. And at the great Missionary Institutions,

where Native teachers and others are trained, the pressure of

examinations is so severe that it is hardly possible to gibe

attention bo matters that are not in the Code. Even personal

cleanliness is sometimes neglected. Erorn this it will be seen

how singularly ineffective is the present system of Native

education in Cape Colony, when considered as a means tf improv¬

ing the health and social condition of the people.
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The Educational system in Cape Colony had been 'dwelt upon

'because it affectsAthe greatest number of Native scholars.
In the otter Colonies very little has as yet been done for Native

ition.

The exceedingly intimate relationship which exists in the

nature of things between eduaation and the prevention of disease

does not seem to be generally realized*. If, in Native

districts,there were whole-time Medical Officers of Health,

they might guide and even take part in the teaching of health

in Schools, and,being thus brought into touch with the Native

Schools, might on many occass-ions avail themselves of the

assistance of the teachers in dealing with infectious disease.

In warning and advising the people, Native teachers, once they

had acquired some grasp of the principales involved, might

become to a Medical Officer of Health , his most valuable

auxiliaries . One has only to mention that there are -as many

ans- &£sr-thousand ^B.antUjE teachers at work in South Africa, to

make clear the importance of securing the assistance of so power¬

ful a body of helpers.

At present the only places in Cape Colony which employ

(f*i whole-time Medical Officers of Health are the cities of

Cape Town, Port Elizabeth and Kimberley. If some system

like that above mentioned *. were to be adopted, those districts

which have large Native populations ould offer a most attract¬

ive field for such whole-time Officers, if men could be

found who possess^the necessary qualifications of sympathy

and patience*. Possibly an appointment of this kind might

be made by the Native General Council of the Transkeian

f territories (a,) , and if the experiment proved successful
the system might be extended.

In this connection I would like to point out that among

the Native people as laaong ourselves, the more spontaneous

any movement is, the stronger it is. There is among the Bantu

Natives everywhere, a considerable force of public opinion,

and among Christian Natives this opinion acts in certain direckt'crvis
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with real strength. For example, in the East of Cape Colony,
there is a strong Temfcerelnce Association (The True Templars)
which is carried on entirely "by natives. I believe a Health So¬

ciety would, be most useful in dealing with Tuberculosis.

European Doctors would be required to guide its activities,
which might take the form of Health Lectures and Classes,

Pamphlets in the various languages , and meetings for discussion.

The s.ciety might co-operative usfully with the local native

Councils, and even with the Education Authorities.

The social advancement of the Bantu people plainly

being kept back by their huts, and I do not see how the race

can hope for any security against Tuberc losis,so long as they
continue to use dwellings of this type. The two chief objec¬

tions to the hut from a sanitary point of view, are the earthen/

floor, and the absence of sun-light. Sun-light is so plenti¬

ful in South Africa that it seems a wounder that the Tubercle

Bacillus can survive outside of the body. But each Kaffir

hut darkens a spot of the earth's surface most effectively.

It is unfortunate, however, that when a Native wishes foa? irnpro- •

ved type of dwelling, he so often erects a square iron-roofed

house of a low type, with small windows and hardly any ventil¬

ation. The atmosphere in such a building becomes intolerable

when it is occupied. It is indeed a problem that lies

before the educated Native, to devise a healthy, reasonably

cheap, dwelling which will combine the coolness and grace

of the Kaffir hut , with the cleanliness and openness to light

that health and progress alike demand.

In conclusion I must .express my regret that I have not

been able to investigate more thoroughly some branches of this

large subject. It seemed better to include the whole of

South Africa in the field of study, even at the risk of omissions

than to limit the investigation to any one part. In a few
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ye ax b?when further dat&e areavailable? it will "be possible
to arrive at more reliable conclusions. Meanwhile I trust
this paper will be of some service to those who may be called
upon to deal with the problem of Tuberculosis in any of its
varied aspects,as well as to future students of the subject.
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A P P E IT D I X

Among the Returns of the Registrar- General of the

Cape Colony, there is published each year a list of small

towns and villages,with, an analysis of the causesof death

as registered. Prom these Returns I have compiled the

following table. Owing to changes that have been made

in the statistical year - which formerly was September

to September, then June to June, and now December to

December - two of the recent reports of the Registrar-

General over-lap each other, the one being for the period

1st October 1903 to 30th June 1904
, the other 1st Jan¬

uary 1904 to 31st December 1904. There is therefore

a hiatus of six months (the latter half of 1904) in the

table.The date of the Census (April 1904) seemed sufficiently
near- the middle of the period (1st October 1902 to 31st Dec¬

ember 1905): minus the latter half of 1904_) to which the fig¬

ures refer,to justify the use of the Census returns as

a population basis upon which to calculate the average

annual death-rate for that period. Some villages

have been omitted,as it seemed evident that the areas

referred to in the Registrar-General's returns could
*

not be identical with those in the Census . A few others

have b'feen omitted because,. they do not appear in one or

other of the Registrar General's reports . Altogether the

table is incomplete and I fear may still contain errors.

Had it not been that these statistical data appeared much

too valuable to be ignored, I should not have attempted

to tabulate them.



T ABLE 9 -

52 Villages in Gape Colony.

LAMES OE COLOURED Deaths from Tuberculosis among Coloured and. Bantu
VILLAGES' & BANTU inhabitants. " ' ~~

POP; AT
CELSUS " :0ot:1.02: Oct:l.03: Year:Total for:Average: Average
Ar^ill90'4 : to%30.03: to June : 1905;2% years. :per Ann* death-rate

: : 30. 04 : : :um. : perl,000
: : :_ _ : : per Annum.

Aberdeen. 930. 6 5 - 3 14 5 09 5 47
BarEly East 502. 1 0 0 1 36 72

" West. 1,177 4 4 9 17 6 13 5 25
Bedford. 1,510 5 5 8 18 6 54 4 33
Port Alfred, 911 6 7 14 27 9 81 10 77

^T)e Aar. 2,177 22 16 7 45 16 36 7 51
Cale don. 1,449 9 6 5 20 7 27 5 01
Calvinia. 1,099 6 2 5 13 4 72 4 30
Carnarvon. 1,250 5 1 11 17 6 13 4 94
Ceres. 1,464 14 6 8 28 10 18 6 95
Clanwilliam. 840 9 7 10 26 9 45 11 25

Coleshurg. 1,694 19 22 14 55 20 00 11 80

Eraserhurg. 546 3 8 3 14 . 5 09 9 32
Hanover. 588 9 6 6 21 7 63 12 98
Griquatown. 778 3 2 3 8 2 90 3 73
Douglas. 574 1 1 3 5 1 81 3 16
Hope town. 896 8 9 4 21 7 63 8 52
Jansenville. 744 10 4 6 20 7 27 9 77
Kenhardt. 601 2 2 2 6 2 18 3 62
Knysna. 598 3 2 7 12 4 36 7 29
Ldismith. 530 2 2 0 4 1 45 2 74

^Middlehurg 3,373 10 13 27 50 18 13 5 39
Molteno 1,653 2 3 2 7 2 54 1 53

Montague. 829 7 5 10 22 8 00 9 65

O'btfk^iep. 1,824 7 3 15 25 9 09 4 98



TABLE '9 Cco^'^el).

(T\

52 Villages in Cape Colony

COLOURED &

VILLAGES
BAFTU POP:

AT CENSUS
1904.

Deaths from Tuberculosis Coloured, and Bantu

1902-3
9mon tlis
1903-4

year total : average: Average
1903 .for : per annum death*

2-Jyears : rate pe,.
: : l,000per
•

: annum

French Hoek. 663 3 7 5 15 5' 45 8 22
Phillipstown, 581 1 2 2 5 1*81 3 12
Piquetherg. 589 4 5 3 12 4' 36 7 50
Walmer. 1,034 16 9 4 29 10' 54 10 19
Prieska. .732 1 2 1 4 1 45 1 98
Sterkstroom 803 2 1 8 11 4 00 4 98
Richmond. 1,176 10 12 8 30 10 90 9 27
Riversdal-e. 1,507 11 15 15 41 14 90 9 89
Samperset West.

1,356 11 5 5 21 7 63 5 63
Sam/terse t Strand.

1,466 13 4 8 25 9 09 6 20
Steynshurg. 961 1 4 4 9 3 27 3 40
Steytlerville 443 3 3 7 13 4 72 10 67
Tarkastadt. 1,217 1 1 3 5 1 81 1 49
Uniondale. 902 8 3 6 17 6 18 6 85

Alice,(includl,
ing Lovedale)1,523 3 0 3" 6" 2 18 1 43
Victoria Westl,585 4 9 9 22 8 00 5 04
Willowmore. 1,353 9 5 14 28 10 18 7 52
Dordrecht 1,224 3 1 4 8 2 09 1 70
Indwe. 1,761 4 6 10 20 7 27 4 12
Ndaheni Loc¬
ation. 4.083 6 20 18 44 16 00 3 91
Genadendaal. 2,179 15 23 16 54 19 63 9 01
Cathcart. 933 2 0 4 6 2 18 2 33

Komgha. 335 0 0 0 0 0 00

Seymour. 318 0 2 4 6 2 18 6 85
Stutterheim. 563 0 3 1 4 1 45 2 58

Tulhagh. 342 1 2 3 6 2 18 6 37
Kokstad. 2,065 9 10 10 29 10 54 5 10

60,231 314 29 5 357 966 351'27 5'83

•t



TABLE ') O '

A. Villages East of Cradock
^ _

Population : Deaths in
at Census. : Lf' years."

Kokstad. 2,065 29
Barlly East. 502 1
Dordrecht. 1,224 8
Indwe. 1,761 20
Steyneshurg. 961 9
Molteno. 1,653 7
Sterkstroom 803 11
Tarkastad. 1,217 5
Cathcart. 933 6
Stutterheim. 563 4
Komgha 335 0
Bedford. 1,510 18

^Seymour. 318 6
Alice(including Lovedale) 1,523 6
Port Alfred. ~ 911 27

""average 'annual
16,279 157 Death-rate'"3'50

B. Villages West of Cradock 43,952 809 " " 6'69

TOTAL 60,231 966

OS



T ABLE 1 / -

VILLAGES EAST OB eRADOCK GROUPED ACCORDING TO

OE COLOURED OR 3A'ITU EgBMTT IN THE_ POPULATION.

1. Coloured predominant ( more than 4 to 1 )

none

2« Both Presentin fair numbers (one at least ^ of the

other)

Kokstad (C3 to B2) 5'10 Seymour (B4 to CI) 6'35
Steyneshurg

(B3 to C2> 3'40

Sterkstroom.
(B2 to CI ) 4' 98

Tarkastad(B2 to CI) 11 49
Catheart (B4 to CI) 2'33
Stutterheim

(B2 to CI) 2' 58
Bedford (B2 to CI) 4'33

3* Bantu predominant. (more than 4 to 1)

Barlly East '72
Dordrecht 1' 70
Indwe. 4' 12
Molteno. 1' 53
Komgha. '00
Alice 1' 43
Port Alfred. 10' 77
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*

Dr Ramsbottom of Bloemfontein hat; kindly permitted me

to reproduce the following table and the significant

comment made "by him upon the figures . The replj.es

refer to the number of"cases of Tuberculosis occurring

amongst whites who had never been out of South Africa and

also among black si'

DISTRICT
I fO OP""
: REPLIES WHITES : BLACKS

Bloeinfontein. 8 7 Several.
^Brandfort. 2 3 Several.
Bethulie. 2 5- Numerous cases

Be thlehem 1 1 No mention.
Edenburg. 1 2 About a dozen_,
Pauresmith. 1 1 0
Picksburg. 1 0 0

Pouriesburg. 1 0 0
Prankfort. 1 0 0
Heilbron. 3 1 Pairly common.
Harrismith. 6 9
Jacobsdal. 1 3 6
Kroonstad. 1 2 Not mentioned.
Koffyfontein. 1 0 Quite a number
Ladybrand. 2 2 A number.
Phillippolis. 1 4 4
Rouxville. 1 0 0
Re itz.

^ Springfontein
1 0 0
1 0 Not uncommon.

Smithfield. 1 3 Several.
Prede. 1 0 0)
Wepener. 1 0> 0
Thaba NChu 1 0 A great many.

36 40

to ^

It will be noticed that out of a total of 40 cases 38

occur in the districts of Smithfield, Bethulie, Phillippol-

is , Edenburg, Heilbron, Jacobsdal, Kroonstad, Bloemfontein

Brandfort, Harrismith and Ladybrand. These are all traver¬

sed by , or are in close promimity to , the railway.

Also that in the districts of Picksburg, Eounesburg-,Prank-

fort ,Rouxville,Reitz. Wepener andVrede, which are at

some considerable distance from the railway, there are no

cases.
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TUBERCULOSIS AMONG THE NATIVE: AT LOURENCO MARQUESO

ANALYSIS of 38 cases seen "by Dr G&fcin .

PHTHISIS ■ PULMOITALIS.
Men* , 19, (4 pneumonia type and one with *

sclerosis)

With phthisis, one had tubercle of the larynx

Do one had gland enlargement in the axilla

Do do groin.

Do one has arthritis of the knee.

WOMEN 7. one of whom had also laryngeal

phthisis.

CHILDREN 5 . one aged lo, one 6, one 5,years

POTTS DISEASE

2 cases "both in children of l|- years.

TUBERCULAR OSTEITIS OP SACRUM WITH ABSCESS

one case, an adult.

TUBERCULAR ARTHRITIS
Hex-

of the knee , 2 cases, ( includingAone above

mentioned)

of the hand, one case

of the elbow, one case

TUBERCULAR PERITONITIS

One child aged 5 years.

TUBERCULAR MF.NINGI11S

two children aged one and three years respective

-ly.
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THE
DEATHS PROM T35BES MESENTERICA IE CAPE TOW AND HP 9

SURBURBAN MUNICIPALITIES DURING THE YEARS 1903, 1904, 1905&)

4

EUROPEAN :: COLOURED

1903 ; 1904 ; 1905 ;;1903 1904 1905

Cape Town. 1 2 2 6 6 7

Green f?oint and Sea Point. - - - - -

Woodstock. 9 4 3 1 2 2

Maitland. 1 - 4 3 -

Mowbray. _ - - - -

Rondebasch.. - - - - 1

Claremont. - ■ - - 2 2

Wynburg. - 1 3 3 1

\<*)k
Table Bay and Muizenburg. — — — 3 1 1

Sir/ions town. 2 2 1 - 1 3

* ^

k

(c\) I ^

/^^ £^ 3-4) ^-3s<?jLA- /*?o3,

-L.
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EESOLUTIONIS OP THE SOUTH AFRICAN MEDICAL CONGRESS 1906

ON THE SUBJECT OP TUBERCULOSIS.

That Tuberculosis "be made a compulsory notifiable disease

throughout South Africa, and, in addition, that all persons

suffering from such disease should be obliged to notify any

change of ...duress to the Medical Officer of Health of the

District , and in the event of any such patient changing his

residence from one Colony to another, the Medical Officer of

Health of the first Colony shall notify the Medical Officer of

Health of the second.

The tem"fuberculosis" shall mean and. include phthisis, and any

other form of Tuberculosis accompanied by a discharge of Tuber¬

culous pus.

That the enactment and enforcement of public health

legislation throughout South Africa would proved more effective

in decreasing Tuberculosis at the present time than any other

method.

That the elements of Hygiene and especially the principle

which govern the communication of Tuberculosis should be

taught in Elementary Schools and be made the subject.of

compulsory examination.

That the standing committee of Congress consisting of

representatives from each Colony and Protectorate be appointed

to act as an advisory body on the subject of Tuberculosis,

and that an Anti - Tuberculosis Society, composed of

both Medical and lay-members , be appointed in each of the

Colonies of South Africa except where such are^existent,
and that the Transvaal, Pretoria, and Orange River Colony,

Medical Societies be requested to take the initiative in the

formation of these associations.
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5. That all prospective lawsjapplicable bo Tuberculosis

and its prevention should he uniform in principle throughout

South Africa, the legislative details being adapted to the

conditions in each Colony, and that any forward movement

in the desired direction should, if possible, be made simul¬

taneously by all the countries.

6. The following restrictions should be applied to Consump¬

tives arriving in Sou .h Africa : -

(a) Consumptive immigrants without means of support should

be excluded altogether, the Shipping Companies being made-

responsible for their return conveyance.

(b) Consumptive immigrants with means of support to the satis¬

faction of the Governments concerned , should be allowed to

land one- the condition that they carry out reasonable precautions

to the satisfaction of the Medical Officer of Health of the Dist£./c/~
to which they are proceeding, and that suitable regulations

be promulgated by the respective Governments dealing with such

persons with regard to failure to carry out these precautions

and insisting on notification of any change of address.

7. That attention be directed bo the necessity for:-

(a) Obliging the master of a passenger ship , which has con¬

veyed a consumptive, to have the cabin which has been used by the

patient, efficiently cleansed and dis-infected, and

(b) Prohibiting any cabin from being used in common as a

sleeping place by a consumptive , and healthy people.

8. That the several Governments of British South Africa

represent to the Imperial Government the necessity of British

and Poreign nations attending to the provisions of paragraphs

6 & 7.

9. That Sanatoria of the simplest possible construction

conpa:ible with efficiency for European patients & d



similar Institutions for Coloured patients should "be established

in the different Colonics under the control of public "bodies ;

the expense of the maintenance of such Institutions would be

decreased by the suitable employment of inmates, and also by

the provision in connection therewith of out-door employments

( as for example market gardening, viticulture, tobacco

growing, silk-worm industry, basket weaving and straw plaiting

etc;) which would allow of patients remaining in such estab¬

lishments until the dises.se was sufficiently arrested to permit

of their returning to their usual vocations.

That expenditure entailed by the measures taken by the

coastal Governments in respect of dealing with phthisical

emmigrants shall be provided in equitable proportion by the

several Governments of South Africa..

That this section is of opinion that Congress should

reappoint the existing sub-committee in order to carry out the

work on which it has entered and that the Committee

have power to add to their number.

That a copy of these recommendations be sent by fee

Congress to the High Commissioner and the Goverments of the

several Colonies. .


